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I.. INTRODUCTION 
Location and Culture 
The Skowhegan, .Maine. 15 :minute quadrang].e or the 
United States Geological Survey has an ar.ea or approxi-
mately two hundred eighteen square miles and is bounded 
by the 69030' and 69045f west longitude meridians and by 
~he 44045 1 and.4sooo• north ~atitude parallels •. The 
latest avai.J.able U.s .G.S c topo5I'a~hic map is a l955 edi_. 
tion com?iled from aerial ph?tographs taken in April 1953. 
The index map, F1gure 1, shows the position o:f the quad-
rangls 1n relationship to the state as wall as· to adjacent 
quadrangles.· 
Located on the Kennebec River 1n the southwest sec-
tor of' the quadrangle, Skowhegan,: with a population o:f 
8000, is the shire town o:f Somerset County and is the 
largest com:nunity within the quadran,sle. Situated, at the 
junction o:f u.s. Routes 2 and 20lg it is readily accessible 
by auto~obile •. The town is also served by the Maine Cen-
tral Railroad and t!J.e Maine Central Bus Line. It has di-
versified industry which includes textile mills,· shoe 
factories, and woodworking plants. ·:rhs industry in the 
rest o:f t!J.e quadr~~gle is predominantly pulpwood lo5ging 
and :farming. S&:owhegan is the rome o:f the Skowhegan State 
Fair, the oldest :fair in continuous operation in i'Torth 
.America. 
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Figure 1. Index Map or Maine 
1a 
Thera are several. s:nal.l.er COill!llunl.tl.es l.n the quad-
. . 
rangl.e~ the largest being Harmony on Higgins Brook l.n sub-
quad •. 3 and At-hens on the iVest Branch Stream ·1.n sub-quad. 1. 
{see Figure 2). 
The l955 topographlc map shows a well-l.ntegrated 
network of' roads and trails giving f'air access to nearly 
a1.1. parts 6f· the quadra03l.e. Of' r.he roads shown, about 
7~ are unpaved and passable f'or the average passenger 
car, while lq% are passable only f'or jeep-type vehicles •. 
The rema'inder of the roads are paved or partly paved. 
The 1.955 . topogra;Jhic map can be obtained wl. th a green color · 
overlay i.ndicating wooded areas, which.~over about 8q% of' 
the area. while nearly all r.he open areas are f'ields of' 
various types. 
The Skowhegan Quadrangle lies astride the boundary 
between two climatic divisions of' ~aitia (Fobes, 1.946, p. 3) 
which are separated by a line passl.ng between the northeast 
and southwest corners. 
The section to the northwest, lyl.n3 within the 
Intermedl.ate Upland and Foothill region,.had the f'ol.l.ow-
·l.ng charac;teristic~ betw~en 1.914-1.944, according to Fobes. 
1. •. AnnUal mean temoerature 
2. Absolute ~l.ni~um temperature· 
3· Absolute maximum temperature 
:4 •. AU..'lual. mean precipitation 41..5 l.nchee 
2 
5 6 
7 8 q l 
Figure 2 Co-ordinate system for the Skowhegan quadra.tig~e. 
Numbering indicates positioning of the sub-
quadrangles. 
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6 •. Domlnant cll.:nati.c a;!,..elllft;n.t. High maxi.mum temperatura 
The secti.on to tae ·e.outheast •. included .within the 
Central and Southwestern Interior area, had the fo11ow-
1.ng character1st1.cs during the same ;period. 
1 .•. Annual. mean temperatll;Z'e 
2 •. Absolute m1.!l1m.u:n temperature 
3. Absol.ute maximum. temperature 
4. Annaal. mean precipitation 
5. Prevalll.ng wind direction 
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The topography of the quadrangle is gently rolling 
with the l.ow rel.ief that i.e typical of much of west cen-· 
tral M:illne. 
The h1.gheet elevation i.n the quadrangle, "827 feet~ 
is on Goodwin Hill in sub-quad •. 6; the lowe"st point is 
that where the Kennebec River leaves the quadrangle 1.n 
. sub-quad •. 8 at an elevation of about! 110 feet. The total· 
"relief" of the area is, then, approximately 717 feet •. 
Individual. localities rarely show a relief of more than 
3 
4oo f'eet. 
The hi~ls for the most part are. rounded and in 
many cases exhibit streamlining in a northwest-southeast 
direction with gentle slopes faci~g the northwest ~-with 
a much sharper declivity on the southerly ·ends. The ori~ 
_gin of these land-rorms will be ,discussed under the sub-
J ect of glacial geology 0 ' 
2n the eastern part of the quadrar13le 1s a basined 
area, roug!lly ~lliptical ii? shape, s1X miles long in a 
north-south direction and four miles'wide in an east~~est 
direction. The relief' within this region, about 100 reet. 
is signif'icantly lower than in the remainder or the quad-
rangle. The elevated area which surrounds the basin 
includes the highest hills· in the quadrangle. A very 
noticeable (relatively narrow) depression which is ap-
proximately sixty feet deep and which shows an average 
width of one-quarter mile partially rings the central 
rlat adjacent to the higher area. 
The orit;in.or the hasined area and associated 
f'eatures·will be discussed in the chapter on geo~or-
phology. 
Drainage 
The major river draining the quadrangle is the 
Kennebec, which rises out of the southwest corner of 
Moosehead Lake about thirty miles to the north •. The 
r1yer passes southward through.the Brassua Lake~ The 
Forks; Bingham,.Anson, and Norridgewock quadrangles, 
sll1ng1ng northeast :from Norridgewock to Skowhegan and 
then southeast and south through Waterville, Augusta, 
and~into the Gulf .or ~aine through Merrymeeting Bay a 
few miles north or Bath. The Kannebec, from Moosehead 
to Skowhegan, has a drop of approximately 800 feet. The 
.river i.e used as a transporting agent for cut w.ood. Water 
power for hydro-electric generating plants, pulp and 
paper mills, and textile plants is made possible at many 
r"ocations alor13 the stream where steep gradients occur at 
. . 
falls or rapids due to superimposition of·the post-g1acial 
Kennebec. 
The smaller s·treams drain the quadransJ..e in a· 
general southerly direction into the Kennebec. These 
smaller streams flow in one of three general directions, 
either northwest to southeast, northeast to southwest, 
or north-south •. 
· The drainage is not well integrated, as evidenced 
by the numerous wet areas on the map such as Devil' s Bog,, 
Rowell Bog, Perry Pond area, Big Pond area, the swamp 
extending for about two miles north of Gould Corner, as 
well ~s many others ·which are unnamed on the map. 
Nine lakes are found in this quadrangle, the 
largest being: Great·Moose Lake with 3584 acres' area, 
5 
_, 
Lake George with 335 acres. and Sibley Pond with 338 acres. 
The origin or the directional control or the ·rivers 
and streams. of the lakes, ani o~ the boggy areas will 
be discussed under the chapter on geomorphology. 
Puroose 
The purpose of this research is to ~stablish a . 
sequence of geologia events for the Skowhegan ~uadran01e 
with the data obtainable from field and laboratory work 
and partly from conclusions drawn from current and 
·ear11er geolog:ic investigation in this region. 
Th:is quadrangle was selected because of the variety 
or rock types,· the interesting but c9mplex structure, 
accessib:ility, and its geographical location within a 
block.of quadrangles being mapped by Ph.D. candidates 
from Boston University in anticipation of constructing a 
regional geologic history of west central maine. 
Previous Geological Work 
C. T •. Jackson (1838, p·. 17 • pp. 36-37) is the 
first 9erson to Qention the geology of the Skowhegan 
~uadrangle. In this report he mentions, but does not 
discuss, the.limestone outcrops at Athens, Harmony, Corn-
ville~ and at the falls ·of the Kennebec River in Skow~ 
hegan •. Probably the outcrop at Cornville refers to that 
in the valley of the Wesserrunsett Stream at Walton's 
6 
Jli~~ ~ The author has been unable to f 1nd any l.il!lestone 
st the f~ls in Skowhegan~ However, since Jackson's 
t.1llle a dam has been built here raising the water ~evel. 
behind 1t and probably covering the outcrop. 
The next mention of the Skowhegan region was made 
by C. H. Hitchcock (l86l, pp. l66 and .220). Like Jackson 
before him, he discusses the liaesto·ne ·outcrops at Athens 
lil.nd Skowhegan, omits Harmony,.. but does mentio.n that at 
Canaan. His discussions are more thorough than those of' 
Jackson, aDd in them he lists a :rew partial quantitative 
analyses for ~hese limestones. Hitchcock also mentions 
a rose quartz ~ocality at the Skowhegan Falls, but this 
too is probably ·under water behind· the dam •. 
C. H. Hitchcock (~862, p:p. 290-29l) ·in: a later 
report again mentions a bit about the geology ·o:r the 
quadrangle in reference to some rock types enqountered 
while journeying between Skowhegan and The· Forks, ani 
also between Skowhegan and Brighton in the Kingsbury 
Quadrangle. Hitchcock in both cases states that the 
rocks o:r the Skowhegan Quadranole are essentially arg1llo-
m1ca schists and that to the northwe·s t of these rocks. 
in the Bingham Quadrangle; the rooks are clay-slates. 
The generalized geologic map corapiled b;r A., Keith 
.(1933) indicates tbree types and ages o:f metasediments: 
the oldest, Pre_:Camb~ian banded mica gne:1sses and ahists 
·outcropping in tbB .southwest portion.of the quadrangle; 
b~ack,. gray, . ani red. ala tee, gray sandstones and. quartz-
~tes, massive arg~~ites and thin limestones or mid.d~e 
and upper Silurian age in t b.e west central port ions; and 
in the'northwest corner, Ordovician and Cambrian gray 
quartzites and grit, gray arg~lites interbedded with 
b~ack and gray s~a t.es. Kai th did a v~ry adequate job in 
out~ining the Hart~and Granite P~uton in the eastern ha~f 
o:f the quadrangle. ·His metasedimentary units are fair~y 
.we~~ described in a gross litho~ogic sense. ~owever,.bis 
ages are incorrect and the map ~acks details as wouM be 
. expected on a map published at a ·sc'ale of )..:1,000,000~ 
Systematic mapping has been co~pleted by R. ~oench 
(1.954) o~ the Phillips Quadrangle and by .A. Cariani (~958) 
in the Anson Quadrangle. Their work has subdivided. and 
revised. portions of Keith's ~arger ~itho~ogic units. · 
Perkins and. Smith (~925) mapped. the south portion o:f the 
Waterville Quadrangle imd other quad.rang~e.s to the east 
as far as the Penobscot River, while P~rkins (~924) 
described graptolites in the Waterville Q.uad.ranble. 
Listed under th~ physiographic geology :for this 
area would. be: the paper or· H. P •. Little (~917) on the 
glacial and post-gl~cial geoloOY ot the iiaterville area, 
that of· Perkins· (1927) concerning the evolution of the 
drainage in the re~ion, Antevst (19?8) work on the prob-
able post-glacial. marine li:nir.· .and· deposits of ~.aine in 
genera~, and that. of J. M. and_H~· B. Trefethen \~944) 
on the ~ithology of the Kennebec Valley esker. 
Work in Progress 
Five quadrangles o:f west central Uaine are now 
in various stages of geoio~c investigati~n by Boston 
University students~ The field work has been coapleted 
1.n the Bingham and Kingf'ield quadrangles' by Mr~ .Charles 
E •. Osgood and Mr. Stanley S~apinsky respectively. The 
Kl.ngsbury Quadrangle, ctirectly north o:f Skowhegan, l.s 
being mapp6d by JJ:r. Robert.· Coy1e, while Mr. Ira Furlong 
i.s investigat1ng the geology of the Farmington Quadrangle 
and Mr •• Victor Colo;abinl. is mapping tha geology of the 
Rangeley Quadrangle. 
:Methods of Study 
The field work was condu~t.:.ed during the summer 
·:rield seasons of 1955. 1956, and parts of 1957 and 1958 •. 
It was d1rected by Dr •. c. wr:oe \Yol:fe, chairman of the 
. . 
Department of Geology. Boston University. The fl.eld 
mapping was done directly on aerial photos and then 
·transferred to the 15 minuteU. s. Geolog1c Survey topo-
graphy map of' the Skowhegan Q:uadrangle publ1shed in 1913 
.. . . 
and aga1n transferred to the more accurate 19S5 edition 
of the quadrangle. 
The mapp1ng was done by pace and compass methods . 
·and recorded on a scale o:f 1:62,500. This scale l.s 
cons~dered adequate for ma~~~ns the complex bedrock geology 
or· a reg~on such as· th~s where there ~s such 11ml.ted out-
crop. 
One hundred-seventy-fl.ve thLn sect~ons were made 
by a commercial organizat~on and analyzed by· the author 
during the wLnters of 1956, 1957. ani 1958. The part~al 
quant~tat.ive analyses of the ll:nestone sa:aples were made 
by Union Assay Company of Salt Lake C~ty, Utah, in 1958 
and the s~ectrograpbic analys~s of the sulfide rich phyl-
lites of ~nit· 2E were made in 1957 and released to me by 
the Am.er~can IletaJ. C.limax Company of New York C~ty. 
Professor Patrick Hurley made the age ~eter~at~ons on 
the Hartland Gran~te in the spr~ng of 1958 at ~assachusetts 
Institute of Technology • 
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. Il~ LITHOLOGY AND STRATIGRAPHY 
- Introduction 
The establishment of a stratigraphic column and 
the dating of the stratigraphic· units are essential in 
reconstructins a geologic sequence of events for the 
quadrang1eQ The complex structure, the apparent lack o:f 
guide :fossils~ and the nature of the outcrop pattern have 
·made the solution of these problems inconclusive from 
evidence gathered within the bounds of this quadra.%le. 
d. W. Wol:re and Moench (1954), Cariani (1958), 
and Willard (1958) have done considerable research in 
these respects ~n quadrangles to the west. p. H. Osberg 
is presently mapping the Waterville quadrangle to t.he 
south. 
The only guide fossils fou_~ to date are those 
in the Kennebago Lake Quadrangle by Willard ( 1958) of 
Niagaran age,- those found ~n the Stratton Quadrangle by 
Wolfe and also dated as Niagaran· age .• and the Monograptus 
colbeinses in the Waterville shales near Waterville. 
Maine, described by Reudemann in the paper by Perkins 
·and Reudemann (1924-) and. thought to be of Mid-Silurian 
age. 
The exact stratigraphic position of the Waterville 
shale in respect to other ro eke in the quadrangle 16 
now quest1onable. Therefore·, the stratigraphlc and 
structural relationships or the units within the Sko~hesan 
quadrangle must be deter;nined, if' possible, fro;n t.he ex-
tension of the rock units into quadranglea» as yet un-
l!apped, the interpretation or primary sedimentary f'eat.ures 
.. ~,. 
such as graded and cross bedding, or from structural 
~ndications such as cleava0 e bedding relationships or 
drag rolds within the quadrangle. 
However» the use ot.these last two types of' ev~dence 
may or may ·not always be reliable nor may it be correct 
atat1at.1cally to arrive at conclusions using these crj.-
teria in a structurally complex region such as t.his ;;-:i:lere 
the outcrops are very limited in extent and kn number. 
The perc~ntage or outcrop area in the qliadrancle 
; 
is 1n the order of five per cent. The out~rops are usually 
very smalJ., with an averag~ area of' twenty-rive square 
:feet~ and most or them. are rather nat and exhibit little 
or no relief' .• 
The moat extensive outcrop in the quadrangle is 
w1th1n the gorge of' the Kennebec River at Skowhe¢"an.o 
However. this is a strike ·gorge, and, therefore~ l~ted 
1nrormation can bf obtained f'rom these exposUres. Tne 
most .1nf'ormative outcrops are those f'ound within the 
. . 
minor stream valleys where the streams are !lowing across 
the strike.~d occasionally have excavated dri~t so that 
the rocks are visible, ror example 8 in the Wesserrunsett 
Stream between the Cornville· bridge and Walton's_.lU.l.l. 
The rather deep weathering profile developed on those 
extensive areas or rocks containing calcite and sideri.te 
~urther obscures the picture by masnng to varying de-
grees the sedimentary and structural criteria. Thl.e is 
not true within the ri.ver valleys where the streams, by 
their erosive action, .have tended to keep fresher rock 
sur.races exposed for observation&· 
The stratigraphic and structural relationships 
as mapped 1n adjacent quadrangles as well as those fur-
ther west have been considered also in attempting to solve 
these problems in the Skowhegan quadrangle. 
Proper correlation cannot be made at this time 
lllith adjoining areas in which the rock units have been 
given accepted stratigr.aphic names. As mora mapping is 
done in central Maine there will perhaps be more controi 
upon which to. correlate the Skowhegan quadrangle units 
with .established formations in .adjacent areas. Therefore,. 
~n the following discussion numbers have been given to 
the lithologic units rather than temporary formational 
names that would burden the literature unnecessarily. 
Only distinct lithologic units that can be mapped on a 
scale of 1;62,500 will be described. 
The metamorphism in this quadrangle increases 
from very low grade to·middle grade as the rocks approach 
the Hartland granite body~ Considering this, and in 
view of the fact that the metasedimentary units appe~ 
to be generally qu1.te un1.f'orm along str1.ke .exce~t f'or 
metamorph1.c ef'fects, the unl.t descr1.pt1ons ref'er to 
their.character1.stics in areas of' least met~or~bism. 
The various ml.nE!r&l.ogical, compos1.t1.onal, and textural. 
changes encountered in each unit as 1.t approaches the 
granite will be discussed under the chapter on metamor-
'pbismo 
Although an absolutely conclusive strat~grapbic 
sequence cannot be demonstrated, there is considerable 
evidence for a preferred sequence, ~ this evidence 
will be presented. i.n part 1n th1.s chapter as well as 1.n 
the chapter on structure. The various members of each 
gross lithologic unit are described 1.n what are .their 
probable stratigraphic relat1.onsh1.ps. Un1.t numbers have 
been assigned to the gross units in what appears to be 
the probable sequence, w1.th Unit 1 being the oldest. 
Map Unit ll 
General Statement and Descriotion 
'rh1.s unit outcro:;;>s extens1.vely 1.n the SkowhegB:D-
quadrangle as 1.ndicated on the geo1os1.c map and is a 
continuation or the tentatively named Anson forma~ion 
mapped and described by Car1.ani (1958; pp.51-5P)o 
In. t~s Skowhegan quadrangle it has an a'ver.a:e;e 
map width of about.6-7 miles, 1.f my 2B or Car1.ani's 
Kennebec formation is included as a member as suggested 
by Cariani (1958, PPe 45-50), rather than as a separate 
:formation. 
The present study :t:odic5. tes that the Kennebec 
:fonnation of' Carianl. :ts a di:stinct l:tthol.ogi.c mtl.t lfhich 
can be correlated with my Unit 2 for reasons that will 
be indicated when tl:i:ts unit (2B). is discussed .• If this 
interpretation be c:>rrect. the true map breadth o:f out_-
crop of lA would-be about 3 miles; fhe most extensive 
outcrops are :found, along the top and flank-s o:f Cilapman 
Rldgeg along Rte. 151, (both in sub quad. l)# and on 
the: tops of the larger hills- such as Dora anO. .S_tickney 
in sub- quad. 2. 
This unit is predo1:1inantly made up o:r rocks that. 
weather with a characteristic light orange brown limonite 
stain and commonly exhibits small brown spots that mottle 
the outcrops. Thssa s_pots are-sometimes -hematite and 
sometimes limonite. The staining_ and the _spots are due 
to the weathering of siderite, !erroan dolomite, anci 
pe~haps -:rerroan calcite, which are :found in varying pro-
portions throughout nearly all o:r the lithologic typ_es ·. 
in the unit •.. _ 
The predominant. rock type is -a :;;morly sorted~ 
medium e;rained, arc;i.llaceous, sli5htly metamorphosed 
sandstone, containing SngulaP to subangular quartz as 
the principal detrital mineral. Thes·e ·quartzites generally 
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quartz (so~e opalescent gray~blue color) ~ith some feld-
spar scattered throughouto Co=only pebble and sand 
size fragments of shale are present, while in some zones 
there· are smali irregularly shaped pockets o:f carbon, 
often with diameters o:f 3/8~1 , that may be a petroleum 
residue retained from an earlier time when t.he rock may 
have been a petroleum reservoir.. 
Commonly narrow beds Ol' zones of black and e;reenish 
phyllite are :found interbedded with the quartzites while 
in a :few localities black slate z.ones occur that are 
generally about l' wide. In a few areas these slate zones 
are of sufficient quality and width to have been quarried 
in the _past. 
These larger slate zones have been thoroll8hlY 
examined for fossils with no positive results to date. 
Pyrite and pyrrhotite are found throughout the .. 
· uru.t, generally making ·up lese than 1% by volwne. Cubic 
pyrite is the most common sulfide present in both the 
pelitic and arenaceous metasediments. ·Graded bedding 
is the most·common primary sedimentary feature while 
occasionally cross-bedding has been observed. However, 
this la of very minor importance. Graded bedding was 
used in an attempt to establish which directio~ was 
stratigra.Qhl.cal.ly y::>unc5er, but so many reversals are 
indicated that one must conclude that the unit is. 
extensively i~folded or that the graded· beddin0 resulted 
from both waxing a~ waning flood conditions o In the 
contact zones of the unit a clearer and, I b_elieve • a 
proper __ l.nterpretation has been made indicating that Unit 2 
is younger than Unit lo This will. be :further discussed 
1n the chapter. ~n ·~tr~~t~e. 
Often pod shaped masses can-be seen in the quartz-
·e.:: tltes-o T~ese range between· 2 11 .,.1 1 ·.along the long axis and 
(• 
perhaps l~-3" in thickness. The long axes are aligned 
W1 th the bedding or with the cleavage o:f the rock 0 Gener-. 
ally they are calcareous and upon erosion or weathering 
form depressions in the rock. They usually occur in 
groups and are generally .restricted-to two or three beds 
in the outcrop. Moench (1954, pp. 58-62) and Cariani 
(1958. pp~ 35-45) have observed similar pods in their 
Madrid formation and have concluded that they are con-
cretions. I would concur. 
The following 1s a general tabuiation indicating. 
the _generalized gross litholoe;ic ~hang~s across Unit ll 
!rom the northwest to the southeast t:or a distance of' 
about· three miles perpendic.ular t() the strike. 
lst·mile 
This is a zone that merges into the transi-
tional zone between Unite 2A. ani lA. 
The quartzi tee in thi e zone be c o:ne !'iner 
and thinner towards the southeast and generally· 
~at mile 
(oont•d) 
show ~ri increase in the pelitic members ~re­
a·ent:.o The pelitic beds COm.?OSe a'b::>u.t one-
third ot: the outcro~s observed but are gener-
a~ly thinner than the quartzitic bedso ToWardf:l, 
the southeast the pe~it:l.c beds 'become more 
numerous, c:o:nposing up to scy; of' the outcrop, 
and many are equal :l.n w:l.dth to the quartz:l.teso 
.scattered throughout this zone there are 
lenses of' granule and. pebb_le conglomerates, 
aome atta:l.n:l.ng widths up to loov and lengths 
.up to. l mile. As one goes towards the southeast 
this l.itholo·gy is rarely seen. 
In this zone car'bonaceous pelitic zones are 
commonly :found· that contain up to 2CJ% sul:fide, 
primarily pyrrhotite but o:ften cubic pyrite. 
These znnes are similar in lithology and thick-
ness to thos-e ot: Unit 2. Howev·er. they beco:ne 
lese -comm::>n and thinner toward the southeast 
1n this zone. 
In.general the sulfide content or both the 
quartzitic·and the pelitic beds decrkases 
toward the southeast. However, sulfide is 
present in emall amounts throughout the unit. 
As the sulfide decrease-s there is a notable 
increase in the carbonate present, both calc:l.te 
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lst mi.le 
(cont.'d) 
Central_ 
1i- miles 
·and siderite~ However. the dolomite apparently 
~ . 
:1ncreases only slight;lY and is not prasent in: 
outstanding amounts. 
As m·ight be expecteid. as :the grain size of 
-the rocks decreases, there is a decrease 1n 
outcrops showing wel1-developed graded bedding 
that is so typical of this region. 
A precise delineat~on of the- rocks in this 
· area is rather difficult because of: the deep 
·~eath~rings resultinS from the decay of the 
carbonates; and the l.o~ flat nature of outcrops. 
The quartzites are fine grained and argilla-
ceous and are rather equally interbedded with 
thin pelitic beds. Xhe quartzites are thin 
bedded, generally between 2"-6n, ani the pelitic 
beds are a bit thinn~ro However. there are 
zones of quartzite that appear to be massive 
and as wide as 6'-17t, but this may be a mask-
ing of the true bedding widths by the deep 
·--weathering profile. 
Occasionally narrow beds of sulfide rich 
carbonaceous phyllite are found scattered in· 
this zone but are very rare, relative to the 
zone to the northeast or to Unit 2. 
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Central. 
l.i miles 
Last. 
tmue 
The carbonate content l.n thls central. area 
1s hlgh •. general.l.y Composing from 5-20% or 
the quartzi tea and lesser· percentages in the 
pel.ites. 
Thls sectl.on is very similar in ap_;>earance 
to the first one-mile zoneo However, the lack 
or outcrops, particul.arl.y in the belt north 
or Porcupine Mountain. presents a rather 
inconclusive pictur~o 
From what has been seen in the field and 
in thin sections some conclUsions can be 
made. · There is an incre.ase in the number 
.of s ul.fide rich pelitic beds towards the 
southeast along with an increase 1n grain 
ai.ze in the quartzites o However, tbe. coars.e 
granule a:rrl. pebble conglomerate zones of" the· 
f"irst one-mile of the unit are nearly lacking. 
When they do occur, :they are thln, general.l.y 
between 6"-2'. Graded bedding again becomes 
apparent in many outcrops and small. channel.s 
have been ot>served. as in Unit 2 and Unit lA 
transl.tion.zone. 
The siderl.te shows a marked decrease wl.th 
a relative increase!1n calcite. Thls ·not 
i. 
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. Last i onl.y; shows up 1.n the; thln sections but also 
1n the color of' the outcrops in general~ 
Petrography 
The modes o:f thls unit are listed in Table 1~ 
In the quartzites and gr~ule and pebble con-
glomerates quartz is- the most cpmoon detrital. m1.nera1 as 
1.s the. case or ·unit 2,_ mak:tng ·up 70-8~ of' the rock types 
involved~ The quartz :fraeJ!lents' are angul~ 'l;io subrounded 
· and make up not only the lar0 er1 clasts but al.so the 
majority of' the amal.l~r matrix ,:fragments •. 
For the most part the :fraginents o:f ll do not show . 
undulatory extinction or granulation,. often s.eeri in some 
rock ·types of Unit 2, indicat:in,g that perhaps. these rocks 
were more competent during de:fo~mation. 
. ' 
Bl.ue-gray opalescent quait-tz gral.ns are common 1n 
I 
some or the granule and conglomieratic :zones~ The m.:l.cro-
. scopic analysis gi vas no indicaition. or <.he reason' ;!.or 
thls coloration •. It may· b.e a. r:esult ·or met~?rphl:sm. of 
the quartz in ~lace in the_ pro~enance region;. Quartz 
o:f thls color was observed· in granite pebbles o:! the 
i 
Rangeley conglomerate. and the icolor o:f the quartz thera 
seems to be'definitely presedi~entation • 
. The significance of' the :shapes o:f the quartz 
grains will be discussed later in tha descr1pt1.on of' 
23a. 
TABLE 1. 
MODES OF UNIX J.A 
169 84A 84B 75 :63 45A 229 191. 68 26} 21.0 74 
~uart.z. ~ . • 10 85 10 6o 95 65 Sci 10 6o 5 55 50 
Calcite ~ ••. o 20 15 5 10 5 
S:ideri.te. 15 1. 10 20 20 5 
Feldspar. 2 1 2 Tr 1 ·lo Tr .l.Q -Tr l.O 
Muscovite 5 8 1.0 1 J.O l.5 20 40 15 25 
13 1.ot1. te • 10 . 20 7 
Cb1or1.t~ ·s 2 4 3 
Graphite. Tr · 5 4 so· l. 
.. 
1. . Tr Il.lnenite. 
:} 2 ]. '2 Tr 1 2: 2 Leucoxene. 
:Pyrite. . . 2 .5 5 
Pyrrhotite. 2 !rr 1.· 
Garnet. ... . . Tr 
Act:inoli.t a. ~ 
Zo1site •••. 
Diops1de 
Z:ircon · • 
• !" 
. 
-Hornblende . 
this unit. 
Both orthoclase and plagioclase feldspar occur 
as clasts i.n these rocks i.n granule. sand, and s1.lt 
s1.zes. The variety of p~asioclase is difficult to iden-
tiry because of the ser1.c1t1.zation and the various degrees 
to which the m1.neral. has been altered to cl.ay. However, 
when recordings could be made the compositions varied 
:from An. 20 to An. 50. In spite of the reldspar content 
these rocks do not fit the definition of a. graywacke, 
and, henceR they should be called feldspathic, argilla-
ceous, quartzitic sandstones. 
As the modes indicate,. muscov1.te is by :far the 
more abUndant mica in contrast to the relatively high 
bi.otite content of Unit 3. In general the grains are 
smal.l, while occasionally sO!D.e larger ones appear which 
are sbred.ded on the edses. 
Ilmenite and its alteration product, leucoxene, 
are rather uniformly distributed :in small amounts through-' 
out the entire unit. Pyrite and pyrrhotite, the remain-
1ng opaque minerals, appear in widely separated ~row 
zones. 
The carbonates are the most diagnostic mineraLs 
1.n both this ·unit and Unit lB. 
Small amounts of.limonite sta1.ned iron carbonate 
were mechanlcally.separated from eight specimens randomly 
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selected :from Units lA !'.Ild lB. The carbonate_grains were 
analyzed by oil i=ersion techniques in order to det.er-
mine what carbonate minerals were present. The indices 
in 90% of all grains observed lay within those o:r sider-
ite •.. This conclusion was borne out in several of the 
thin sections o:f these s)ecimens whBre the mineral grai~s 
in question were found ~o~dered by balsam on the edse of 
the slide. In the ca~e of sideritJ the indicae .of No 
and Ne are higher than the balsam.. If' these· grains were 
calcite or dolo!:!ite the He indices would be below the 
balsam and the No indices above the balsam. This latter 
. s_l.tuation was not observed. 
However, in the immersion oils seven of the grains, 
some from both Units lA and lB. _.·had indices of dolomite 
but the limonite rims and staining indicate these to be 
a variety of ferroan dolomite,_ ~erhaps ankerite. From 
this study it may be reasonably assumed that. siderl.te 
composes over 9~ of all the irori qsrbonate present in 
both Units lA and 1B. 
This ·siderite occurs in small amounts in nearly 
all members ot·the unit. C~nera~ly it has a euhedral 
rhombic form, and in thin section it is easily recog-
. nized_. because the rim zone is usually altered to limonite. 
This oxidation is a function of the degre_e of weathering •. 
. In some of-the sections studied only limonite remains 
i' 
2.5 
while in other sections the co~~lete siderite rhomb is 
present~ The transformation of siderite to limonite 
accounts for the brown s9ots in the rock. Fresh speci-
mens of this' rock are difficult to obtain because of the 
ease of weathering of' the rocks ani of their planation 
by Wisconsin glaciations. 
T~e calcite in this unit appears to be an inter-
stitial cement occurring in anhedral masses that do not 
show limonite stains as do the rhombs of siderite. 
An-interesting inverse volume ratio exists between 
the calcite and siderite in the thiri sections exam_ined. 
As the siderite content .of the local rocks increaa·ea, 
the calcite apparently decreases ani vice-versa. 
Cariani (1958, pp. 81-102) has critically reviewed 
the literature covering the formation of sedimentary 
siderite •. There is a wide range of opinions conc~rning 
the natu,re o:f such an environ;nent ranging from that of' 
James (1954. p. 242) to Rubey (1930., p~.12) •. James 
postulat~s a zone of deposition intermediate between the 
well oxygenated. shallow wave and current swept motion 
of the continental shelf where f'erric iron is deposited 
and deeper bottom areas -Which are deficient in oxygen 
where iron is precipitated as a sulfide. rron carbonate 
·deposition is restricted to this inter:::ediat·e zone where 
there is enough oxygen to remove the ors~~ic matter and 
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preclude the rormat~on or H2S~ 
Rubey considers the siderite forming environment 
to be one of anaerobic conditions with foul stagnant muds. 
ear~ani concluded that the best approach to the 
problem is to consider the deposition o£ siderite as a 
.:function of the En. and pH. conditions. A:rumbel.n and 
Garrels (1952, pp. 1-33) provide stabl.lity diagrams that 
not only consider ·the deposition of siderite but also of 
hematite and pyrite which help to explain the deposition 
of these minerals in terms of the existing EK. and pH~ 
values. Their work indl.cates general reducing rather 
than oxidation condl.tions for the formation of siderite. 
The :field work in Skowhegan substantiates these 
conclusions in part. The transition between sulfide rich 
rocks of Unit lA into the rocks ·of Unit 2 that have a 
"high siderite content and yet have measurable amounts or 
iron sulfl.de apparently represents a shift toward the 
we.ll-def:1ned reO.uclnl:;i environment of Unit 2 where only 
iron s~fide was deposited from the more ventilated ·en-
vironment of Unit 1 in which the siderite was a more 
s_table mineral~ although small amounts of iron sulfide 
were occasionally deposited. 
Stratigraphy or Un1. t 1A 
The -oest top and botto:n criteria in this unit 
are the primary sedimentary feature.s coupled to a ll.mited 
degree with the shear sense of the I:l1nor folds. 
J.pproxini.ately eighty good BXB.!Ilples o:f graded 
bedding were observed scattered over the map area of 
the unit, and in general thAy indicated. numerous reversals 
ci:f top and bottom. ·The criteria may, themselves, be 
faulty, or there may be considerable infolding. The 
comp.arative lack o:f and the weat.hered nature of the out-
crops make it impossible to trace these minor folds from 
l~b to limb except 1n a few cases in very limited apeas. 
Becaus·e o:f this~ the interpretation of these :rea-
turea and also the shear sense of drag folds has been 
restricted to the contact areas with other map units 
where it is believed the.criteria will yield the most 
information concernino the stratigraphic relationships •. 
In the discussion o:f Unit 2A which 1'ollowa, i.t 
will be demonstrated tbat probably Unit 1A is directly 
below Unit 2A strattgraphically. The study o:f top ani 
bottom criteria in the contact zone bears this out. 
This is particularly well shown in the graded bedding 
relationship"s in the vicinity of Bunker Hill, . sub-quad. 1. 
A?-ong the southeast border of the unit, as men-
tioned before, the outcrops are scarce, but there is a 
good deal of top and bottom evidence indicating the 
younger rocks lie to the southeast. ·These indications 
can be best observed in .sectiods of good continuous outcrop 
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as :tn parts o:f nncal.d Brook and on Stickney H1119. T'hese 
criteria are not conclusivs by any means. but are )Jell~ved 
to be indicativeo The distribution o:f the lithologies 
within the unit as previously discussed indicates that 
there is a repetition o:f the unit as would be expected if 
the unit were doubled. 
Xhis map pattern coupled with top ani bottom cri-
teria and with the stratigraphic interpretation o:f Uni.t 2 
presents a reasonable indication that U:ilit ll is in the 
core o:f an anticlinal-like structure and has been doubled~ 
I:r this is the case. tb.en the true· thickness o :r this un:l.t 
is closer to ;Lt miles~ although l.nfolding may be respon-
sible :for some o:f this·tbickness. 
Sedimentary Enviro~ent 
It l.s.reasonable to assune that geosynclinal sed1-
mentation is a :function o:f the tectonic as well as the 
clilaatic environment, and the relative importance o:f 
these two controls wl.ll vary 1n. time and place. 
Xhe provenance reslon can be considered to have 
been a granitic terrane: hence,. the derivation o:f'both 
quartz and :reldspar •. Eo~ever. the conspicuous lack o:f 
:feldspar indic~tes that this ~ineral probably was weat~ 
ered to clay and upon transportation and subsequent 
d~position the quartz grains and the clays were.separated 
geographically. The fact that the grains_o:f quartz are 
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angular to· subangular :night lead one to believe that sl.nce 
they have undergone little abrasion ands·hence, a short 
distance of transport, the shapes have developed during 
a single cycle of erosion. This conclusion has been 
questioned (Pettijohn, 1949, p. ·411). 
Two proc_edures might be hypothecated to account' 
for the lack of roundness of the clastic gral.ns as well 
.as f~r the lack of fel.dspar in the rock. 
{1) A single cycle o:f erosion took place in which 
·the quartz was derived from a deeply weathered grallitic 
terrane (of uriknown location) where much of the feldspar 
had been chemically weathered to clay. During transpor-
tation. long or short, and deposition., the quartz, feld-
spar. and clay were separated by varying ~egrees geo-
graphically. 
(2) Multiple cycles of erosion took place in 
which most of t.he feldspar was eliminated by chemi.ca1 
decay over a .long period of tl.!:le from t.he parent. rock 
and from. t.he various sedime.nts and .sedimentary rocks con-
taining these clasts; but, as indicated by·pe~tijobn 
(l949, p. 411). the reworking of the quartz might not 
significantly alter l.ts angularity in spl.te of passl.ng 
through several erosional ·cycleso· 
· Because_ there is fre~h feldspar in the rocks 
the i1rst process probably more ·Clo:eely approximates 
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the true situation. 
I~ the correct top and bottom interpretation has 
been made or Unit lA,.the sediment becomes generally 
coarser towa~ the top~ The sulfide content also in-
creas_es. indicating a shift toward stagnation and subse-
quent reduction conditions. However. these two changes 
coupled together present· a problem as to how stagnat1on 
-conditions can occur at the same time that coarse sedi.-
menta are being added to the depositional area. These 
·~act·s indica~e a rather deep basins stagnant but near 
shore, into which coarse sediment is being poured peri-
odically, becoming interbedd-ed w:l.th the foul muds~ These 
coarse sediments were not being reworked to any degree 
· · w:l.thili the reducing environment, as 1:ridicated by t,he 
poor sorting. · 
·In general the changes in the depositional en-
vironment that took place during the deposition or Unit. ll 
might· have been as :follows: 
The deposition of the lower section o:f the un1.t 
·under slightly reducing conditions with rather open cir-
culation and moderate kinetic bottom energy, characteris-
tic o:f a shal:f area, is suggested. A slow change towards 
a.~ore stagnant, quiet and deeper water environment o:f 
an estuarine type, .close enough to a steep ·shore line 
to receive coarse clastics occa~ionally, probably ensuedo. 
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This environment could hav.e possibly resembled the topo-
graphy and bottom conditions of so~e of the modern Nor-
wegian :fiords. 
Map Unit lB 
General Statement and Description · 
This unit is nearly identical to Unit lA in out-
crop width, mineral composition, and sequence of litho-
logy. The outcrops ·are fewer. in number and individually 
poorerg as far · ·_ as being able to gather a ~a:x:i;mum 
amount of information from them is concerned, due to 
the degree of weathering as well as. to the low relief. 
In general, there are three noticeable differences 
.. 
between this unit an:l Unit lA. 
{l) The general .zones· of sulfide rich pelitic 
sediments at either edge o:r Unit lA are less apparent in 
Unit lB. Ttese sulfide .zones become much less apparent 
along strike toward the southwest. 
(2) The zones of granule and pebble conglomer-
ates are narrower, fewer in number, anfr, in seneral, finer 
grained. 
(3f The siderite and calcite content of the rocks 
are about the same in the northeast part of Unit 1B as 
they are in Unit lA, but there is a mar~ed increase in 
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the southwestern portion o~ the map area o~ the unit 
roughly in the area .o~ Wesserrunaett Lake 6 Rowell Hill, 
and Route 20le. This increase 1s coupled with a general 
decrease Ln grain size o~ the quartzites •. 
There is a ~aciea change indicated in·the south-
.· ~est section o~ this unit o. The northeast and central 
map areas are essentially the same lithology as the rocks 
o:f Unit ll. · Hpwever, the rocks in the southwest section 
o:f this unit are su:ff'iciently dif':ferent to warrant the 
:following descriptiono. · 
This :facies is composed o:f :fine grained rock·types, 
but the outcrops are too :few to get a true picture of the 
unit as awholee 
It is made up of two general types. 
(1) Well-developed blac~. slate and phyllite in 
zones averaging 2'-5' with occasional lOO' wide zones, 
not quarrying quality o Generally these are :free o:f sul-
fide but pyrite cubes are fo~~ concentrated in·a f'ew 
narrow zones. 
( 2) Generally a siltstone or arenaceous silt·-
stone or ar~llaceous fine sandstone •. These are highly 
calcareous and sideritic (up to 3Qi) ~ Fresh rock when 
found is usually gray to dark: gray and appears to be 
laminated within masses varying in width from 1'-501 • 
Locally there are zones where the more i1mey members 
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are thinp. ~"-3 10 • and are interbedded with the ~ess ~imey 
gray quartzite. ~ayers 2 11 -6" wid.e. General~y • this type 
weathers deep~y producing a lioonitic stain as well as 
d1stinct brown. spots. Outcrops are. low, -~.ew • and diffi-. 
cult to ana~yze properly because of the deep weathering. 
Types ~ and 2 appear to m~e up equal vo~umes 
within the unit and a~so appear to be rather evenly in- · 
terbedded • 
.Modes of this unit are listed in Table 2~ The 
petrographic characteristics of these rocks are the same 
.as those discussed in Unit lA. and, therefore, the'i.r dis-
cussion is omitted. 
The top and bottom criteria are poor in this unit 
as a, who~e. However • when :round along the border zones · 
they. indicate, in the vicinity of Lordvs Hill (aub-quado 2) 
and Lower Mil~ (sub-quad. 4), t.~t the younger beds are 
to the· northwest •.. 
In the Wesserrunsett Stream just north of Unit 2C 
there is some indication that perhaps top is to the 
southeast ·although this is far fro~ conclusive. 
There is sufficient lithb~ogic similarity betwe.en 
Upits lA. and lB to say tentatively that they correlate 
and that they are both products of essentia~ly the same 
environments but exhibit· slight lateral facies changes 
as might be expected. 
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These lithologic changes in Unit lB indicate a 
shift towards an environment where reducing conditions 
were less pronounced as indicated by the increase :in 
caicite ·and siderite and by the decrease 1n sulfide rich. 
pelitic members •. The probability of this being an anti-
clinal core zone will be discussed in the chapter on 
structure. 
Map Un1:t lC 
General Statement and Description 
Unit. lC is fairly well exposed on Church lllll. 
sub-quad. 9 (see Figure 2), and also along the short 
~ 
road going southeast from Route 2 one-half mile south 
·or Sibley Pond (also in sub-quad. 9). The rest of the 
area is thickly mantled with glacial drift. In both 
the areas above •. the outcrops are such that one can ob-
serve the nature of the unit for at least ~ mile across.· 
the strike. The map width is approXimately one m1.le. 
The predominant lithology is fine to medi~ ~alned 
quartzite. The quartzite beds are all between 2"-6" 
wide, making them very distinctive in the fiel~. In 
general· they are all calcareous and close to the contact 
lii th Unit 2H they contain some pyri t~. Very evenly 
interbedded with the quartzite layers are beds of black 
and. green phyllite and. slate, ~hose widths seldO!ll exceed 
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2.... The quartzite comprises about 70% o:f the unit whl.le 
the pel.i tic beds, about 30%. 0 ccasional.l.y a :few s!ngl.e 
beds o:f b:lack limestone are present, scattered ran~oml.y 
across the map width. This.unit is made conspicuous by 
its. unifor.n heterogeneity. It appears to be cycl.ically 
interbedded. 
-Petrography 
Detrital. quartz composes about 8qt of the quartz-
ites. It is angular ~o subangul.ar and._ ranges in size 
:from sil.t to medium sand. The quartzites· are poorl.y 
sorted and contain rel.ativel.y l.arge amounts of biotite, 
o:rte~ as much as I.CJ%~ . Smal.l. amounts o:f anhedral calc:l.t.e 
are present :in nearly all beds while some beds conta:l.n 
as much a,s I.Qt rho.:nbic siderite~ Onl.y a i'ew traces o:f 
feldspar were noted and these were too small to properly 
identify •. 
The pbyl.l.ites and slates are composed primarily 
of silt size quartz and probably :feldspar. Occasionally 
small lenses of angular quartz grains were noted and 
apparently these had been composed of larger sand grains 
that had been sheared broken and· strung out parall.el to 
the :foliation during the defor.:nation o:f these peliti.c 
rocks. The pyrite cupes present in tho :foliated rocks 
transect the :foliation while the pyrrhotite blebs parallel' 
it 1n ~ens-~ike.rashion. 
Stratigraphy 
.As mentioned before, it. was observed that thl.s unit 
was ho:nogeneously heterogenous across its map width.-
However,. a· :few mi,nor but significant changes were noted. 
The contact between 2H and ~C is abrupt and in this nar-
row contact zone or approximately ~OO'; there is a thin 
zone of si~very gray calcareous ph,llite, and this appears 
in several exposures along the strike of the contact- It 
was also noted that in going to the southeast from the 
contact the sulfide content decreases rapidly over a 
distance of about 200' • On Church Hill one drag fold 
indicating younger beds to -be towards the southeast was 
seen •. However, this is the only-_indication of top and 
bottom foundo Graded and cross bedding are conspicuous 
by their absence. 
Map Unit 2A. 
General Statement and Description 
This unit is· an.extension of the Parmachenee 
. " 
For:nation described by Carian1 (1958, Po 21). ·The out-
crop area of' this unit is restricted to·a belt approxi--
mately five. iniles along strike ·-and one-and-a-q_uarter 
miles wide 1n the northwest corner of the quadrangle •. 
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The mos·t extensive outcrops of this unit ara found on. 
the top and flanks of Mulhe-rn Hill., on the top and south-
erl.y- f'l.ank ot: the unnamed hill. just southwest, and a 
square mile area south of Wentworth Pond,· a11 in sub-
quad. 1.. This well-bedded unit consists predominantly-
of gray and blue-gray impure quartzites that are inter-
bedded with gray and black slates and phyllites. and 
occasional. thin, impure, carb.:lnaceous limestone layers • 
. The average quartzites have widths varying between 
3"-3'; occasional quartzite zones, 5'-30' wide. are very 
wel.l stratified with individual. beds between t"-3" wide •. 
I 
Nearly all of these narrow beds show delicate but very · 
well developed.cross bedding; while the wider. more 
massive quartzite beds co~only. display graded bedding. 
Genera1·ly speaking, all of' the quartzi tea contain small 
amounts of' detrital f'eldspar; :!lost contain s001e sulfide; 
some ar.e slightly calcareous.. The carbonate and sulfide 
are often~ but not generally • f'ound· in the same layer~ 
Carbonates and sulfides can form together unde~ certain 
conditions as w_ill be pointe-:i out 1n the. discussion of' 
Unit 2B. 
Associated with the qu~tzites are occasional 
single beds of a poly~i~tic pebble C.:l~lo~erate t'-3' 
thick. These contain clear, blue gray. and milky quartz 
clasts and. to a lesser extent, snall rock fragments. 
Fie~d observations ind;tcate: that these ~ayers are rather 
~oca~ and pinch out quickly along strike. One such layer 
has been extended for about one mile before pinch out 
occurred. 
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The most striking memb·ers o! the unit. -when observed 
1n the fie~d. are those carbonaceous slates and phyllites 
that have sulfide contents ranging generally bet-ween 
• 5-3qt; • . Th~t~e zones COmj,'lQse from ~0-15% Of. the ~ntire 
unit and occur in beds varying between t'-1' in width. 
However, within these beds the rock is composed or thin 
laminae. 
While both pyrrhotite and ;;>yrite are found in the 
pelitic metasediments and to a lesser extent in the quartz-
. ites. pyrite predominates in -the quartzites and pyrrhotite 
1n the pelitic rocks. The pyrite is often found as euhe-
dra~·crystals, generally between ljl.6 inch and l/2 inch 
wide, which transect the bedding laminae or foliation. 
Occasionally it is found in masses, co:nparable to the. 
mode of occurrence of. pyrrhotite, which are elongated 
in b~ebs parallel to the bedding or foliation of.the 
pelitic r?cks •. The pyrrhotite which is present in the 
quartzites occurs in disseminated masses. 
The various members of this unit characteristica~ly 
display sharply defined contacts. 
or the thirty good examples of graded bedding, 
selected because of their equal distribution throughout 
the area of unit exposure, twenty-three showed younger 
beds toward the northwest. The minority showed the re-
verse relationship and these were _distributed randomly · 
.within the unito These results are not conclusive be-
cause of the sparcity of examples. Since, however. 
graded bedding represents the best top and bottom cri-
terion available 1n this unit, it seems likely t.bat top 
is to the northwest. 
Reversal or· graded bedding coupled with the number 
of minor folds scattered throughout the _unit suggest 
that tb,e unit may be infolded. Hence, a true strati-
graphic thickness cannot be determined fro~ evidence 
within the quadrangle at this ti:ne. However, the non-
repeated rather distinct lithologic changes and their 
apparent w1dths give an indication of the thickness o:f 
.the unit. ap?ro~imately 8500'. 
This unit does not have sharp boundaries on either 
top or bottom. However, the gross litholoGic changes 
:from this unit into Unit 3 on the top and to Unit 1 at 
the b"ase are very distinct. 
The transition at the top appears to occur in a 
map distance of about.2000'. The change is simply a 
decrease in numbers of pelitic metasedimentary layers 
w~th a re1ative increase 1n the numbers of quartzitic 
layers. In this transition zone the bedding still re-
mains sharp and distinctive. However, the quartzites 
.becoce more v1oletish. a::;>_;ia.rently due to an ~ncrease in 
biotite. This may be due to a slight increase in meta-
morphic grade. The quartzites also become :finer grained 
and lose, for the most part, the primary sediment_ary 
features so common ~o the quartzites of Unit 2A. All 
rock types of Unit.2A show a marked decrease in their 
sulfide content as they gr§de into Unit 39 • 
. The transition between Unit 2A, the youngex- unit., 
and Unit lA, the o1der 8 is represented by a map distance 
of approximately -!-mile. 
As one passes stratigraphically downward, which 
~s to the southe~st on the map, there is a general decrease 
1n numbers of pelitic zones ani a very marked decrease in 
the sulfide content of the pelitic as well as of tha 
· quartzitic beds •. 
The quartzite beds, as at the top of_the unit~ 
oacoma relatively more numerous. However, those near the 
base show a vary distinct increase in calcite and siderite. 
The siderit_e upon weathering imparts to the outcrops a 
general light brown rusty limonitic stain and in moat 
oases. small brown limonitic or hematitic spots. This 
weathering pattern makas'it easy to observe the variations 
of carbonate content o:f the rocks in the outcrops. The 
grain size o:f the quartzites becomes coarser to~ard the 
base o:f the :for.nation and in this transition zone the 
pebb~e conglomerates are moat commonly :foun:l. The gen-
eral increase in carbonate content, the decrease in pelitic 
ani suJ.:fide rich sediments coupled with the increase in 
grain si.ze into the range ot' coars·e san:l and ·pebble 
classi:fication makes it d1 f:f:tcult to draw anything but 
a very generalized gradational. contact at the base or 
this unit. 
Cons~ering the outcrop width of the un1t on the 
map and estimating the relative percentages of quartzitic 
rocks versus pelitic rocks in all outcrops observed on 
. . . 
tro.verse_s, it is possible to describe generally the 
changes in gross l~thology from the base to the top or 
the unit as follows. 
2000' 
:_ :5qt; o:f the layers are quartzitic while 5~ 
are pelitic •. The beds generally vary between 
1' and 41 • The sul:fide content in both 
lithologies appears to be decreasing slightly 
·while there is a rise in carbonate content 
primarily in the quartzitic layers. The 
increasing coarseness o:f the clasts is 
apgarent in the occurrence o:f the many pebble 
conglomeratic layers in.this zone. 
2500' 
l.SOO' 
5().( o:r the l.ayers are quartzitic whil.e sq;& 
are pelltic. ?.!~my of: the sul.:fide rich pellt1.e 
beds attain thicknesses o.r 4' -6 t but seeeral.l.y . 
these zones on the average are l.ess wide than 
the quartzites whose thicknesses vary bet•een 
6"-3~. This is the zone in which the su1:f1.d!e 
content reaches a maximum within tbe uriit, •. 
There is al.so a marked increase in ~he CO&r$B-
ness o:r the cl.astics within the quartz:!.tas,. 
This, along with an increase in the nunoer o:r 
exa!!lpl.es o:r graded bedding, indicates a" 
marked. change in kinet.ic energy o:r the sedi.-
mentary environment. 
Ap~ximatel.y 7'5% o:r the l.ayers are rather 
t:i.ne grained gray or bl.ue gray quartzl.te:s 
.:while the remainier o:r the layers are iJell-
ti.c. These rock types are nearl.y eqU!I:.!.l,y 
interbedded. The sul.:fide content of" ooth 
l.ithologies decreases and the quartzites 
becane bluer as beds become younger. Th:a 
l.ayers average b"etwE!en 6"-2' in thickness. 
-.----~-""":'-
This general sequence has excluded the gradational 
zones as well.as the occurrence or the very thin~ randomly 
scattered limestone beds. 
Thus, as was suggested earlier, in sp~te of the 
~&ct that the unit may be infolded to some unknown degree, 
it appears that the expose~ ~t represents a continuous 
sedimentary deposition, that the unit has not been ~oubled 
by major deformation. and that the outcrop width_ oi the · 
un~t is probably a close approximation t6 its true thick-
ness, 5800'. 
:Petroe;raohy 
The general modes of this ~t are listed in 
Table 3. It. can be noted that in spite of the variety 
of minerals present-in the unit, quartz is by far the 
most common, although the B!llOU.."lt varies cons~derably, 
depending u;;~on the variations in member lithologies. 
This quartz, ~n ~11 thin sections examined, proved to 
be detr~tal with no 1nd1ca·tion of authigenic· change. 
In t~e quartzites and the pebble conglomerates 
quartz ~s by f~r the predominant clastic mineral. not 
only in the pebble and sand sizes but also in the silt · 
·range or the matrix, o:t'ten making up 80-8.5%. of the rock •. 
These rock types in general are poorly sorted~.and the· 
quartz clasts are angular :to sub-round. Occasionally· 
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outcrops. Because o~ this., field observation of these 
weathered f:eldspathlc quartz sandstones superficially 
indicates the amount of feldspar present in the rocks. 
B1ot.ite and muscovite are common part1.cularly 
in the pelitic rocks and to a lesser degree in the quartz~ 
1tes. For the most part these flakes are oriented par-
allel to the :foliation,· but· occasionally the1r orienta-
tion is random. The individual flakes of biotite are 
generally larger than the muscovite, and both commo~y· 
are sbredded.o Chlorite when present is in neS].igible 
amounts and is finer grained than either biotite or 
muscovite. 
Calcite is not common and occurs only as a cement-
ing agents taking anhedral form in the small intergranular 
areas •. 
Sedimentary Environment 
Quartzites and ~bble conglomerates 
There are several primary sedi~entary features 
present in these ·rocks whi_ch must be considered in any 
environmental study. They are as follows: 
·(l) 70-80% of the clastic mineral composition 
of these rocks is quartz while perhaps lees than lq% 
is feldspar. The quartz and feldspar grains are angular 
to~ sub-angular. 
(2) · The rocks ere poorly sorted. 
(3) Graded bedding and delicate, extremely well-
developed cross bedding are present in some zones. 
( !J.) Smal.l rills and channels ar.e common in some 
zones and are associated with the development or mud 
flakes. 
(5) The conslo~eratic beds a~pear to be lenses, 
at least in two d~ensions, seldom more than several 
hundreds or feet .in length. 
The similarity o:f mineral 'co~position and size 
and shapes or the clasts indicate a similar provenance 
and distance of transport for the materials of' Units .2A 
and lA. However, as indicated previously, the environ-
ment or deposition w~s different for the units in terms 
of oxidation and reduction potentials. 
· Whereas f'act·ors or point 1 are criteria that in-
dicate the nature of the provenance area and something of 
the erosional enviro~ant involved i~ the production of 
the present rock typ~s. points 2, 3, and 4 may be used 
as criteria that give indications of the depositional 
envi~onment or these rocks 1n Unit 2A. 
Some o:f the ro~ks are ve"£y poorly_ sorted and quite 
uniformly heterogenousp indicating a rather rapid deposi-
tion leaving little time for sorting forces to operate 
on the·sediment. The phrase "uniformly heterosenous" 
, 
refers to the poor sorting within the bed and the fact 
that this _poor sorting is unif'orm throughout the thickness 
of tha bedc This poured-in type of' sedimentation may re-
sult from a tectonic upli~t o~ the provenance.regioh or. 
as Willard (i957, pp. 257~268) suggested, a change of 
ollmate :fro:n humid to semi-arid. Because o~ the lack 
or vegetation, run-orr is ·increased and peren . 1'lial streams 
are established~ resulting in rapid and continued erosion. 
of the d~bris produced by the earlier weathering process. 
The graded bedding in well-ds!lned continuous 
layera 9 the f~ely developed cross bedding, the presence 
of ama11 rills {see Figure 3). and the development-of 
mud f'lakes all indicate a shall.ow water envfron:nent with 
s fluctuating energy level and with variable bottom cur-
rents. .A.t times the area was above water long enough to 
develop :nud flakes to be eroded sub-aerially by small 
streams. 
These primary features suggest that the rocks of 
this zone were deposited either in a broad estuarine 
flood plain or deltaic type of environment or both, 
which was intermittently free of water for brief periods 
or time. 
The restriction or the ~aded bedding and cross 
bedding to extensive very well-defined layers is not 
typical or a shore zone exposed to long retches, storm 
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Figure 3 
-------- -- ----
Small. channel in a quartzite b~ or Unit 2A 
approximately ~wo ~iles north or West Athens 
in sub-quad~ l. The blad.e ~oints toward. the 
southeast.. (~-l'ote glacial s tr.iations.) 
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waves, and.breakers but rather to a she~tered estuarine 
or bay environment where perhaps the uniform and extensive 
~ayers containing graded bedding or cross-bedd~ were 
pri:narl~y the resu~t of' bottom disruption.by advanci~ 
and retreating tides, per~ps of tida1 bore pro~ortions. 
In this sense 9 the.~ense shaped cong~omerate zones may 
i.n rea11ty be cross sections of' broad shallow cbanne~s 
where t1da1 cut and fi1l, or even distributary·cut and 
flll, was more· pronounced tban on the adJacent broad. 
tlat areas~ The evidence is not conc1usiva. 
Sulfi.de rich carbonaceous pe1itic sediments 
Fo11owlng the work of' ·oariani (1958, pp. ~3-102) 
it would appear from my study that the sulf'ide.of this 
uni_t is syngenetic_; and., hence, the sediments con"J;aining 
as much as 3~ pyrrhotite and/or pyrite were deposited 
1n a reduci.ng environment. This 1mp1ies a basina1 area 
with restri.cted circul~tion s~ilar to"preaent conditions 
i.n the Black Sea. With this in mind, it appears that 
the b1ack muds, :s·o rich i.n sulfide, would have been 
:tor:ned 1n the deeper .quiet basina~ areas whe:eas the 
quartzites, containing very much 1eee eu1f'1de, would 
represent a transition between the quiet basina1 condition 
towards an environment· :with more ·energy and a1so wi. th 
freer circulation. 
There is not suf'f'1.c:1ent f':1el.d evidence to say 
·whether this change was due to an of'f-l.ap and on-lap 
situation or whether perhaps the shape of tha basinal 
area changed in this area so as to change the aircul.a-
· tion and_ energy conditionse This aspect or the rield 
work should be ·pursued. 1n a region where the out crop 
numbers would provide a clearer picture or the conditions. 
The generalized stratigraphic col.~ postulated 
for Unit 2A gives a _picture of the probable changes 1n 
the. ·depositional.. environment during the accu:nul.ation 
·or this unit. 
In the l.ower 2000 1 coarse quartzites and pebbl.e 
eongl.omerates becoce f'iner. the pel.itic layers become 
more nU!Ilerous, and the sul.:fide content of both J.ithol.ogies 
increases as the members beco~e younger. Considering the 
primary features, cross bedding, graded bedding, and 
smal.l. channel.s al.l. devel.oped 1.n the coarser members or 
this unit·and again decreasing in nunber as the beds 
become younger indi~ates that the· environment was changing 
:from one_ of' rather shallow water with open c1.rcul.ation 
to one with l.ess energy,· and restricted circul.ation re-
sul.tingin reducing conditions. 
·• In t:J:le next 2500' ~he pel.i tic and quartzitic beds 
·each appear· to make up 5qt o:f the thickness. -In addi-
tion, the! are apparentl.y equal.ly interbedded, suggest.ing 
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rhythmic sedimentatl.on, probably due to changes in the 
!orm o~ the receiving basin. In this section the sulfide 
content is the highe.st relative to the rest of the unit,. 
in both the pelites and quartz:I,te·s. The quartzites 
occasionally sno_w graded bedding and cross· bedding. 
It appears as if' these litbo;Logies were deposited 
in a more active re9-ucing environment than the J.ower 
section but in spite of the restricted circulation sand-
sized,.poorly sorted clastic sediment was being carried 
into the basin. perhaps suggesting that the basin was not 
very far from the shore zone~ 
The upper lSOOv with its decrease in pelitic beds •. 
and in sulfide content, indicates a rettirn towards freer 
circulation. 
Map Uiii t 2B ·· 
General Statement and Description 
This distinct lit~logic unit is the northeastward 
extension of' the Kennebec formation named and described 
·by Cariani (1958, pp. 45-51). Although the contacts are 
gradational, this unit •. in the Skowhegan quadrangle •. has 
a maximum width of approximately ·li miles~ and t~s width 
appears to narrow towards the northeast. 
There is little control of this unit fro~ the town 
of Athens along strike towards the southwest beca).lse o:t:: · 
SJ. 
the lack of outcrops and, therefore • only a generalized 
picture of the unit can pe given. To the northeast of 
Athens where the outcrops are better and more abundant 
the unit appears to be missing.. The reason for thj,s 
-·will be considered later in the discussion. 
. . . 
.· :rn _the ·southwest section, the ·unit is predominantly 
ccxnposed of· quartzite bE?lds, gray· to dark gray • that have 
" two common thickne~ses_, 1 11 -6" and 2v-4•. 9af, of these 
quartzites ·c-ontain pyrite and/or pyrrhotite while feldspar. 
makes up at least iof, of their volume.- With :raw_· exceptions 
a1l contain calcite, siderite~ aDd/or dolomite • 
.Mud:riakes, -1-n-1 9 • are present in nearly all. quartz-
ite layers and_ often make Up as much as 4o% of their V91-
Ulll6 although the average ·is between l.0-2qt;. 
The quartzites themselves are generally poorly 
sorted, medium to coarse grained, with occasional pebble 
and granule conglomerate layers that seldom exceed 1 2 in 
width. "Generally these show good graded bedding. 
"Thin-(111-3°) black fD:ate arrl phyllite beds are 
1p.terbedded with the quartzite_sJ> usually making up about· 
2of, of each outcrop. These beds also contain sulfide. 
When mudflakes are contained within a quartzite 
zone there is a concentration of them, in many cases; 
towards one or the other contact. with a decided decrease 
1n numbers of flakes away from the contact, of'ten grading 
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into a zone in the quartzite containing no :fl.akes a.t a~~. 
In s1J. of these cases the ro.ck type adjacent to 
this section o:r the quartzite bed showing the highest 
concentration of :O,.akes is black plryl.llte or -~late. ·Thls 
suggests that these flakes were derived :fro~ the pelitic 
zone and that this gradatio~ fro~ high concentration to 
l.ow would indicate a transition into younger rocks •. This 
'II! as checked in a few instances with the directional as-
pacts of graded bedding in the same outcrop; the same 
directional sense was present. 
In several instances sma~ ril~ channels, cut ~nto 
the quartzites as well as into the pelites before they 
were consolidated, could be observed. 
No l.imestone zones as such were :found in this 
area. However, due to the limited outcrop they could 
"have easily been missed in the field. work. 
In the vicinity of Athens the outcrops are .fairly 
numerous am in this area .the un.1.t appears to have nar-
rowed to abou~ i of a mile. 
The predominant rock types in this section are 
interbedded ~pure carbonaceous liJestones, dark slaty 
·quartzites, and phyllites, w1:!11e gray quartzites are of 
minor importance. 
All. of the rock ty.9es ci>ntain pyrite and/or 
pyrrhotite to varying degrees ani in general they are 
a~~ ca~care6us •. 
The most d:l.st1nct:1.va rock ty I.Je canoe seen at the 
waterfa~~ :1.n Athens center _(sub-quad. ~). Thi.s :1.s a zone 
:tn which the b~ac1.!:: impure ~1mestone layers are ln~er-
cslated w:1.th dark purple calcareous s~~y quartzites. 
The ~imesto.nes se~om exceed 3~ in width and the quartz-
ites !,U'e generally aoout }" to ~" wide. 
1JPOX: weatherino the limestones are less resis"&ant 
than the quartzites and the result is a distinctly r:1.bbed 
surface parall.el.to the strike. (See Figure 4.) The 
l.imef?tone, .itself, weathers with a cocoa brown·sur:face. 
Interbedded w:1.th this rock type there are occasional 
beds of quartzites with thicknesses up to 3'. However# 
these are rare. At the Athens falls' outcrop one case 
of graded bedding and three ex~ples of cross bedding were 
observed. In general., primary sedimentary·features are 
lackirig :1.n this area of ·unit 2B. 
The intercalated limestone end quartzite zone, 
. . . 
wherever seen, shows evldence o:f extreme fold:1.ng and this 
is particularly well-developed in the Athens falls' out-
crop. In this area the zone has an apparent width of 
approximately 500 1 while the amount of folding 1nd1ca~es 
that the true Wldth may be as narrow as 50 1 to 100 1 o 
However, these folds may be due to drag along £aul.t 
planes that are nearly parallel to the bedding. (See 
Figure 4 
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Thinly ~terbedded carbonac~~ua limestone and 
biot1t1c slatey quartzites at Athens falls 
outcrop. The slatey quartzites stand in relief. 
Picture taken looking toward the northeast. 
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Figure 7 o) 
On either side of this zone the calcareous quSJ'tz-
ites become more sideritic and numerous, generally ~tar­
bedded with sulfide rich narrow pelitic zones where the 
unit grades into 1A and lB. 
Several thin :l.ntercalated. llmes:tone and quartz.ita 
zonas, never· exceedl:n:g 30' :l.n width, occur wit~ a dis-
tance of i mi+e across str:l.ke north of Athens canter. 
All these zones are ver.f similar to the falls outcrop. 
They could represent repet.iti.om; o:.f one thin horl.zon, or-
·they might all represent separate horizons. The first 
postuiat:Lon is pref:erred.in consideri:n:g the canpJ..exity 
o:f the observable defol:':ilation at the .Athens :fall.B' out-
crop. 
Petrograohy 
The modes o-r this un1. t, given _in Table 4~ ·are of 
Spec~ens from the two areas discussed, and because or 
· ·this they may not give a tr·ue picture o:f the unit as a 
whole. 
Quartz, as in the other units, is the mos~ common· 
de.:trital minera)., and, as in the other units, l.t is 
angular to subangular in shape and occurs in all size 
ranges :from pebbles to silt.. None o:f the bl.ue-gray 
colored quartz :fraanent·s, notable in Unit ll» were seen_ 
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.TABLE 4 
MODES OF UNIT 2B -· 
zr .20 32 3.6A 3.63 24 250 263. 
Quartz. .......... so 70- 4o 40 3.5 75 . 50 65 
Ca1c1.te 14 80 3 
Siderl.te. . • .. 411 ~ •• . Tr 2 5 
Feldspar. 6 6 3.0 12 6 
lluscovl.te 4 3.0 35 40 5 35 l.O 
.Bi.ot-1. te . 3 10 2. .. 15 Tr 
Chlor1.te. 
·-
. .. Tr 5 
Fyrl.te •..• • 0 0 5 1 3 Tr 5 
I'yrrhot.ita. 1 
. 0 .•. 3 
Gra_phit•a. . Tr Tr Tr 
The ~eldspar fragments ~nc1ude both orthoclase 
and plagioclase, and these ~ragments, like the quartz, 
range in dimensions froJl pebble to silt size. However, 
they seidom exceed lq% 0~ the total vol~e 0~ the speci-
men analyzed. Where _it was .)osaible to check the compo-
sition or the plagioclase, it was generally about An. 35. 
Secondary biotite was very c::>::nmon in the thin 
quartzite members or intercalated l~estone and quartz-
ite sequence, orten co:l!.posing as much as 30% of the rock •. 
·Muscov~te ~lakes are the most abundant mica in the thicker 
quartzite zones. Most o~ the musc::>vite is probably 
detritaL 
Siderite is not as abundant as in either Units lA 
or 2A, but is present in many o~ the layers, occurri~g 
in small rhombs in various states ot decay, imparting a 
limonitic stain to.the rocks as was noted previously 1n 
other units. Calcite, when associated with the quartz-
_ites, again takes the form or anhedral ~asses rilling 
pore spaces. 
The li~estone layers, themselves, are neariy 
100_t pure calcite with a gen:erous sprinkling or graphl t~ 
and. ilmenite thr.oushout •. Sulfides occur ~n aJ,l rock 
types. However, cubic pyrite is.~or~ co~on in the 
quartzites while irregular masses o~ pyrrhotite usually 
occur in the pelitic layers. 
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Chemica~ analyses were made by Union Assay Company 
or Salt Lake City. Utah, of representative channe~ sam-
plea taken from the various intercalated thin limestone 
and quartzite zones found throughout the quadrangle. 
These analyses~ indi::ating the percentage of Oa, .Mg, Fe, 
Al, ard Si present, are listed in Table ·1],• The ·signifi-
cance of these .compositions for correlation purposes will 
be discu~sed in the.~trn~ture chapt~r. 
Using the composition o~ the. sample l taken from 
." 
the Athens falls' outcrop computa~ions indicate the fol-
lowing possibilities. 
1. If all theCa is in calcite then 77.45% of 
the sample ls calcite. 
2. If all :the Mg i.e in do.lomite then approxi-
mately 9.A% of' the rock is dolomite. 
3. Some of' the Mg is contained in the biotite 
. ' 
of the quartzites and, in this case, assuming all the Al 
to be used in biotite. also. the·dolomite using up the 
remaining i.i:'e; will compose approximately 2.cy.; of the rock. 
Thin sections of the entire sample were not made. · 
In the ones that were examined no dolomite was seen, but 
small amounts could have been missed, considering the 
similarity in optical properties of calcite ani dolomite •. 
As indicated, dolomite is very probably present althoueh 
in very small amounts.· The ease.of effervescence of this 
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sample· indicated in a general way also that the carbonate 
1.s primarily caJ.cite. 
Stratigraphy 
'Xhe stratigraphic relationship of' this unit to 
Units lA and lB is not clear at this time.· The best evi-
dences are the top and bottom criteria within Units lA 
and·lB near their contacts with Unit 28~ This ·evidence 
strongly indicates that 2B is yoJ!nger than either. 
Within the contact area between Units 28 and lA 
t~ small_ folds, if' ~ags, ha~~ a shear sense indicating 
younger r·ocks lie to the southeast.- The· fl.eld study in-
dicates t'hat Unit 2B is uniformly heterogenous across 
the strike, grading into similar lithologies at.both 
. margins to the northwest and to the southeast. 
Because of' the criteria mentioned above, there is 
a strong indication that. Unit 2B is.younger than lA aixl. 
lB. If' this ·is so, and the indications that Unit 2A is 
· youi.lSer tban lA. and that· lA and lB correlate, then it 
follows that 2A and 2B may also correlate. 2A and 2B 
both represent ·a reducing environment; they both co~tain, 
. . 
along with sulfide rich pelitic zones, zones of sranule 
·and pebble conglomerates and quartzites, all cor.talning 
sulf'ide. Unit 2B contains considerably more calcite 
than Unit 2A. However, this may possibly be explained 
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as a lateral £acies change. 
U~t 2B apparently is missing in the area northeast 
of Athens o Thls may be explained 1n several ways. 
·l. It was missed in r1e1d because or lack of out-
crop. 
2. It latera~ly grades into rocks or Units 1A 
and lB. 
J• ·It 1s t.he nose .ot a fold. and l.s .not exposed 
to the northeast of this nose. 
4 •. It 1s a large lens tapering to the northeast. 
Case #l is the moat probable and case #3 is the 
second most plausible explanation. This will be dis-
cussed in the structure chapter. 
Sedimentary Environment 
Unit 2B is a product o:f a reducing environment 
as indicated by the sul:fides and carbon present in vary-
ing amounts throughout the unit a 
The primary sedimentary features found .in the 
southwuat ext ens ion of the unit in the general area· o:f 
Kincaid SDream (sub-quad. 4) indicate a shallow water 
environment, durin3 part of the deposition, simiiar to 
that .or the lower half of Unit lB. The calcite content 
in nearly all rocks or Unit 2B is especially high in 
the vicinity or Athens. 
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~he chemical precipitation of calcite is a very 
complicated problem. Dunbar and Rodgers (i957. p •. 230) 
state that the most signif'icant :factor affecting the 
solubility of CaC03 is the C02 content o:f the wa~er. 
The loss of 002 , which would result in supersaturation 
and precipitation, is· itself controlled by several :fac-
tors, the most l:m.portant being temperature~ A rise of 
the temperature o:f water saturated wi.th C02 an:i CaC03 
wi.ll result in a loss of co2 and a subsequent prec1.pita-
tion of Caco3 :from the sea water. Thi.s process is.soing 
on presently in sea areas apyroximately between the lat1.-
tudes o:f N 30° an:i s 30.0 • 
Plant life contributes to the .prec1.p1.tat1.on by 
d.epleti.ng the water of 002 which to some degree ai.ds in 
the precipitati.on o:f CaC03': 
The pH conditions (Newell and Rigby, 19579 pp. 32-
33) .apparently have little to do wi.th the deposition or 
CaC03 in the case or modern mari.ne sed1.mentation, and 
perha.ps this was true in the environment o:f the rocks 
or the Skowhegan quadrangle. .I:f this is so, then Caco3 
could have :formed by chemica1·prec1.p1.tat1.on in there-
duci.ng environment of' Unit 28. In this case, the. pH 
and Eli conditi.ons controlli.ng the sul:fi.d.e depoei.tion 
perhaps would not significantly arrect the chemical pre-
Cipitation o:f CaC03. 
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Another very probable expl_anation for the cal.ci.te 
present suggests that the calcit·e wa-s derived from cal.-
careous shell. fragments, finely ground in a sha.ll.ow 
water zone outsiae of the reducing basin and subsequentl.y 
carried and de,oslted as a calcareous ooze in deeper 
water. To date, however~ no evidence has 1:5een :fou:a:l oT 
shell. fragments. 1.n the outcrops Qr in the thin sections .• 
The intercalation or the thin 11~estone beds a3i 
thin quartzite beds suggests a rhythmic cycl.ical. deposi-
ti.on o:f.' the materials in these -zones. This may indicate 
'-cyclical. cha."l¢es in·. the kinetic e_n3rgy of the botto!ll~ 
perhaps through storm ·or strong tidal action resul.Ling 
l.n. stronger currents having the. ability to carry the 
clastic calcite away fro~ the shore zones and into the 
deeper reaches of the reducing ba.sin. 
Map Uhit 20 
General Statement and·Descrintion 
Unit 20 .l.s predominantly composed of io.pqre liE.e-
. stone and poorly sorted ·calcareous quartzites. . It is 
'this r?latively, high lime content that distinguishes 20 
from the adjacent units. The unit. is cross cut by the 
Hartland granite l.n the vicinity of Waite IDll.in sub-
quad •. 5o. The northeast-ern continuation through t.he to111n 
of Harmony exhibits a map width of approximately 1i miles 
wh~~e the tu1nner southeastern section, passing through 
Wa~ton's MI11, in sub-quad. 5, is approximately£ mile 
wide., 
The outcr.ops o'f this unit are !ew. Perhaps this 
1s due to the high lime content having caused Unit 2C 
to weather dii":ferential~y. :faster during pre-glacial time 
than the adJacent units. These low lands then :filled 
more deeply with glacial drift thaa adjacent higher areas 
burying most pre-glacial outcrop o:r the unit. 
The most continuous outcrop in the southwest .sec-
tion is 1n th~ valley o:r the .wesserrunsett Stream~ north 
ani south of'Wa1ton1 s ~illo The impure limestones o:r 
this section are carbo~aceous an~ in general quite thin, 
having an averagB width or 2"-3~. The limestone layers 
are very evenly intercalated With either violetish thin 
biot1t.ic quartz1te.s or black or green pbyll1tes whose 
_wic:lth'B seldom exceed .211 •. These'' limestone zones,. often as 
-
wid-e as 50'-100.', grade into zones where the ca~cite con-
tent is less and the rocks can be :~ore properlY: called 
calcareous quartzites•_ The quartzite zones are often 
identical with the lime-rich zones in the sense that the~ 
comoonly exhibit the same type o:r intercalation •. In other 
1oca1i't1ea the quartzite beds range up to an average o:r 
6" in rtdth while occas-ionally beds o:r 3' -5' can be zmtedo. 
The tbi:cker beds of' quartz1.te are usually ·med1.um.. 
to coarse c;r31.ned and o:ften show graded bedding. No 
cross bedd1.no or chan.'lelin.:; bas been obs:3rved to date. 
Sul:fl,de, both ;lyrite and pyrrhotite, is present in small 
quantities throughout all rock ty~es in this unlt but to 
a greater. extent in the more peli:tic types. Across the 
map width the limestones comprise SC% of the unit while 
the qu8!tzites comprise about 3q% and the ~hyllites 2q%. 
The outcro_;Js in the river valley ~show true rock 
colors· ani little or no wee:the~~ng profile while t!lose 
in the fields are usually badly weathered, ~hese weath-
ered outcrops usually sh~w a light orange brown sur:face 
color due to the oxidation and qydration of the iron 
contained in the sulfides and carbonates. Their weathered 
appearance is very similar to that of the carbonate and 
sul:fide bearing rocks of Units lA and J.B.. The true lime-
stone zones~ however., are easily recosnizable in. the 
:fields because they weather with a r1.bbed appearance and 
1.n general they show a dark c;ray to black color, sometimes 
w1.th a thin limon1.tic coating •. 
The exte~ion of" Unit 2C to th7 north of' the sranite 
1.s essentially the same litbologic.ally as the sect1.on. 
Just .discus sed •. The ma_Jor di f'f'erence is its greater 
map wi:dth •. 
The best outcrops ot' this section are l.n sub-quad. 3 
along Riggins Brook Wl.t.hl.n ana. south or the town o:f Har~ 
mony.. Ou"tcrops to m~ southeast along the s"trl.ke are 
rat11ar scarce but evenly d:i.atrl.but.ed.. Tney are • now ever •. 
Blllall and badly weathe:r;ed.. Along strike to the north-
east or tne·~armony area the only 30od_outcrop was found 
on the top of: Hurd. Hl.l.L., tne rest of thl.s re5ion being 
veneered with a very ·evenly distributed. tlll. cover. ,.....,_ 
. ._,. \.....• 
The same rook types 1n the sam.e proportions are 
present. in thl.s section of the unl."t as exist in the sec-
t:!.on exposed along the Wesserrunsett Stream. but the map 
wl.dth in the Harmony section 1s a half-m1le wider& ·In . 
~he larger outcrops there is good evidence· that in ~laces 
the limestone zones are ti3htly folded. However, because 
of the lack .of continuous outcrop with adequate vertical. 
exposures, the degree of tnls folding is unobtainable. 
The contact zones of this unit are gradational • 
. Petrof?raph,y 
The modes of Unit 2C are lis ted in Table 5. · quartz 
is the most abundant netrital mineral, ransing r.ro~ sand 
to silt sizes. The grains themselves are ano-ular .to 
sub angular and show no evidence of au tnigenic cb.a.n,sa. 
In the more pell.tic rocks the quartz grains often are 
broken and appear to have been sheared into lena. shaped 
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MODES OF UNIT 2C 
185 182 180 184 
·39 83 76 178 99 78 77 95 82 
Qua.rtzo 0 • 70 20 65 70 40 5 . 20 5 30 40 6o 5 45 
Cal.c:1.te 15 50 70 1.0 80 60 80 w 
Siderite •. ·• Tr 
: Feldspar. . 5 l. 
:Muscovite . 6o Tr. 9 15 15 J. 5 10 20 
Bi.otite e . ·s 2o 25 40 45 1 5 
Chlorite. 2 l.O lO J.O s· 15· 
Graphite. 5 5 
Il.men1. te • :Yr Tr J. Tr Xr Tr Leucoxene 
Pyrite o 0 5 
Pyrrhotite. 2 J. Tr 2 3 5 
Act1nol1 te • 5 2 20 3 
Zo:l.s1.te . -
·3 5 . . 
Hornblende • ]._ 
-• 
masses~ e~ongated parallel to the foliation. The grains 
in the more·competent quartzites occasionally exhibit 
undulatory extinction. Both or these :features are un-
doubtedly due to ~ef."orma~ion, whether before or arter 
sedimentation is uncertain. Blue-gray opalescent quartz 
grains are comm~n in several localities within the unit, 
notably along its gradational margins as in Unit 2!1.. The 
blue color appears to have been f."onned prior to the deposi- · 
tion of the ctasts. 
Both plagioclase and orthoclase f"eidspar are present 
in these rocks, but not as Colllinonly as in Units ll. lB. 
and ·2S. In one quartzite specimen that· was sectioned 
15% of" :feldspar was present. Feldspar clast sizes range 
:from coarse sam to ailt and their shap.es are angular to 
sul:lansuJ.ar. The :feldspars observed were badly sericitized 
&ld the type· o:f plagioclase present could not be deter-
.. ·mined. 
There is a relatively .h1e;h per.centa.oe of biotite 
present throughout this unit. _par.ticularly in the section 
t.o the north of the sranite. This is a:pparent].y the re-
. . \ . 
ault o:f me~amorph1sm anQ will, therefore, be discussed 
in that chapter. 
Calcite is present ·in various amounts in nearly 
- ·all th6 rocks and composes as much as 80-lO~ o:f the in-
dividual black limestone layers. The black color is due 
- ..... · 
to dissem.:1.nat.ed graphl:te and small a!IIOunts o:f :U.men1teo 
In t.be quartzites. the o.a1o1te :1.s 1n the :form of' small 
anhedral masses or :1.n.veins. Siderite nor dolo:nite were 
observed 1n the sections studied. ·Pyrite and pyrrhotite 
are present. 1n all rock types within the unit, and. in 
the thin sections studied pyrite was the most common. 
occurring as small cubes ·that transect the .:foJ..iationo. · 
The anaJ..ysis o:f a typical sampJ..e of the inter~ 
oalated l~estone ani biotitic quartzite gathered :from 
outcrops·aJ..ong Higgins Brook was made and the results re~ 
corded in Table J.l as sample 2 • 
.Because of the e1mil.arity in compositions between 
this sample ani l!ampJ..e 1 from Unit 2B in .Athens very 
similar conclusions can be made as to the probabl.e dis-· 
position. o:f the Mg relative to the other constituents 
~1th1n the rock. I e~pect some of the Mg to be contained 
in· the biotite of' the thin quartzite layers and the r·e-
mainder in very small amounts o:f dolomite within the 
l1mey layers o 
Stratigraphy 
Like Unit 2B, this unit app-ears to be uniformly 
heterogeneous acros.s the map width perpendicular to 
strike. TP.e :few primary sedimentary feature~ ind~cating 
top and bottom within the unit lead to contradictory 
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conc~uslons o· This is to be expected in ~1ght of" the ap-
parent fo~d1ng within the ~t as mentioned previous~y. 
Three minor fo~ds in the gradations~ contact area 
that comprises the southeast boundary o:f the unit ~i mi~es 
south_ of Harmony~ if" they are true drag folds, indicate 
·that top l.s to the southeast. · In this ·same area ths 
tew graded beds round l.ndicate the same relationshipo. 
The majority or graded beds found in the va~ley 
of the Wesserrunsett River along the northwest boundary 
of the unl.t indicate up to be. to the southeast. 
No evidence was observed that l.ndicated that the 
map width of this unit represents anything but a sl.ngle 
_depositional thickness. The top and bottom criterl.a 
observed1 although few 1n nu:nber, all 1nd1cate that the 
units to the southeast are younger. 
Sed~entary Environment •. 
The environment of" Unit 20 was probably essen-
tially the same as that or 2B except that no evidence 
or the shallow water criterl.a such as mudflakes and 
channeling so characteristic or 2B in the area of Kin~ 
caid Stream and Whittier School was. found •. ~owever, · 
this does not mean these rock types are not present. 
as the_ bedrock along strike to the southeast· or Walton's 
:Mill is· extensively covered with drift o Unit 2C appears 
'· 
to be calcareous over a greater width than 2B. 
The environment of 2C was probably one or moderaitre 
reduction. Sand and s1.1t were carr1.ed. 1.nto the envJ.ron-
ment ,P:er1.od1.cally but were not being reworked exten-
s1.vely as 1.nd1.cated. by the poor sort1.ng of: these' quartz-
1 tea.. Calc1. te was probably transported in as an ooze 
and depos1.ted. 1n a rhythmic cyclic manner a:s men.ti.oned. 
1n the d1.scuss1on o:f Unit :;!6. 
The presence of: carbon 1.n the l:ime-stones and 
pel_itio sediments :ind1.cates the presence of: organic 
matter :1n the reduc1.ng env-ironment. 
l!ap Unit 2D 
General Statement and Description 
The predominant rock· type of: this un1.t :1 s cal..-
ca:reous, poorly sorted, t:eldspathic quartzite. The 
quartzite 'beds are on the averase 2"-19 .wide and a:re 
:interbedded with thi.n black slate and phyllite layers 
that seldom exceed 6"' 1.n width •. Occas:ionall.y the dark 
zones ·are r1.ch 1n :iron sulfide and atta1.n widths Up t.:O · 
3' • 
The best outcrops of: this unit c.an be found in 
the valley of: the Wesserrunsett Stream starting about 
t mile south o:r Walton's Mill a.rd cont1n1;1ing :for appr-ex::i-
:mately 1 m1.le to the south in sub-quad. 5 •. The r:ivm- · 
6~ 
doe.s not run perpendicular to the strll:e. Theref'ore the 
·true map.width is closer to i mile. 
In the northe(!,at corner o:f the map the unit lies 
between Unit 20 on the northwest arid the Hartland granite 
o:Q. ~he sou.1;heaat where the maximum thickness is approxi-
mately i mile. The beat outcrops in this northeastern 
section are.on the southerly slopes of' the unnamed 537' 
hill. between.Brown an:l Higgins Brook 1n sub-quad. 3. 
The quartz.1tes of' this unit are essentially the 
same as those of' ·Units J.A and 1B. They are poorly sorted, 
predominantly medium grained and usually contain small 
amounts o:f detrital :feldspar. They are well bedded an:l 
:o_:tten exhibit graded bedd1ng·. In the field· the quartz-
ites often-weather with a lli5ht orange brown limonite 
.stain, the iron·oxide, 1n part, eoming fro~ the decom-
position of' the aid.er.ite, rerroan calcite, an:l 1ron aul-
f'~e contained in them. ·.This color1ng is not apparent 
in the river outcrops where \.hey are consta:O.tly being 
waahed·arii abraded. 
The phyllites and slate beds o:f Unit· 2D :for the-
most part are black; however, occasional ·Single beds 
'With a greenish color are not uncommon • 
. Usually ._these pelit1.c layers contain cub1c pyrite, 
pyrrhotite, or both in small amounts .while pyr1te 1s 
the predo:n1nant sulfide in the quar.tzitea. The slate 
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and pbyl.l.1.te layers ~e ev:enl.y distr1out.ed throughout 
the unit ani comprise about l/3 of' the. total. map· w1dtho. 
The contact between 2C and 2I> is gr:adational: through a 
map distance o:f a.l::>out 200 1 ani represents a rapid lower-
ing o:f the calcite content and a rapid increase in the 
relative numbers of and widths of' the quartzite beds as 
2C grades into 2D. 
The eontact .between Unite 2D and 2E is sharp· and 
distinct and is represented by a transition 1nto a lime-
stone zone of Unit 2E in a distance of 1.'-2'. 
PetrofliFaphy 
The :few sect1ons listed in Ta"bl.e 6 give a _good 
1ndication o:f the modes of'. the unit •. l.[ost o:f the samples 
gathered and sectioned were taken from within the con-
tact metamorphic aureole of the Hartland granite; and. 
therefore, some metamorphic minerals are included in the 
modes. Their s1gnificance w11.1. be >liacussed in the chap-
ter on metamorphism. 
The individual. clastic minerals present have the 
same characteristics as those described :for Units !A-and 
lB. Howevar, there is apparently l.ese siderite prese~t 
1n 2D. This may be due· to the higher metamorphic grade 
o:f the Unit in the section !rom which the samples were 
taken." 
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TABLE~ 
MODES OF UNIT 2D 
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Stratisraoby 
The present stmy has indicated that graded bedding · 
is the best criterion or a proper stratigraphic sequence 
within this zone. Twenty-o~e examples of' graded bedding 
-·· 
were observed. :well distributed over the width or the 
unit as it is exposed 1n the valley or the Wesserrunsett 
B,:1ver~. Of' these, the .fif'teen examples of: normal graded 
bedding indicate stratigraphically younger beds to be 
towards the southeast. The remaining six may indicate 
e~ther small convolutions within the unit, and in one 
case t~B appears to be certain~ or • on tlie other hand, 
I 
they may be beds with reverse grad1n0 , that is, e;rading 
i 
:from fine at the base to coarser fractions at the top. 
A compl.ete discussion.of' graded bedding as a top arid 
bottom indicator will be considered in the structure 
Ghapter.-. 
The gradational contact .. zones of' the unit along 
its southeast and northwest borders are very. different 
in width as noted previously •. This, coupled with the 
!act that the adjacent-units, 2C and 2E, are markedly 
different .from one another in lit~~ogy and\that t.he 
majority o.f.the graded beds observed wUhin the· unit 
imply top t.o be to the southeast across· the entire unit,_ 
~probably indicates· that 2D has not been doubled and that 
the map width closely approximates the true stratigraphic 
thl.ckness or i Idle 0 
Sedimentary Environment 
The relatively small a:nount ·o:r sulfide !ound 
throughout ~e unit indicates a moderately reducing en-
vironment during its entire depos:l.t:l.ono However, the 
reducing conditions were probably not as drastic as 1n 
the environment o:f Unit 2A. 
Xhe modes indicate some c~lci~e present_ in the 
rooks apd this may have been carried_ in as an ooze or 
precipitated in the manners previous~y discussedo 
By f'ar, t.b.e predoi!Unant roc)t type is well. bedded 
quartzite and usually this type o:f sediment is not de-
pos1ted 1n such quantity in a basin w1.th poor circula-
tion conditions, typical of' a reducins environment. 
This type of sedimentation 1s more typi_cal of the open 
circulation and kinetic energy conditions o:f a broad con-
tinental. shel:f area. However$ the su.L:fide prese_nt indi-
ca-ces tnat this area was on the rringe of a reducing 
environment, perhaps on the edge o:f a rather deep basinaL 
area. 
Map Unit 2E 
General Statement and Dcscr1.ntion 
Unit 2E 1s poorly exposed, particularly southwest 
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along strike frora Ma~bon's ?!ills where :1.t passes under 
the sand p~a.ln that the t.own of Skowhegan is built upon •. 
The best continual outcrop is witl;lin the gorge 
of the Kennebec River at Skowi:le~ and 1s a:pproxlmate~y 
i mlle long. However, only a 11.!:!.itad a:nount of use:f~ 
strat1graph1c information can be obtained because the 
gorge paral~e~e the str1.ke of the unito 
Many other good outcrops Ca!l. be seen in the river 
bed of the· Wesserrunsett Stream, particular~y at Malbon'e 
Mille and just south of tb.e exposures of' Unit 2Do C~oeel.y 
spaced but small outcrops are c::>mmon in many. places along 
the valley slopes of the Tesserrunsett Stream as well as 
on the s~opea of' the Kennebec valley southwest of' Skow-
hegano 
Units 20, 2D; and 2E: have bean traced on a recon.,-
no.l.ssance ·bas:l.e, along etri.ke, tilrol1¢h the southeast sec--
tion of the Anson quadrangle and. :Uito ti:le Norridgewock 
quadrangle, as :far south as the tO'iin of" Norr:l.dgewock. 
Th1e mapp:l.ng indicates that these 11.tholog1.es are ·con.,-
ti.nuous, at least that :rar. ~ has an approxi.Ulate map 
width of i mile o 
The raoet predominant roc:k ty;}e within the unit :l.s 
gray to blue gray med1un to coarse grained, poorly.eorted 
quartzite ... The quartz:l.tes generally average between 
i'-4' 1n width, with oocas:lonal ·zones of' sr-36' containing 
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wel1-bedded quartz~tes whose widths vary from tn to 3~. 
- -NearJ:y ali. of' these narrow b-eds si:Iow very del.icate but 
extremeLy wel.l.-deveioped cross bedd~ng identical. to that 
:found. ~n Unit 2A. 
Generally speaking~ a1l. .or the quartzites contain 
some detr~ tal f'el.dspar .and iron sul.f'l.de, mostly pyri.te 
cubes. Other beds are slightly calcareous, whl.l.e orta:n 
they contain concret~ons.ry-l.tke -caicareous pods. Good 
exampl.as o:t thEise may be seen at ?.l:al.bon' s ?J~l.l.s. 
Assoo~ated with the quartzites, occasional. granu1a 
and pebble conglomerat1.c beda are present rang~ng :1n 
width between t•-2•. The short-er 'beds that can be seen 
co:npl.etely ~n sl.ngle outcrop's are of'ten lens shaped in 
two d~mens~ons. Because of' the l.ack of' proper out.-crop 
the same cannot be said far the more extens~ve beds. 
_. The conglomerates primarily conta~n clear., m:Ulcy~ 
and blue gray quartz clasts. The rock fragments or 
small. pockets of' graph!.te as :found ~n Unit ll ware not 
observed. At :Ualbon's Mill.s :several. o:f these layers can 
.be se-en. 
The_ quartz.1 tes and rc.ongl.omerates together com-
prise 60}6 of' the map width of' Unit 2E. 
Fro~ 1.5-2~ o:f the unit is co:npo,sed o:f ~on sUJ.-
. :f~de .bearing carbonaceous _!?.byllites whose beds vary be-
'· tween l.,. and 50' •. The sul.f'ide content usually ranges 
between 5-3Q( and the predo.m:1nant mi.nara]. 1.s pyrrhot:Lte5. 
A tb.1ck zone o~ carbonaceous :1mpure 1:1mestone 
i'orms the nOrthwest bow:xlary o~ th:1s un:1t. Th:1s zone 
has a maximUm. w:1dth oi' 300' on the map~ However, th:1s 
becomes nar.rower :1n several. p:l.aces a:l.ong strn:e. L:Lke 
s:1mUar zones h 2B and 20, th:1s zone is composed o:i' th:1n 
:intercalated black :lime beds and dark purg:l.e quartz:1te 
beds and usually exhibits a ribbed weathBring suri'ace, 
. the· quartzites :standing higher than the limestones. 
These :1nterca1a.teC!. :lime and quartzitic beds. usua:l.1y con-
tain sma11 amounts.ot' pyr:1te, ·pyrrhotite~ and i1men:1teo 
Cone1.der:1ng the map w:tdth or the un:1t, J.imestone 
compr:1ses about 20-25% o.r the width •. This is bhe on1y 
axtens:1ve Um.e zone ~:Lthln 2E, although tjll.n ~:tngle bl.ack 
or wh:1te 11mest6ne beds are scl:!-ttered randoml.y across the 
map w:1dth, thei.r thickness seldom exceeding.2" •. 
-~. 
Two o~ the limey pods ~rom the :Mal.bon' s M:111s 
wateri'a":l.1 outcrop were sectioned and in both cases they 
were composed .oi' about the same percentages o.r cl.ast:1c 
quartz and. :raids par as the enclosing quartzite. The onl.y 
apparent dif'i'erence was that the pods" _contained about 
30% ca1c1.te wh:1J.e the enclosing quartzite conta:1ned be-
tween 3-5%. 
Moench (1954_. pp. 58-62) ~onaldered t}lem :1~cative 
of' his Madri.d. !'ormation in the ty;>e 1.ocal.1.ty 1.n the 
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Phillips quadrangle. 
:t~o. apparent :focusing agent for this concentration 
of' calcite was :found as may be :found. in some true con-
cretions. In The Forks quadrangle o:f !Ial.ne siml.lar 
structures l.n quartzl.tes have been observed. However_, 
many of' these pods conteined sections o:f crl.noid stems •. 
Petrogranhy 
The modes o:f this unl.t are 11.sted in Table 7 c 
The mineral composition and petrographic characteristics 
o:r the rocks wl.thin 2E are nearly identical with those 
o:f Units 2A and 2B. 
The partial analysl.s of' a ty-pical. sample o:r the 
l.ntercalated limestone and biotit1c quartzite. gathered 
:from the zone that marks the northwest boundary o:r the 
unit~ is ll.sted as Sample 4 l.n Table 11. This specimen 
was collected :from the outcrops in the bed of' the Weseer-
runsett Streal!l. Because o:f the s1m11arity in CO!Ilpoeitiona 
between thl.s s~mple and Sample 1 very sl.milar conclusions 
can be made concerning the d1.spos1.t1on o:f the Mg w1.th1.n 
the rock as a whole~ as were made in th·e case o:f Sample 1. 
Table 8 ll.ats the partial qualitative spectro-
graphic analyses o:t' Sa!Ilples take_n !rom two closely·. 
spaced horl.zons o:f carbonaceous, sui!ide ·rich ?hylll.tes. 
The outcrops :from whl.ch the samples were collected are 
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Quartz. 
Calcite . . 
Siderite. . . 
FeMspar. 
Muscovite •· 0 0 
_ Biotite . • . .. . . 
Chlorite. 
Graphl.te. . 
Ilmenite. ·• . ; 
Leucoxene 
:pyrite. . . 
Pyrrhotite. . . 
Actinolite. c . 0 0 
Zoisite . . 
Hornblende. .. 
" 
. 
UBLE 7 
MODES OF UNIT 2E 
9J. J.o4-~o6 2o~. 
<> 70 5 70' 50 
80; 30 
~ 0 
•. Tr,£; 
~~_:. '-.-i 
.2 
~ 0 10 5 5 
5 2 
2 
2 
0 0] ]. 
0 •• 
4 
J.O J.8 
l.O 
76a 
94 43 247 
80 5 5 
10 5. 
1 
35 4o 
.s 45 20 
5 10 
]. 5 
2 
4 
5 12 
TABLE 8 
I'ARTIAL S:PSC·rROGRAP:iUC ANALYSIS OF 
2 CARBONACEOUS SULFIDE: RICH :PHYLLITES 
FROM UNIT 2E ~MILE SW OF SKO'NHEGAN 
2 
o.os 
As e. 
Ba 
Cu 
Fe 
o o .- e g., o.o~ 
0.20 
In • 
N1. o , 
Ru 
St. 
Zn 
Zr 
0 ••• .. • 0 
... 
... 
.. " 
•. ~a.oo 
o;~o 
o.OJ. 
0 0 •. 
. . . 
0.02 
0.07 
o.so 
0.02 
o.os 
0.02 
o.o4 
o.~o 
0.02 
o.~o 
l.ocated 1n road cuts on Route 2 ap;>roximatel.y l. miJ.e 
southeast of Skowhegan. 
-~he American Metal. Company Limited had these anal-
yses made as part of their 1957 summer P+-oJect in Maine. 
I was employed. by the company as the assis.tant geologist 
o::C the projecto ·Dr. Thomas G. Moore, their chief geolo-
gist. very generously released the 1nror~ation :Cor my 
use. 
Stratigraphy 
Graded ani cross bedding are both common in the· 
quartzites while in the congl.omerate·a only. a few instances 
or graded bedding have been observed.. These are the 
onl.y pri:nary sediment.ary :features that were found that 
could be used as top ani bottom criteria. The cross 
padding exampl.es, although numer.ous# have proved to be 
non-definitive as top and b~ttom indicators; except in 
~very few cases. 
Al.ong the river. in the gorge of the :Kennebec, 
. lJn:l on the north sb:)re of' the Great Eddy • three exa:nples 
o:f grade~ bedding ani one good example or cross bedding 
were observed which indicate that younger rocks l.ie to 
t.he southeast. 
At Ma1.bon 9 s Mill.s, below the f'alls, there are 
several. rather imperfectly graded beds o:f pebble 
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eong~omerate. The major1ty or these a~eo indicate that 
the younger beds here are to the southeast. 
The ro~~ow1ng 1s a very Genera~ descr1pt1on of 
the rock. types encountered _1n cross1ng Un1t 2E from the 
northwest to the southeast •. 
300 1 
26oo' ' 
:Fr1mar1~y th1n impure carbonaceous l.ime~ 
stone ~ayers interc~ated w1th thin viol.et-
ish quartzite ~yers •. Occasionally there 
are quartz:tte layers rangine; up to 3 1 -4'' 
in thickness. A~l. the rocks in this zone. 
c:ont a1n small a!llO\:Ult s of sul.f'ide. perhaps 
as much. as 1-5%· 
This section is predom1nant~Y. composed 
·o:r gray ani gray blue quartzite beds gen-
era~~y t• -4' wide. Approximata~y 1<J% of 
the thickness i B. COmprised or the granu~e 
and pebb~e cong1omerate beds. These beds 
are interbedded with the quartz1tes but 
appear to decrease 1n numbers and thickness 
toward the .southeast.. The sulfide bear1ng 
carbonaceous s~ates ani phyl~ites make up 
~m 15-20% of the zone and these beds ap-
pear to be rather equally distributed across 
the 2600 1 width •. 
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The beds contai.nl.ng ~he hl.ghest percentage 
0~ sulf'ide appear to w:1th1n. 500 1 or the 
southeast border. One such zone can be seen 
outcrop2ing on Rte. 2 about ~ mile southwest 
o:t Skowhegan w hl.le others characteri.ze the 
outcrops 1.n the Kennebec'R1ver gorge at Skow-
hegan, part1.cular1y along the southeast. shore 
o~ the ri.vero 
-) 
The contact zone on the southeast edge o~ 
Uni.t 2E apparently :1.s gradational :tn a map 
d:1stance o~ about 200 1 • The gradati.on u 
. rep:cesented by a very rap:1d decrease i.n sul-. 
;Cide content as well as in numbers and th:1ck-
nesses o~ the dark pel:1'it:1c layers. 
The lack o:f repet1t1.on and tbe distinct 11.tho1ogi.c 
chan.ges acro"ss the map width 1.ndicate a single deposl.-
ti.onal_thickness. with a ~rue thickness o~! m1.1Bo. The 
best 1:rul1cations o:f top and. bottom within the uni.t, 
Coupled with those in adjacent unit~• strongly suogest 
tne younger rocks ·lie to the sout~east •. 
Brie:fly_then in Un1.~ 2E the environment shi~ted 
:from relatively deep quiescent conditions ind1cated by 
the llmestone zone into one 0~ more o"pen circulation. 
and h1gher ltinetic bottom energy, as indl.:cated ?Y the 
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rel.at~ve 1norease in quartzite and conglomerate layers 
w1.th the1.r graded and cross· bedding. These cond1.t1.ons 
sl.01rl.y~ ga:ve way- to a more quiescent reducing env1rorunent 
1n.which sul.flde was prodUced 1.n greater volumes and 
more black mud was deposited. 
Sedimentary Env1ron:nent 
Un1.t 2E indicates sh1.ft1.ng environmental co~- -
t1.ons 1n the depositl.onal basin. Dl.strU>utl.on.of stil.i'i.d·e~ 
in .. varyi.ng proportions t)Jrougb.out the unit, in all. rock 
types ... l.s evidence that the unit, as a whole, was depos-
1t~ 1.n ·a reduc1.ng envl.ronment.. Carbonaceous sedi:nents~ 
present 1.n proportions previously discussed, ind1.cates 
that organl:c material was also present in the en v1.ro.pi!lzent. 
Th1.s. org8.n1.c matter, upon decay, probably intensi:O.ed 
the reduc1.ng conditions • 
I!' the stratigraphy has been properly 1.nterpreted~ 
the ·300' w1de zone o:f intercalated thin beds o:f carbona-
ceous 1~estone and biot1t1.c quartzite is at the base o!' 
the un1t. The ·anv1.ronmental s1.gn1.:f1.cance o.f tbi.s rock 
type has been dl.scusaed in reference to Un:l..ts 2B 8Dd. .20 •. 
Th1.s was probably formed 1n the qu:l..e'ter reaches of' t.ll:e 
reducing bas1n into which 11oey oozes were being trans-
ported and rhythmically depo:a'l:ted with fine quartz s:and 
layers. 
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At stratigraphically higher pos1.tions the rocks are 
predomi.nantly quartzi.tes. with a few interbedded conglom-
eratic and pelitic layers. 811 of which contain sulfides-
The numbe~s. thickness, and au1f1.de content of' the peli-
tic zones show a marked increase in the upper 500 8 or 
the unit •. The quartzites often. show graded and cross bed-
ding. 
The probable sl.gnir1.cance of' these lithologies has 
been discussed in the description of Unit 2A •. Summarizing 
this, .they· perhaps indicate a sheltered. shallow water 
reducing ennronment where tidal advance and retreat at 
various times caused the :formation of' graded beds while 
occasionally the water was quiet enough to allow carbona-
ceous muds to collect •. This environment may be 1nii1cat1ve 
or estuarine conditions. 
Map Unit 2F 
General Statement and Descri~tion 
Unit 2F has a map w:l.dth or approXimately t m1.le· 
and its l:l.thologic characterist:l.cs·may best be seen in 
the outcrops on the westerly half' or Eaton Mountain :l.n 
sub-quad. 8. To the south of' Eaton Mountain outcrops 
are di.f':ficult to f':l.nd and when :found are low, badly 
weathered,· and small, seldom more than 100 square :feet •. 
Along strike to the northeast the un:l.t is truncated by 
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the Hartlan1. groani te on the east s1.de of Eaton Mounta1.n-
. . 
Quartz1.t as whose average w1.dths vary between 4"-3' 
appear to co:npr1.se 75% of the map width •. l'hese quartz-
ites are poorly sorted aQd are predo:n1.nantly composed 
o:f a.ngul.ar to sUbangular ctuartz fragments rang1.ng in s1.ze 
between s1.lt and med1.um sand. Feldspar gra1.ns ere pre-· 
.sent .1n quant1.t1.es usually compos1.ng J.ess than 5%. ot: the 
servedo 
No granule or pebble conglomerate zones were ob-
.1' 0 
Calc:l.t_e 1.s d1.str1.buted i.n ·small. amounts in nearly 
all. beds, and occas1.onally some s1der1 te is present.· 
Pyrite cubes are common in nearly all beds and. probably 
ccmpose l.ess than 2fo o:f the volume. These quartzite beds 
most commonly show a violetish color on fresh surfaces . 
attributable to the biotite present while the beds con-
ta1n1.ng the iron carbonate are usually deeply weathered 
and show a characterist1.c limon1.te color. 
The remain:ler of the. map width 1.s comprised. o.f 
iron .sulfide bearing carbonaceous pcyllites •. These range 
in thickness from 1"-10' and are evenly d1.stributed over 
the map width o:r the unit. The predominant sul:fida min-
eral :1s py:r;Thot1te while pyr1.te is secon:lary in impor-
tance~ :rn the thicker beds th1s- sulfide content is as 
h1gh as 15-20% •. 
Good top and bottom cr1teria d1.rectly associated 
with th1s unit have no"t been found, .nor is there enoll¢h 
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control. to gj.ve a compl.ete sequence of: beds encountered 
~ a traverse across the unit other than 1n the general. 
description just given. 
TJ:ie amounts of:· sulf:1de distributed in varying 
amounts in all rock types and appar entl.y in all· parts of: 
the map width 1rxlicate the Unit was deposited in a re-
ducing environment sim1l.ar to that discussed in the de-
pcr1ptions of: Units 2B artd 2E. 
Map Unit. 2G 
General. Statement and Des cri 2t1on 
This unit is very dif'!icul.t to define and eval.-
uate because of: the very f:ew outcrops. However. the 
~ocations and l.ithologies of: the outcrops indicate that 
1t is a distinct lithologic unit •. 
The most informative outcrops are in sub-quad. 9 
upon Comeouter. ani Chase Hills north of: 5ibl.ey Pond and 
those in the area between Morrill Pond. and the ·edge of: 
the ~ap •. A f:ew poor very small outcrops were f:ound in 
areas adjacent to Route 2 between t ndle and li miles 
west of: Canaan and also along the north-south road just 
east of: Oaks Pond •. In general. the di.stribution ?:f out-
crops can indicate a maxim~ map width of: li miles. 
The predominant rock type in Unit 2G is quartzite •. 
The beds are rather thi~ aver·aging between 4"-6oc and 
se~dom exceeding J. • • The quart.zi tea ere b1ot1 te ricb.s. 
accounting :for their vio~etiah co~oration on :fresh sur-
tacese. The rew thin sections studied a~l revealed the 
presence o.:r sm~l anhedraJ. masses of calcite comprising 
~ess than l()j{: of the rock. Checking "iii th hydrochloric 
ac:l.d in the .field proved that nearly all the quartzite 
beds contained some calcite. 
This rock type is primarily composed o:f medium 
. grained. angular to subangular quartz with sma~~ amounts· 
o:f detrita~ f'eldspar. Occas:l.ona~ly these weather with a 
slight limonite stain ind:l.cat:l.ng the probab~e presence 
or carbonate. either siderite or f'erroan calcite. 
Interbedded with.the quartz:l.tea are thin, less 
numerous beds of black or black-green phyllites and 
slates whose widths seldom exceed 3" •. These do, however,. 
appear to get thicker near the contact w:l.th Unit 2H •. In 
this .. zone they range up to 6" w:l.de. These pelit:l.c beds 
1n a :few cases conta:l.n pyrite and pyrrhotite in amounts 
estimated to be less than l\J%. 
This unit yorresporrls :f'avoraoly with· the lithology 
of Un:l.t 2D as ~eli as with its position in respect to 
adjac.ent lithologic units; arrl. theref'ore, it. is post~­
J.ated that Unit 2G is equivalent to Unit 2D. 
With this possible correlation in mind, bhe presence 
o:r a zone or black intercalated thin limestone and thin 
v~oletish quartzite layers was looked for that would cor-
respond to the zone on the northwest ed~e of Unit 2E. 
~llls zone. was not found and. it is believed that this may 
be due to the widely spaced distribution of small. poor 
outcrops. 
Map Unit .2H 
Generai Statement and Description 
~he existence of this unit is based on a hal.f-dozen 
good outcrops.· The best of these are in the valley of 
the Carrabaesett Stream where Route 2 crosses it in 
Canaan and along the northwest shore of Siblei Pond in 
sub-quad. 9. Several. poor exposures may be :fouild al.on0 
strike northeast of Sibley Pond and to the southeast from 
Canaan. The outcrop distribution indicates that the unit 
1s approximately ~ mile wide and is continuous across the 
eoutheast corner of the quadrangle. 
A study of the outcrops suggests that the unit is 
·predominantly composed of intercalated thin carbonaceous 
limestone beds and thin violetish quartzites or black 
slates •. The limestone layers are approximately 2" wide. 
while the intercalated quartzites and slates are usually 
ttl-1" thick •. Occasionally quartzite beds as wide as 3' 
have been noted within this limestone zone. 
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Petrography 
Because ot: the similarity of' rock types in a.11 
outcrops only a. few thin sections were made s snd these 
are too :few to tabulate to exemplify the general ~odes. 
~he petrographic characteristics of' the calcite, 
detrital quartz, feldspar, and sul:f1des are identical:to 
those of' Unit 20. 
The partial quantitative analysis of' the inter-
calated· limestone and quartzite, s~ple 5, collected at 
Canaan, is nearly identical w1. th the other samples as in-
dicated. 1n Table 11. Theref'ore, conclusions similar to 
those drawn !'or Sample 1 can be made regarding the dis-
tribution or Ca and Mg relative to the other constituents 
of' this sa::nple •. Calcite. whi+e being the chief mineral 
of' the limestones, is present in the thicker quartzite 
beds as well as l.n small anhedral masses. While pyrite 
cubes are quite co~on in.the thicker quartzites, both· 
pyrite cubes ani pyrrhotite blebs are :found in the ll.ma-·-
stones and. in the few pel.itic beds.. The presence of' sul~ 
:Cide tbrou0 hout the unit iniicates_ reducing conditl.ons· 
were _present in the depositional environment. Although 
the quartzites are fine to medium grained; no good 'evi-
dence of graded beddl.ng was :Coum· •. !!ow ever, a few in-· 
stances of non-defl.n1 tive erose bedding were observed. 
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Btrat1p;rapb,y 
The on1y evidence f'or top and botto:n found withl.n 
the unl.t ls m.l.nor folding,. perhaps of the drag var1.ety~ 
A good example o-f this can b:e iS'een below the falls at 
Canaan (sub-quad. 9) where t.hoe shear sense indicates the 
younger beds to be tow~s t.he northwest. Another exa:nple 
of this showing the same r-el.at1onship can' be seen along 
the northwest shore of ~1b1ey Pond. _However, in thrae 
sm!i:ller outcrops the shear !B·ense .showed the reverse re-
J.ationahip·s. 
Aa indica~ed before~ probably tha ooserver can 
g_et the most acc:..tra~e stiraiti,graphi-c information by ob-
serv:lng these Wp and bottom ·criteria as near to the con::-
tact zone as possible; o~~erwtse 1n the cen~ral portivn 
of any unit in this area there 1-s -evidence of minor in-· 
foiding tbat reverses tae top and bottom indications in 
short horizontal distances~ :Most of the examples 1nd:1-
cated are from within the unit. Therefore, in the case 
of Unit 2H_ there is not adequate information to judge 
its stratigraphic relatlonahlpa to the ~djacent roc~s • 
. :t!ap Unit ZL 
General Statement a~d Description 
The bed rock in th1e extreme southaast corner of 
t·he quadrangle is almost completely covered by drl.:rto 
~he very few outcro~s are s~a~~ arid not very ~agnostic, 
but a vary gen,era~ description CEI.n be :nade. 
On severa~ traverses covering Ne~son H:lll and 
a~ng the east-west road passing over the southern part · 
. _of the Pill :ln sub-quad •. 9 sevara~ outcrops of the inter-
calated.~mestone and a~atey quartzite so common to other 
·un:lts were observed. The transition from UDlt ~C into 2I. 
takes .p~ace '-n .les_s than lOO'. Aiso found were severa~ 
outcrops of sul:fide. rich b~ack phyllite, these beds o:ftan 
as w:lde as 2'. ·The limestone zones and the phyll:ltic 
beds appear in .a few localities to be associated with. 
violetish calcareous quartzites often as wide as J.'-2 1 
but they are often narrower tban this. _ These quartzites · 
also contain suLfide, primarily pyrite • 
. Dr. 1' •. H. Osber·g (personal commtinication~ has 
pointed out more limestone outcrops in the Waterville 
quadrangle a~ong strike of this unit· and 11bout l mi~e 
south of the a outhern edge of the .Skowhegan quadrangle. 
If these roCks are continuous :lnto the Skowhegan quad-
rangle then Unit 2I sbou~d have a map thickness of ap-
proximately·~ mile. 
No evidence of top and bottom re~ationships within 
tbi.s. unit· has been :found. 
·. 
,· 
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Yap Uni.t 3A 
General Statement and Descriotion 
This unit, outcropping in t"ha southWestern por-
tion o"£ the quadrang~e. has a map width of approximate~y 
3i mi~es. The :::~oat informative outcrops are on Currier 
Hill., Pratt_ H1l~ and vicinity, and on the hill. ·adjacent 
to the northeast shore of the Kennebec River opposite. 
the Oak Is~ands, all located in sub-quad. 8. 
In the area south of the Kennebec River on~y two 
small outcrops were foi.md. This area is thickly mantled 
with drift. Likewise, vary few outcrops were found in 
an area of approximate~y 2 square miles to the east of 
Malbon's Mil~s. In this drift-covered area the relief 
1s low and the elevations all I.ie approximate~y between 
200'-300 1 • 
Unit 3A is predominantly composed of gray to b~ue­
g;ray quartzi tea whose average thicknesses vary from ~"-~ f 
with occasional narrow zones containing beds with widths 
o:f about 3 '-4'. Interbedded with the q_uartzites are 
~ight gray, greenish and b~ack phy~lites or s~ates, 
usua~~y caoprising 10-15% of each outcrop. These pelitic 
beds are thin. seldom exceedins 31t-6tl. 
Usually the quartzites are calcareous. IIi some 
zones siderite. is quite a com:non constituent. Iron 
su~ide is present not only ~the quartzites but in the 
pelitic be~s as well. Howeve~. it is. not common in either 
rock type.· The quartzites are fine to medi.um grai.ned and 
rather well sorted. Occasionally the beds contain a 
li.ttl.e clastic feldspar. No pebble or granule conglom-
orate zones often ·ao common in units to the north·were 
observed •. 
·~ 8 This" ·unit seldom sbows evidence of primary sedi.-
(; 
mentary :features. When ·f'ound. however, they take the 
.:form of graded ·and cross beddi.ns •. The color 6£ the 
weathered quartzites of this unit is very different· :from 
thB.t o:f the quartzites in Units 1A and 1B. The quartz-
ites of Unit 3A genera].ly weather with a light gray· 
color • while those o:f lA and 1B usually have a character-
istic limonite coloration, the reason being the general 
lack of 1ron carbonate in. 3A •. 
The violeti.sh color in many of the .fresh quartz-
. i.te beds 1s due to their Mgh biotite content. The 
probable. origin o.t' this biotite will be discussed in the 
metamorphism c~pter. 
Petrop;raoby 
The modes o:f this ·unit are listed 1n Table 9. : 
The unimodal, quartzose nature o:f these rocks is very 
apparent from the tabJ,e of modes o Quartz is by far· the. 
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most co!llJlOn detrital. mineral. present and the frat;ment 
s:1zes range between si1t and medium sand •. The :t'rasnents 
are angu1ar to .stibansuJ..ar as they are within the other 
quartz~tes round within the quadrangle. In a few in-
stances, where the samples were collected .from w:lthin 
a re:w hundred reet o.f the granl.te contact, the or1gina1 
shapes o:f" the quartz grains have been masked by recrys-
tal.l.l.zation. 
Detrital :f'e1dspar is o:r ndnor importance and is 
not evenl.y distributed throu3hout the unit but occurs · 
here and there in wide1y separated beds. Both ortho-
clase and plagioclase are present. The :rew indications 
o.f the variety o.f pl.agioclase show compositions rangirig 
·between An. 30 and An. 50. In the majority o.r examples._ 
the plagioclase is so highly sericitized that a positive 
varietal identification is impossib1e in thin ~action. 
Calcite is present in s.:na11 quantities in various_ 
areas o.r the unit. It occurs in sma1l interstitua1 an-
hedral masses or occasionally in small veins. 
Siderite is not common throughout the unit but 
is relatively abundant throughout a map width or 200 1 
adjacent to Unit 2E •. The siderite occurs in small rhombs 
that com:nonly show limonitic borders. This is a function. 
o:f"_ the degree o.f weathering. Both calcite·and s~derite 
are often found in the same thin section. 
9l. 
Of the types ot m1.ca present, biotite i.e by :far 
the moat conunon and it is present in all rock types w1.th-
1n the unit, usually occurr1.ng as amal~ flakes but occa-
sionally large f'lakes can be_ f'ound.. In a :few :lnstancea, 
biotite$ muscovite, ani chlorite are :round 1.n the :same 
thin section. The biotite is not .only present :1n al.J. 
rock types but is more· or leas evenly d-istributed through-
gut the entire map w1.dth with the :flakes becoming larger 
. nearer the granite boundary. 
Small amounts o:f magnet:l.te are present 1.n nearly 
all. the quartz1. te samples that wer·e sectionedc The 
magnetite may be detr1.tal or perhaps metamorphic 1.n origin. 
This latter possibility will be discussed 1.n the meta-
morphism chapter. 
Strati"grapby 
The following is.a sequence o:r the l1~holozy 
changes encountered in crossing Unit 3A :from the north-
west to the southeast. 
200~ 
Quartzites predom1.nate rane;ing 1.n thlck- · 
ness between 2"-3' interbedded w1.th thinner, 
ieee numerous black, gray,. arid green slates 
and phyllites. Nearly all the quartzite 
beds contain between· 5-15% siderite as well. 
as small pyrite cUbes. The peLttic zones 
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200' 
(cont 'd) 
3i mHes 
usually cant~ !'rom 0-l.~ iron sul.:fl.de o:f 
- whl.ch J?Yrrhoti.te :Ls the most CO!Il!llOno 
Towards ti:J.e southeast both sul.:fl.de and 
sl.derl.te become less abundant. 
Because o:f the Jlack o:f outcrop thl.s area 
~s bard to dl.:f:ferentiate into zones; there-
:fore only ganeralizatl.ons can be made~ 
Quartzite i.e the predominant rock type 
oo:npr:isl.ng about 70-80% o:f this map width. 
Xhese .quartzi.tes have little or no siderite 
or sulfide i.n them.. Calcite· l.s more abtmdant 
and widely" _d1stri.buted but is small.. :1.n tota'l. 
volume. ~he 1.nd.1vid.ual. beds are usually 
uni:formly heterogeneous, although occasional.l.y 
graded beds ha:ve been observed.. 
The thl.ckness o:f the beds iil. this secti.on 
a~erage between 1~ and 1'. However, on 
sections o:f Pratt Hill and on the hill just. 
i east o:f the Oak Islands ·the outcrops show 
b'!!dS Up to 3•-..!J.' thick. 
In general the thicker beds when :found are 
towards the central J.t mile section o:f the 
unit • 
. The pell1;1c rocks are secondary :1.n importance 
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3-i- ml.l.es 
· (cont'd) 
Boo' 
to the quartzites.· making up the rema1~lng 
thickness o These are predominantly b~ack. 
phyllites and slates. althoUGh dark green 
and. c;ray colora are not uncom:non •. Thes•e 
beds appear to be evenly interbedded across 
the unit and their thicknesses seldom ce:xce·ed. 
6". 
outcrops are particularly lack1.ng 1D. this 
zone. but some characteristics have q.een 
noted •. The sulfide content increas·es as one 
goes toward the southeast within thi!S Z'One. 
The quartzites contain more siderite than 1n 
the central. sections of' the unit as ind1cated 
in a few thin· sections and by the e;enar.aJ. 
limonitic sta.1.n on the weathered. quar1;zi:te 
surfaces.. There are not enough outcrops to 
-
say whether this zone is comparab1e 1itho-
. logically to the first 200 1 zone, but the m-
dications are strong that it.is •. 
The f'ew examples of grad~d bedding observed. in ·the 
central. portl.on o:f the un1 t can be ipterpreted. .as ind.i-
·~ating reversals of ·top and bottom directions 1n map 
widths of' as little as 5001 • However. the outcrops are 
too.rew and too widely distributed to indicate whether 
these reversals are due to ~oldinS which would signi-
£icantly affect thickness calculations for tee unit or 
to small local folds developed by slippage alol1(5 bedding 
planes. 
In light of these findings the contact zones of 
the ~t were searched for top and bette~ indications. 
None were found any further within the unit than those 
~entioned in the discussion of the southeast frin0e of 
Unit 2E. _These, ·in the areas ot: Malbon' .9 :tills and the 
gorge or the Kennebec ~iver at Skowhegan$ indic~te younger 
beds to the southeast. No evidence of toP. and bottom 
directions was found alone; the southeast ede;e of Unit 3A-
The apparent repetition of units in the southo 
western region. of the qua~angle, coupled w1th top and 
bottom criteria just discussed and that consi~ered in 
the discussion of Unit 2G~ strongly indicates that UDit 3A 
has been folded on itself and that the true thickness is 
approximately 2 miles. 
Sedimentary Environment 
The gradation from Uru.t 2E into 3A takes place in 
~bout 50t of thickness •. Tbl.s may be clearly seen 1n tne 
road cut outcrops or Route 2 ·at tne Great· Eddy .•. 
This transition is characterized by a very rapid 
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decrease ~n the numbers and ~hicknesses or the pelitic 
zones of U~t 2E and by a relative increase in numbers 
or the quartzi1:oes or Unit; 3A· 
Detailed observations 1nd1cate also.tnat there 1s 
a rapid decrease of the sulfides and an increase in 
siderite content of the rocks invo.Lved in the transition.. 
zone. In going towards the southeast across the f1rs·t· 
200• of Unit 3A the siderite content of tne rocks de~ 
,)'_ . 
creases rapidly. Stratigra~hically above this siderite 
becomes a rarity, although calcite is present in saall 
amounts. 
These lithologic changes-indicat~ a change fro~ 
the relative quiescent, stron0 reducing environment of 
the upper zones of Unit ~ into bottom conditions that 
were only.slightly reducirig and had greater kinetic 
energy as indicated by the shift to siderite bearing 
·quartzites :from suJ.:fide rich pelitic sediments. Slowly 
these conditions gave way to non-reducing co:rrlitio.ns 8.nd 
more open. circulation, indicated by the absence of aid,... 
erl.te and the presence o:f calcite •. 
Map Unit 3B 
General Statement and Description 
Unit 3B outcrops in the extreme northwestern cor-
nor or the·quadrangle and l.s.the extension of the lower 
I 
I 
I. 
part o£ the Madrid Formation as described in the Anson 
quadrangle by Carian1 (1958, PPo-35-45)o The outcrops 
of' this unit in the Skowhegan quadrangle are very l.imited. 
in numbe~ and size. but generalizations can be made con--
cerning the l1tholo5Y and stratigraphy of' this section 
ot ·the Madrid a 
This Unit is composed mostly of-massive violatish 
quartzite beds ranging between -4-11 :,.1' in wid tho. They are 
slightly calcareous and contain some sulfide, especially 
within the transition zone between Units 3B ani 2Ao This 
sulf'ide content decreases toward the northw~st very 
rap1dlyo 
Interbedded with these quartzites are carbonaceous 
phyllites and slates :l,.n minor amount. These beds are on 
·the average J. "-5 11 thick". Their thickness., numbers, and 
suJ.f':lde content decrease toward the northwest •. Uone of' 
the conglo:neratic beds and graded bedding so common .in 
Units 2A and J.A have been notedo. Generally, these rocks 
are f'iner grained than those of' Units 2B, lA, and lB, 
and both macro and microscopically they closely resemble 
UnH 3A. 
.:·· 
Petrography 
The modes of' 3B are listed in Table 10. -.-Only 
5 quartzite samples are tabulated because the quartzites 
I 
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are all so similar _in thin section •. One can ea&ily see 
that the predominant detrital mineral is quartz. ·.~ 
The quartz grains range in size f'rom silt to medium 
grained and are angular to sub angular. Many show undu-
latory extinction possibly imparted during the d,ef"orillation 
of' the un1 t. o . 
·SmalL amounts o.f plagioclase ani ortmclase may 
be found in most quartzite beds. Often this can be easily 
distinguished on weathered surfaces where they have been 
kaolinizedo The composition of the plagioclase was de-
termined to be An. 34 in two grains. 
The biotite content of all the-quartzites is high 
as evidenced by t~e general violetish color of a fresli 
sample~. This field observation was borne out in.the 
thin section study. Occasionally a few small flakes of 
muscovite were noted. 
Calcite. as in other quartzi tea in the region; 
'occurs as small anhedral masses in the finer fractions 
or the rocks. Siderite was not observed in any sections,. 
but the occasional orange brown limonite stained quartz~ 
1te outcrop indicates that the rocks probably contain 
iron carbqnate. 
Stratigraphy 
In the discussion of" the stratigraphy of Unit 2A 
98a . 
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I'A,RriAL QUANTITATIVE LIMESTONE ANALYSIS 
EJ.ement Percentage 
Ca :Mg Fe ..u Sj. 
].. Athens ~0.95 J..34 1.75 '2.;27 5.32 
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3. Wal.ton' a i.11ll. 31.03 1..37 2.l4 2.89 J.:0.38 
4. :Mal. bon • a Mills 33.63 1..35 l..9l. 3.43 9~78 
s. Canaan 29.32 1..30 1..85. 3.1.7 8.4]. 
~. 
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~t was indicated that the rocks to the northwest were 
:probably younger. Cariani .also· arrived at this conclusion 
and no evidence has been :found within 3E to dispute these 
conclusions. 
Sedimentary Environ2ent 
The character changes in the characteristics o:f 
the rocks as one progresses northwest :from Unit 2A re:flects 
a change :from the reducing environment o:f 2A i~to one with 
more open circulation .as indicated by the marked decrease 
in sulf'ide within Unit 3B. The reiative increase in 
quartzite beds also indicates that the kinetic energy 
or the bot~om was great.er than indicated f'or 2A. with it·s 
great numbers o:f pel.i tic beds. 
Correlation and Probabl·e Stratigraphy 
Th~ lack or :fossils within the rocks or the Skow-
hegan qcradralil8l.e and in the west central.· positi.on of' Maine 
~n general. makes it very di:ff'icult to correlate the rocks 
of' t:I!ULa quadrangle with those· of' known ·age elsewher.e in 
the stat.e •. The cl.o.sest. f'oa sil.lf'·e=us rocks are w~thln 
. the Waterville quadrangle, directly :south o:f the Skowhegan 
quadrangle • 
· These f'ossil,s,. f'ound by B:. 3:. Perkins (19241 
pp. 223-227) ·and described as Monograotus colbiensls of' 
C~inton or Lower Wenlock time by R. Reudemann, have been 
round in two ~ocalitias. 
The first or these areae is in an abandoned quarry 
over~ooking t~e Messalonekee Stream about 2 ~es north-
"es.t. or Waterville and the other i.e a road outcrop half 
way between Fairfield and Fairfiold Center, a little over 
3 miles north ·or naterville. Presently graptolites may 
be collected from outcrop or talus at the rirst location •. 
. :Perkins and Smith (1925g p. 221} indicated that 
both of these ·locali t1es were in the Waterville Shale 
rormation. This :formation described by them is as :follows: 
•• ~Two phases are typical of the f'ormati.on. The 
r1rst consists of" interbedded bluish, calcareous 
shales and gray arenaceous shales. Where exposed 
to erosion a character.istic suri'aoe or arenaceous 
shale ridges and calcareous s~l.e depressions 
formed •••• The second ohase consists or dark-bluish 
·slates interbedded with coarser quartzitic layers • 
••• The two phases are so interbedded or interfol.ded 
that it does not seem beet to separate them as 
distinct formations. 
Many of the sl.ate beds are rich in. pyrite. 
This mineral occurs in small. veinlets or isola-ted 
·crystals. These latter range in size from micro-
scopic particles to cubes 1/8 inch across. Cer-
tain of the pyr~tiferous beds weather to a dark, 
rusty or black surface. This formation grades 
into -the Vassalboro Sandstone to its southeast 
through a transition zone i mile thick •. 
The Vassalboro Formation was also described by 
:Perkins and ~mith (1.925, Po 223). Its description is 
as roll ow s; 
••• The Vassalboro sandstone is typically a massive 
lOO 
blu1sh-gray sandstone. Locally ~t ~s recrystall~zed 
and becomes· quartz~te, 'Nhere shale layers are asso--
c~ated w~th the qUartzite, the shales have become 
altered to b~otite sch~sts, while ~n places where 
the pressure has been less ~ntense ~byllite layers 
have been formed. Like the Waterville shales, the 
Vassalboro sa~dstone is often pyrit~ferous, espe-
c~ally ~n the more finely laminated beds, which on 
weathering have a dark rusty surface, resembl~ng 
e~milar beds in the Waterville format~on. 
Perkins am Smth bel~eved the Waterville and the 
Vassalboro Formations to be of the same age because they 
represent a sillgle depositional un~t. However 1 no fos-
ails have been found to date in the latter section. 
These format~ons were 'described as being present in the 
southeast quarter of the Waterville quadrangle, as well 
as in some quadrangles to-the east of Waterville. The 
litholog~es of the Waterv~lle and Vassalboro Formations 
descr~bed by perkins and Smith appear to describe Units 
2 and 3 within the Skowhegan quadrangle. They did not, 
however, map ~n the northern half of the Waterville quad-
rangle. Hence, there is no.direct connection between 
their IJ!.apped. area and .the rocks along the. southern border 
of' the Skowhegan quadrangle •. 
Dr. PhilLip H •. Osberg has been mapp~ng the Water-
ville quadrangle, and extending the formations named by 
~erkins and Smith to the north and west. He has tenta-
tively called the southerly extension of" my Unit 3A the 
Vassalboro Format~on •. (Personal comciun~cation.) He has 
J.OJ. 
(. 
taken the ma.jori.ty of' the Watervi.lle Forma.t1.on and called 
1t the Palmyra Formation ani has tentatively constructed 
a stratigraphic column based on lighologic and struc-
tural interpretation-so ·In this colU!llll~ the Vassalboro 
Formation is at the base overlain by a part or Perkins 
and Smith1 s £irst phase o£ the Waterville Formation, 
composed. of' the thin carbonaceous limestone beds and the 
pyritif'erous phylliti.c and slatey zonesv These beds 
together perhaps total a f'ew hundreds or reet in true 
thicknesso 
This zone is in turn overlain by .the Palmyra 
Formation, composed primarily of' the second phase of' 
the Waterville-Formation aDd perhaps a. .part of' the f'irst 
phase. Osberg estimates that the gaptoll tea are within 
the Vassalboro Format.ion a f'ew hundreds of' f'eet above 
the base o A search has been made f'or such a zone in. 
Unit 3A and to date pelitic zones have been f'ound but 
containing n6 graptolites. 
J?r. M~rc Bodine of' Bowdoin College (personal 
communication),. working in the region of' Cape Elizabeth,. 
~s :found what appears to be the s=e lithologies as 
those in the Waterville quadrangle by Osberg and :f'rqm 
independent work has established a tentative stratigraphic 
column that is identicai to that interpreted by Oeber~. 
There is a etronc; possibility that these sections 
·. 
correlate& Continuing work in these and in~ervening 
areas by Osberg, Bodine. ani others will shed more 
J.1ght on thl.s problem. 
Ir Unit 3A is the Vassalbo~~ Formation there is 
s strong possibility based on general lithol.ogic si::ni-
lar1.ty and outcrop pattern that it correlates with 
Units 1A and l.B. However, the fact that the quartzites 
or 1A aoi lB are less massive 8 of coarser texcure, ani 
conta1.n considerably more siderite than those o.f 3A 
suggests that they do not correlate. On the other hand 9 
there 1.s a remarkable '.Ll.thol.ogic s1milarit"y between 
· ·un~-&s 3A and. 3B. This· simiJ.ari ty, coupled with struc-
tural. i.mplicat~ons, indicates _that these may represent 
the same horizon. Tnis study in the Skowhegan. quadrangle 
indicates that tae last suggestion. is more nearly the 
correct answer •. 
The .. partial. quantitative analysis of the lime-
stone units from widely separated areas in the Skowhegan 
quadrangle is a strong indication that the units from 
which the samples were taken all belong to the same 
stratigraphic horizon •. ~f this be true then ·this zone 
should prove to be an excellect marker horizon for map-
ping in this region •. 
The limestone horizon. 2H. passing tbrough Canaan 
is conti.nuous to the south into the northern part of the 
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Waterv:l.l.le Formation where Osberg considers 1.t to be the 
un1.t between the Vassalboro a."ld Pal.oyra f'ormations. If' 
this is true 1t.follows that similar zones in other sec-
tions of the Skowhegan quadrangle may occupy similar 
stratigraphic positions. 
It' the sedimentary and tectonic structural cri-
teria have been properly interpreted and these criteria 
are conaiderad in conjunction with the lithologies and 
geologic map pattern, then the following stratigraphy 
is 1ndicated.G 
The lower formation. is that represented by map 
units lA and lB and is approxl.:nately 9000' thick •. Above 
this is the f'o~ation represented-by map units 2A, 26, 
2C. 2D, 2E, 2F, 2G, 2H, 2I, and perhaps 10, and this 
is a rather thin :formation ranging in thickness :fro:n 
approximately 4000'-8500v. The youngest :formation is 
that represented by map units 3A and 3B and is approxi-
mately 9300 1 thick. These relationships are expressed 
graphically 1n Figure 5. 
The work o:f P •. H •. Osberg in the- adjace.nt Water-
ville quadransle indicates that the southwa.~ extension 
or Unit 3A. which he has tentatively called the Vassal-
boro Formation. is actually the core of an ant1.cline 
rather than a syncl:lnal type of structure as has been 
suggested here. If this is true, and his· evidence seems 
l.o4 
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A Siderite 
+Calc1te 
Figure 5 Stratigraph1c coltt::Ul or the metaaed.l,mentary 
un1ta in the Skowhegan ~uadrangle, ~aine •. 
The individual. beds, as drawn, schemati-
cally 1ndicate the gross lithologic · 
.var1ationa withln t·b.e units.· . 
less nebulous than: that deri vad in the Skowhegan quadran-
gle, this would probably corre~ate with Units. ~4. and lB •. 
~he modes, thicknesses, and gross ~itho~ogies of Units lA, 
-l.B. 3A, and 3B are a:l:-1 very .• s:t:ni~ar. The major differ-· 
ences are the lack of siderite in Units 3A and 3B so com-
monly present in Units lA arrl l.B. and the large amount of' 
biotite in Units 3A and 3B that is generally lacking in 
Units ll and. lB ~ These differences :nay be ·entirely due 
to met~orphism and, het?-ce, the strong suggestion that 
Units lA, lB. 3A, and 30 correlate. llore positive ev1-
i' 
dance should come to light through"tha continuing work of 
the author, l" •. 'H. Osberg, and other workers in the region. 
There is litt~e.doubt that Unit 3A correlates with 
the fossiliferous rocks of the Waterville quadrangle and, 
.hence,. its age is Mid-Silurian •. Therefore, if this is 
· the uppermost aedi:nentary unit in the quadrangle the 
lower unita·are probably earlier Si~urian or perhaps 
older. In the discussion of the igneous rocks it wi~l. 
·be indicated that the age of the emplacement of the Hart-
iand Granite probably took place during lower middle 
I . Devonian time. The map pattern indic~tes that .the granite 
. . 
cross cuts nearJ.y al~ sedimentary·· units within the quad-
rangle and therefore is younger. If the alter~ative 
stratigraphic column is accepted in which Units 3A, 33. 
l.A, .and lB correlate and are interpreted as beirio the 
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oldest units in the quadrangle. and or M1d~S1lurian ase. 
then the other units, also cross cut by lower ~id-Devonian 
granite~ must have been deposited during Up~er Silurian 
or Lower Devonian time. 
III. IGNEOUS BOC.KS 
The major igneous.body within the quadrang~e l.s 
the Hartland Granite P~uton that occupies approximate~y 
three-quarters of the area· of the eastern ha~f of the 
. 
quadrang~e and e:xtlends :for a short d:lstance into the 
· adjacent P1ttsf1e~d quadrangle •. ~h:ls mass l.s discordant .. 
as shown on the geologic map, and.. has changed the' str:lkes 
o:f the metasediments in some cases, i~ed:late~y adjacent 
to the contact by its :force:f~ injection. 
The smal~er Porcupine Mounta:ln Pluton, so named by 
the author because of its outcroppings on Porcupine 
Mountain approx:lm~te~y 11 m1ie~ southwest 'o:r Athens, has 
an exposed area. of approximately lt square mi~es in sub-
quad. •. 4 •. This pluton a~so :ls discordant and has s1:1ghtly 
_deformed _the adjacent metasedimentary rocks by its force-
1'~ injection •. 
The mQde of emplacement arid gran1te·tecto~cs o:f 
both o:f these plutons will be discussed :1n the· structural 
chapter and their surface configurations :ln the geo~?r­
phology_ chapter. :Soth of the bodies _probably co:rrelate 
as ind1.cated by their petrosra:;;>b.ic s:l::lil.ari ty, prpx1.mity, 
and by the :fact that the contact aureGleD as delineated 
on the geo~ogic map, is common for both 1.ntrusive·bodiea. 
Althouc;h the contact aurao1e su.;gests that the bodies 
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are continuous at a shallow depth7 eros1.on has not yet 
exposed the connect1.on •. 
Petrography o:r the Hartland Gran1.te 
The modes o:f tb1.s body are 11.sted in Ta'bl.e 12. 
Because o:f.the poor:sxposure o:f_tb±s Pluton proper sa~­
p11.ng coul.d not be done in the central low areas~ .?.ow-
ever, samples were obtained !'rom the hills such as 
Sta:f:ford ani Burrill, well l.nsid!e o:r the contact area. 
The remaining samples were collected to the north and 
south o:f Great Moose Lake and generally :fro!!! the hill 
tops and contact zones in the area oJ: the- southern hal:f 
o:f the map. Because or the simiJ.arity in te:Xture.s ~ 
mineral.ogy or ~l the specimens there is little doubt 
that th1.s small ·selection of' sainpl.e:s i·s indicative o:r 
the unit ·as a whole. 
Megascopically the rocks could be class~:fied as 
slightly porphyritic medium grained biotite granite •. In. 
th;e area or Chase Hill the :ox>or].,y o;r1ented, biotite :flakes 
give the rock a crude :foliation that roughly parall~ls­
the cont.act :in this area ... Th1:e is the only ~ea where 
:foliation has been observed and apparently it is the re-
sult o:r nowage dur1ng the l.at.e magmatic stage rather 
t.han_ .. o:r poet sol.idification metamorphism.. ~ 
l.08a. 
l'ABLE 1.2 
·MODES OF THE HARTLAND GRANITE 
Average 
1;53 90 56 28-4- 7~ 25 ~n 'f, 
Quartz 27.5 16c4 31o0 32.4 30.2 26.2 32.1 28.'2 
- M1:crocllne 5-7 44.0 26.6 29.5 4.3 9.6 25.6 21.0 
·orthoc~a.se . :53.8 29.7 29.5 25.2 34.2 3l.5 28.3 30.5 
011.gocl:ase ~3-7 2c0 ~0.9 a.5 12.o 11.8 8.8 9S 
Sphene 1.9 2.1 ;2.9 0.9 
Hornb1e¢e 3.8 1.5 2.0 3-5 : 1.o ~-7 
Bi.ot:tte 1.2 .• 7 ·s.~ 1.5 1.9 13.7 13.5 3.7 7.5 
Chlor:tte Tr Tr Tr 'J!r . :l!r 
-Garnet 2.4 0.3 
Zi.rcon Tr ·Tr Tr Tr Tr 
Magnet:tte Tr Tr Tr 7r 
M~croscopically the texture of all of. the samples 
can be classified as ~pidiomorphic-sranular, typical or 
mo·st granites •. The grains average 1/16 inch to 1/4 inch 
in w1d~h with occasional subhedral phenocrysts of plagio-
. class feldspar as large as 3/4 inch~. The matrix or the 
. . 
porp~itic specimens is hypidiomorphic-gra~ular. 
All of' the quartz is anhe?-ra?- and often shows un-
dulatory extinction. All of the thin sections show 
patches of myrmekite in which there is a vermicular inter-
growth of plagioclase and quartz. Some instances were 
observed where the myrmekite has replaced the edges but 
retained the form of a few subhedral oligoclase pheno-
crysts. The replacement can readily be seen because of 
the marginal destruction of the albite twinnins. 
Myrmekite (Johannsen, 1939, p. 88) is a word 
used and discussed by J. J. Sederholo (1916, PP• 63-143) 
to describe 
a wartlike intergrowth of vermicular quartz 
and feldspar, generally oligoclase, and representing 
the latest stages of consolida.tion :l.n an igneous 
rook •• · . 
Mi.crocline occurs in fine and medium anhedral un~ 
altered crystals that are easily distinguished trom 
orthOclase by the q~adri..lle' pattern of' twinning. 
Orthoclase is the most common feldspar present 
occurring moat often in subhedral form in grains often 
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large enough to be called phenocrysts. All. the ortho~ 
clase present in the thin sections ~s cloudy to some· 
degree due to incipient alteration probably resulting 
·!'rom· weathering. 
Hornblende is present in nearly all slides in 
. sms-1.--l. amounts. The· e;rains are all less than l/16 inch 
long and.are generally anhedral •. However, a few sub-
·e: ·lt~dral ones were noted. No alteration of this minerB.l 
r'o. 
has been noticed. 
c 
Biotite is all present in all th.in sections and 
·~~s ve~·-apparent in hand specimens. In several cases 
the t~es are rather large. averaging l/16 to l/8 inches 0 
Very commonly small zircons were noted within the bio-
tite. In three slides biotite flakes were observed that 
had partly altered to chlorite. I~ other cases where 
complete chlorite flakes. were present it may be assumed 
that they are complete alterations of former biotite 
!lakes •. · 
Sphene crys·tala are present in a few thl.n sections 
·and are usually euhedral, although·two were noted that 
were subhedral·. 
--~-~· -· 
Garnets.are found in the granite at many locali-
ties within a·few feet of the contact with calcareous 
metasediments. They have also been found in a few in-
. stances where the sediment.ary rocks at the contact are 
uo 
non-calcareous •. Garnetiferous granite samples may be 
collected on Currier Hill, on the hill just to the south 
ot: it in sub-quad •. a. and iri the col between them. 
ilb.ere Unit 2C contacts the granite,_ garnets are very 
common •. In hand specimen the garnets are so small they 
can barely be seen with the naked eye •. With a hand lens 
they show a brownish red color •. In. thin section t'heir 
color is pale brown. They are all irregularly fractured 
although all show euhedral dodecahedral f'or.ns.. Their 
~ccurrence and color suggest that they probably are 
grQ~sularite, although positive identification cannot 
be made until their indices of refract:ion or specific 
gravities can·be determined. To date this has been im-
possible because of the mechanical difficulties of ex-
traction with the equipment available. 
Relating the mineralogical percentages ].isted in 
~able 12 to A. Johannsen's quantitative mineralogical 
.ciassification, _the HartlSna. Granite falls 1nto Class 2,, 
Order 2, Family 6, and is a Piutoni te • hence the rock is 
called. Granite. The hornblende and biotite content of 
i 
a few specimens may warrant the use of these naJ\les as 
modifying adjectives. Hence, the_se specimen~ may b·e 
called hornblende biotite granites • 
. T. N. -Dale (1923} described a single specimen from 
the Hartland Granite quarry •. This quarry 1s within. the 
Hartland Granite ?luton and is located in the northeastern 
extremity of' the body a t:ew miles east of' the border o:f 
the Skowhegan and Pittsfield quadrangles. The descrip-
tion in Dale's publication is as f'ollows: 
The Hartland quarry is in the town of Hartland, 
near Hartland village, on the Sebasticook & Moose~ 
head Railroado The quarry, prior to 1905, had been 
operated by ·Joseph H. Baker. Property reported as 
owned by the Linn estate. 
. . . 
The rock (spec-imen D, XXVII, 141, a. collected 
by Dro George Otis Smith), is a quartz diorite with 
conspicuous black particles on a more'bluish than 
yellowish-white ground, of medium to coarse, even-
grained texture with flow. structure. It _consists, 
in descending order of' abundance, of' a translucent 
milk-white soda-lime f'eldspar (oligoclase), very 
slightly smoky quartz, black !Jlica (.biotite) • black 
hornblende, and accessory titanite and magnetite. 
_Some of' the f'eldspar·s are cloudy t:rom incipient .al-
teration. 
Da1e described the sing.Le specimen as a quartz-
d1or1teo. If t~s one specimen is chBracteristic of the 
rock in this extremity or the p.Luton,,then the orthoclase 
content in this section has diminished considerably rela-
tive to the oligoclase content.: This is the reverse of 
the situation in the section. of the pluton descr:l..-oed. in· 
thiS research._ In the sa;nples analyzed f'rom the Skow-
hegan quadrangle the K-.fe.Ldspar represents at least two-
thirds of all feldspar present. 
Thin sections 15 ~~d 16 listed in the ~odes o.f 
Table 13 are representative o:f the Porcupine Mountain 
1ntrusiorr and have essentially the same mineral 
ll2 
ll2a 
TABLE 13 
MODES OF THE PORCUPUE .MOUNTAIN GRA.t'UTE 
l$ J.6 Total 
Average 
. f. 
Quartz. . . . 0 • 28.4 'Z{.7 56.1 28.3 
M1crocline. . . . . . <> 8.:1.. ;.s 15.9 8.1. 
Orthoclase. . . . 0 32.3 33.6 65.9 33-2 
OJ.1gocJ.ase. . . ~ 0 10.7 7.9 J..8.6 9-3 
Sphene. . 0 . 3.1 4.J. 7.2 3-7 
Hornblende. 3.4 3.8 7-2 3-7 
Biotite . . . 0 12.9 J.3.5 26.4 1.3.3 
Chlorite. . 0 . . Tr Tr '!r 
.Garnet. .  . 0 .• . 
Zircon. Tr Tr · Tr 
Magnetite 0 Tr Tr Tr Tr 
eompos1.tl.o::;t and patrogra.;Jhl.c chs.ractaristics as the 
eamp+.es from tha Hartland Granite Pluton~- The rock can 
also be classified as a Granite in .Johannsan• s classlfi--
cation .. 
Dr. P ... m: HurJ.,.ey o:f the Department of Geology and 
Geophysics at Massachusetts Institute of Technology_did 
an ajK·age. determination on biotite· extracted :from a 
:n.v~ pound grani ta saillple c:o~lact'ed fro:n Chase Hill ;1n 
the Skowhegan quadrangle by the author. 
. ·nr .. Hurley (personal communication) forw?-rded the 
t>ol.lowing :z:esul t·s of his test. 
we have just-finished running your sample of 
granite from the SkowheGan Quadrangle, arid the 
tent~tive age is 375 m.y. This age agrees so well 
with other granites in the areas to the norths that 
cut lower .:Aiddle Devonian, that I cannot help but 
feel reasonably sure that it is of' the .same period 
o:f i.ntrusion. 
I must put "tentative" on this age, as we have 
not finished working 6n the techniques for the meas-
urement of potassium yet. How~ver, we do not ex-
·pect the- value to be changed by more than about 5 
percent at ths most in the future .•••• Of course, 
please rememper that these ages refer only to the · 
. time o:f i.B-!Bt crystallization o:f the mica, so that 
the granite might be older than the a 0 e o.f recrys-
tallization.. However. in this case you should be 
able to see the effects o:f this by petrographic 
studies without any questl.on. 
Thin .sectl.on #153 listed 1.n Table 12 was made 
from the granite used by :Dr. Hurley in his analysis. 
. . ' 
. :.Che examination of this slide. did not :indicate any re-
' 
cry-stallization had taken p1.ace. Hence, the A/K age 
ll3 
sugges_t.ed is .a measurement of the age o:f the ori.gi.na~ 
crysta1~1zation o:f the Hartland arani.te P1utono 
Published information (Hur1ey, 1958. pp. 35 & 38) 
is availab~e as unclassi:fied matter through the u.s. 
Atomic Energy Co~ission. 
ll4 
IV. METAMORPHISM 
Evidence of regional metamorphism is apparently 
:lacking 1n the Skowhegan quadrangle in spite of the ex-
. . 
treme de~ormation and structural complexity of the sedi-
mentary units. However, a wide "contact aureole border-. 
~ng the. Hartlan~ granite and a narrower aureole sur-
-rounding the small Porcupine Mountain intrusive are well 
developed. The metamorphism l.n the northwestern section 
of" the- quadrangle is probably the result of contact al-
terations also. 
The 1sograds on the geologic map ind~cate the 
geographic relationships of the metamorphic _zones to 
.the 1ntruslve bodies. An examination o:f these show that 
the zones vary l.n map width. These variations indicate 
the nearness to the surface, as well as a general steep-
ness and slope direction of' the granite contacts. rather 
than to the differential metamorphic susceptibility of 
the pre-intrusive rocks. The area betw.een the Hartland 
Granite and the Porcupine MoUntain Granite ·exposure is 
. 
included within the aureole, lndicating that the granite 
:l.s perhaps relatively close to the surface and that both 
the· Hartlan4 and the Porcupine Mountain granite are one 
and-the same. and continuous at a relatively si:lallow depth 
below the present surface. This conclusion is further 
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cubstantiated by the !'act that the granites !'rom these 
two exposures are petrographically identical. The widen-
~ or the contact aureole in the southeastern portion 
o£ the quadrangle may also be interpreted as a shallow--
i.ug or the depth to granite. 
1he delineation or the metamorphic mineral ·zo~es . 
is based-on a petrographic study ot the minerals formed 
from both the calcareous ~ a~uminous sedi~entary rocks. 
. /. ~ 
both mudstones ani argillaceous sandstones. All ot the 
tran8rormat1ona indicate a low grade ot metamorphism. 
judging by the mineral types produced and by the general 
retention o!' the sedimentary texture in the coarse and 
:t.1ne grained .rocks within the ·aureoles. 
Two distinct zones within the contact aureo"le can 
be distinguished. The inner, relatively narrow ;one 
designated the Act1nolite-Zo1site zone on the map is 
characterized by these two minerals although epidote is 
orten present, also.. The actinolit& and epidote have 
been pri~ily developed within the impure lioestones 
~hile ~oisite forms in the calcareous quartzitic silt-
atones o . Nearly all the rock~ in the contact zone :fall 
into these two categories. Hence. actinolite and zoisite 
are quite distinctive constituents o!' the relatively 
higher grade zone immediately adjacent to the graniteo 
:i.!ineral assemblages within :this zone include 
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quartz-actino~1te-zois1te~ quartz-zoisite-ca~cite-epidote, 
quartz-biotite-zoisite-hornblende. and garnet-biotite-
chloriteo Diopside is often present in very small quan-
tities; 5enera~ly associated with actinolite. 
Tha outer, lower grade zone of the aureole, des-
ignated the chlorite-biotite zone on the map. is charac-
terized in most of the argillaceous rocks by chlorite 
while 1n.the Ncleaner" though still argillaceous rocks, 
- -pr~arily by biotite •. However, both chlorite and biotite 
have· been observed in the same thin section. 
Common mineral assemblages within th1a zone in~ 
elude biotite-musc.ovite-chlorite, quartz-biotite-sericite •. 
and. quartz..,biotite-chlorite •. Calcite and siderite are 
commonly associated with these assemblages. 
The sedimentary texture of the quartzitic and 
pel:1t1c rocks or the outer zone has persisted through 
the thermal metamorphism~. 
Assuming t~t the processes producing contact 
zonation are.much the same as those producing zonation 
on.a regional scale except that the contact zones have 
been '"telescoped 11 into cons'iderably narrower belts and 
that in contact metamorphism there is a greater chance 
or addition o~ exotic materials from the magma, then it 
.t'ollows that the outer zone o:f the Hart;Land granite 
aureole probably corresponds ~o the Greenschist facies 
ll7 
·of Esko~ae 
The lllgher metamorphic grade of' the narrower inner 
zone is 1.ndicated primarily by the di:t."ferent m:ineral 
sssefnb,l.agese. The sedimentary texture or the co~ser 
quartz.itl.c rocks has been preserved except within. a ~ew 
inches of' the contact. However,_ in contrast to the outer 
z.one, the textures of' the pelitl.c rocks have largely been 
altered. Th1s zone may be equivalent to the Epl.dote- . 
Amphibo~ite f'acies of' Eskola. 
Xhe small area ·designated as a separate Chloriteo 
J31otite zone in the northwestern section of .the map ap-
pears to havs all of' the characteristics of the Chlorite-
" Biotite zone of the Hartland granite aureo~e and, there~ 
fore. it may be assumed to be the result of contact meta-
morphisme In this case. the heat source, if' an igneous 
body • has not yet been exposed in Skowhegan or in quad-
rangles adjacent to this northwestern corner~ Therefore, 
it· may. be assumed. baaed on the width o:t." the Hartl.and 
gr~nite a~eole, that it l.iee at a relatively shallow 
depth bel.ow the surface •. 
It is interesting to note that the siderite found 
so commonl.y in Units ·J.A and lB is not only present out-
side of' the metamorphic aureole but is present also in 
both zones within the aureole. It does appear to be 
lacking in the rocks within a f'ew tens of' f'eet from the 
contact. but this observat1on may. not present a true 
picture as the actual contact has only been observ~·1n 
& few 1~ted exposures • 
. The :1nd1cat1ons. therefore •. are that 1n these rocks 
s1der1te is stable under low grade metamorphic conditions 
and may not be stable in upper 1ow grade or lower middle 
grade zones o 
Petroe;raob,y 
·The modes of the various units indicate that quartz 
is the most abundant of the detrital minerals. The an-
suJ.ar to subangular detrital shapes per'sistently relllain 
throughout the entire quadrangle except within a few 
inches of the contact between the sediments and the Hart-
land granite body. In the.tbin sections of the few sam-
p1es removed from this contact area cin c·hase. Currier, 
and Waite Hills. many of the quartz grains have recrys~ 
tallized and enveloped or embayed the immediately adjacent 
lil1nerals • 
. MuScovite is a common.constituent of the Chlorite-
Biotite zone present in the form of sericite in the 
matrix or within some of the detrital· feldspar grains. 
In so~e of the specimens, especially the medium grained 
quattzites, there are larger detrital muscov1te flakes. 
Outs1de the aureole detrital f1akes are also present but 
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there is ~ass evidence or sericitization •. 
Biotite is common in the contact aureola of the 
Hart~and granite and in the metamorphosed area of the 
northwestern corner· of the quadrangle. The biotite is 
present as fine~y divided particles in the matrXx or as 
large iso~ated flakes. In genera~ the flakes are ~arge 
and more rando~ly oriented in the Actino~ite-Zoisite 
zone than 1n the Chlorite-Biotite zone. Sometimes the 
r~akes have-narrow, nearly colorless rims, perhaps caused 
by a loss ot: iron •. · Chlorite :l.s very co=on, and along 
with biotite 1s a characteristic mineral of the low grade 
zone •.. _p-sually 1t -is finely divided within the :matrix, 
but in some specimen~ ~arger fiakes are common. 
orten.in.the metamorphic rocks mica asse~blages 
or biotite-chlorite-~uscovite and biotite-chlorite are 
present. 
The small anhedral masses of calcite found within 
the unmetamorphosed quartzitic ~ocks are present and re-
tain their anhedral shapes, in the contact zones,as they 
might be. expected to do •. However~ the vel~ calcite along 
. . 
with the ·calcite within the thin limestone UD.its char-
acterized by _th~ A.thens, Harmony,. and Canaan outcrops 
shows a·uhadral outlines •. 
The zoisite occurs in small. patches of colu:nna..-
aggregates and, because of the very ·similar optical 
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properties. may easily ne mistaken for idocrase. However, 
many or the crystals are leno~h-slow and this is never 
the case ~n 1docrase. 
The zoisita is or the non-rerrian variety distin-
~shed fro~ the ~errian type by its anomalous very deep 
blue ~terrarence colora. This is ~ather interesting in. 
that the available iron present went into the associated 
actinolite rather than forming ferrian zoisite. 
Wollastonite 1s conspicuous by its absence within 
the contact aUreoleo Apparently the heat of metamorphism 
111as suffl.cl.ently l.ow, qr the confining pressure was so 
high. that the loss of C02 from~he calcite was prevented. 
Thl.s loss shoul.d, 1n the presence. of so much que.rtz, re-
sult ~ the formation of Wollastonite, even in the lowest 
grades o~ contact metamorphism. (Harker, 1932$ p •. Bl) 
V ~ STRUCTURE 
Genera~ Statement 
The rocks within ithe Skowhe3an quadrang1e~ as those 
in most or Haine, show a northeast-southwest trending 
grain~_ The arriva~ at a conc~usive structura~ h'l..story 
from data derived from within the bourtd.s or such a drift-
covered quadrang~e is near~y impossib~e. A truer struc-
tural picture w1~~ undoubtedly emerge as data :from ad-
jacent quadra.ngies is made avai~able and co:npiled on a 
reg1onal. basis. In this chapter data from within the _ 
quadrangle will be pre~ented along with some from adjacent 
areas in an attempt to present the most probable struc-
tural interpretation. 
This interpret·ation is based on sedimentary and 
s:tructural criteria coupled with the areal relationships 
or the .l.:l.thologic uiu.ts. 
Sedimentary Criteria 
Graded Bedding 
Graded bedd1ng is the most- co=on geopetal feature 
or the rocks within the quadrangle. The use or this cri-
terion :l.s dependent upon gradation from co~ser to finer 
_ clastic materia:Ls· within one bed.. DU!lbar and Rogers 
(1957-. p. 1.1.3) state that reversal.s of this type of 
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gr_adation are vir~ually unknown and,.hence, graded bed~ 
ding is probably the strongest of: all criteria indicating 
superpos1tion •. 
Observations or grad9Q bedding within Pleistocene 
stratified drift deposits have ~ndicated a great many re~ 
versals, perhaps as m!'-ny as one reversal :for every five· 
exanples o:f normal gradation. It has ~lso been noted 
J.23 
that if' the gradations involve the clastic size range from ~ 
'2:. v 
medium sand to clay there is a far greater probability 
that the coarser clastics are at the base. than i:f the 
graded bed is composed o:f a size range between granule 
and medium sand. In the l'atter case the larger number of 
beds will commonly be graded with the :fines at· the base·. 
Evaluation of these findings in terms of the rocks of the 
Skowhegan quadrangle has been difficult. How.ever • ·because 
o:f these obser·.rations an attempt has oeen made to use the 
beds that involved finer grain size range in the deter-
minations of superposition. 
The results o:f this investigation have been .. indi-
cated in the discussion of' each lithologic unit within 
the sedimentary chapter. 
Theoretically the best areas to apply this concept 
would be within the narrower contact areas for ·in the 
central portions of the map widths of several units there 
are a great number of reversals of graded bedding that 
indicate :probabJ.e :itinor :rol.dir).g, However. it·.must be 
remembered· that one can rare1y get within 500 1 to 10001 
.o:r a sure contact. 
There :is the possibility that .the rocks have not 
been i~:t'oJ.ded and that the reversals o:r gradation indi-
cate that some of these beds were·deposited during wax-
ing. currents and eoine during waning currents. Thus. 
both.normal and reversed sraded bedding may have been 
foroeda If this ie the case then both the normal and 
reversed gradation would have the .same geopetal vaJ.ue. 
Local Disconformity 
--- ' 
These local. dis.conformities • evidenced by small 
channels, are found particularly well. developed in Units 
1A and 2B. (See Figure 3.) They range in depth between 
1"-6" and their transverse widths vary between 4 11 .:.2'. 
There are no data presently available indicatin3 their 
longitudinal. lengths 'or pro:t'iles. However, in gene~al, 
it can be said that aJ.l those seen were eroded by currents 
flowing to the northwest or to the southeast. aJ.though 
the exact slope direction could not be determined. 
These small channels,.as indicated by their map distri-
bution, are probably limited to a few hundreds of :reet 
stratigraphicaJ.ly. Channels such as these make excel-
J.ent geopetal evidence. The field work proved these to 
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be consistently the sa~e in their indications of super-
position within their lil:lited zones of occurrence •. 
llud.fiakes are also common in Units ll and 2B and 
are associated with the channe~s in _the same strat1oraphic 
zones. They have been rather completely discussed pre-
viously in the sediaentary chaptero As 1nd1v1dual flakes 
contained within. deformed rocks such as ln the Skowhegan 
quadrangle, thel.r geopetal value is questl.onable. Sow-
ever. in many beds these :flakes are nuaerous and show a 
gradational concentration across the thic~ess o:f the 
bed with the gre~test concentration presumably at the 
base ~~d becoming less concentrated near the top •. Tliis 
gradation is of particular value when the flakes are in-
corporated in an argillaceous quartzite layer which in 
·turn is 1nterbed.ded between two pell tic beds. The :flakes 
could have been derived locally :from one or the other of 
the ~elitic beds and the gradation present in some out-
crops indicates the source. The stratigraphic signifi-
cance. of these oud:flakes parallels that of .the chan.""l.els 
when found together in the same outcrop. 
\ 
Cross Beddirig 
Cross bedding has proven to be non-de:fl.nitiv~ in 
d.eterm::!.ning superposition except in a very few case!' 
where :foreset layers were distinctly truncated by tops.et 
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~ayers~ This has also oeen discussed in the sedi~entary 
chapter~ _ 
Strtictural Criteria 
Bedding Attitudes 
The bedding throut;hout the quadrangle consist~ 
.entl.y strikes nor-theast-southwest and the tabulation o:f 
several hundreds of strike maasure~ents shows an avera3e 
of N470E. The dips are essentially vertical. but may vary 
as much' as 200 either side of the vertical.. 
The direction of variance may be the same over a 
large area but on the other hand there are places where 
one can see.gradual reversals of dip-direction as well as 
slight strike variations in short dia'tances along the 
strike of single beds. This is ;>articularly apparent 
along the extensive strike exposure in the Ke~ebec 
gorge at Skowhegan. Icmediately adjacent to th~ intru-
sive, the strikes and dips may vary considerably :from 
the averages, presumably as a result of forceful in-
trusion. 
In a· pl.u.'lging isoclinal.ly folded region, such as 
this may be, one might expect to find a northwest-southeast 
strike representative of a fold nose, but no such strike 
variation bas been observed, except in the cases of a 
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raw small minor folds which may or may not m1m1c ~he 
major structure. 
lUnor_ Folds 
Small rolds have baen observed scattered through-
.out '-his ·quadrangle and ln adjacent quadrangles~ They 
are vary well developed in the essent1ally pelit1c and 
l1mey rocks because of the incom,etency of these rock 
types and are present but d1fficult to detact 1n the 
quartz1tes (see fold in Figure 6). ~inor·folds in this 
region are most easily studied in good sized. unweathered 
outcrops with vertical exposures and are difficult or 
. . 
nearly imposs1ble to detect and to assess~in low~ flat, 
and weathered exposures •. Nearly all the folds observed 
have plunges of less than 30° to the southwest and have 
axial planes parallel to the bedding. ·A few were observed 
-that plunged to the northeast, also at low ang1es. In 
nearly all examples they have been sheared along this 
ax1.al plane, in many cases with offsets of a :few .feet. 
However, the masnitudes of most of the offsets have 
proven to be undeterminable because of the limited ex-
posure of the outcrop. 
The significance of these f'olds is quest:tonable •· 
They_are folds undoub~edly f'ormed in incompetent zones 
between two more competent zones moving along the bedding 
r- ------·------! . 
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Figure 6 Sma~l rolds rormed in quartzites or Unit 2E 
aa seen in the va~1ey or the Kennebec ~ver 
fiom the north br:i.dge on Route 2 
plane but ~ pppos~te directions to each other. Such a 
mechanism is·d~agramed by Nev~ (1949, p. 74). However, 
in the :folds o:r ~he Skowhegan resion the li~bs have been 
stretched to th~ rugture point and shearing has t_aken 
place along the axial planes. ~~e planes the~selves have 
been aligned with the bedding planes by the coupU.ng 
:ror~e. rhese may be minor folds produced concurrently 
with larse scale :::1ajor ·:folding ~ the area and, hence, 
: . . 
_may mi:::lio the orientation and na~ure or this major struc-
ture; or they may be si:npiy drags prod';lced by slippage· 
or shearing alon0 ·:raults which are almost or quite par-
all.e1 to the bedding. I:f the latter were the case, they · 
would not be r_elateil directly to any folding and could 
not be used to decipher·told ~tructures. (See F~gure 7.) 
M1.nor :t"olds o:f the type just discussed are very . 
well developed in the thlniy bedded limestone and slatey 
. quartzite unit at the :falls in Athens. FigUres 8_ and 9 
show the nature or a :few o:r the·se :folds. As mentioned 
in· the :sediment.ary chapter the shear sensa is very ~n-
. . 
. consistent acro-ss the Athens out_crop. These reversals 
o:r shear" s~nse are in no way indicative o:f the regiona-:L. 
signiricance o:f these folds. They may represent minor 
in:fold~a wit~n the u.~it o~ simply be the result o:f 
bedding' plane :faults~. It ts interesting to note the 
amount or thickening in the noses o:f the folds ~n Fit;ure 10~ 
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Figure 7 Schematic dr·awin 0 showing a plari view of an 
outcrop indicating the type of faulting 
probably responsible :for the majority or 
minor :folds in the area. The area enclosed 
in the rectangle is what actually is seen 
· in t.ne majority or outcrops •. The remainder 
. of the drawing is interpretive. 
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Figure 8 Tight folding in the limestope.s of' Unit 2B 
at Athens in sub-quad •. 1. 
r-.' 
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Figure 9 Shears developed parallel.· to the axial. planes 
·or the folds in· the limestones of Unit 28 at 
Athens. 
...·.'-· . 
.. · . -' 
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Tight ~old in ~he limestones o~ Unit 2B at 
Athena·. Note thickening- of the beds in the 
noses and also the relative thicknesses of 
the limbs. 
where beds·~" thick on the ~imbs have been thickened ~o 
8 1~-10" in the nose., If' th.ese mimic the regional struc-
ture no positive evidence of' such thickening has been 
found in the S~owhegan quadrangle on a 1ar0e scale. It 
is not very apparent i~ the photographs but there is a 
very distinct difference between the true thicknesses of 
an individual bed traced fr:Jm limb to limo o It ;naj ce 1 11 
on one limb and as much as 3 11 -41f t:O.ick on the other., 
Both o:r these features attest to t~e plasticity of ~Cis 
rock type durin0 deforma~ioh, indicatin0 that the unit 
was buried very deeply or that the unit had not been com-
pletely indurated before deformati:Jn. 
Figure 11. indice.tes·a small. fold developed in 
rather thick quartzites and· thin pelitic beds o The photo-
graph was take.n in the Anson quadiangle .along Route 201 
within thr~e miles of the Skowhegan border and is within 
the Par;nacheenee Formati:Jn of Cariani (1958). The quartz-
ites bend well bu::. .for;:; a rather blunt nose. The pelitic 
beds, in forming noses, appear to. have been very mobile 
and have thickened "tO a ::nore 11 steeple-like 11 point. Thls 
feature· is not. re.cognizable in the photobl'aph but is quite 
easily seen in the field in many such .folds in ei~ilar 
lithologies.· In many cases where these folds are ;re- · 
sent,. and very obvious in a ,good vertical exposure, :they 
are often unrecognizable in a limited horizontal outcrop. 
F1.gure l.J,._ Small syncline on Rte. 201 in the Anson Quad-
rangle. Note the blunt. trough formed by the 
quartzite layer. 
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Thi.<S i.s especially true where the plung_e.s are very sila:l-
:low and where the pelitic beds are expos~d in the core. 
I:f quartzite is exposed in the core, the folds ar~ often 
quite ObViOUS 1 especially where t~ ~ore CO~~etent beds 
:for:n crests. 
Considering the way the quartzites for~ b1unt 
crests and trol16hs in these s.!lall fo;Lds, tlien it. :follows 
that 1:f they are replicas of' the major struc"f!ure sl:..lll.ar 
blunt noses would be expected where the quartzite units 
plunge. Hence. the plunging would readily ·produce ob~ 
servabl.e m~jor strike changes." In spite of' the drirt 
cover I believe that the numbers. and locations ;;,:f the 
outcrops ar.e such that :features o:f this nature wou1d. !:lave 
been observed if' present within the quadranE;le. To dat.e. 
they have not been observed. 
The relationship between the shear sense uf the 
:n:in:>r ".f'olds. ·whatever their significance ~1ay be:. and the 
geopetal value of graded bedding wlien the two have been 
:found together iocally, has b·een inC.icated in the dis-
. CUJ!si'ons·o:f the individua:l sedimentary U...'lits. llthough 
both features are often present in the cen~ral port~ons 
o:f the map widths of outcrop as. well as.in the marginal 
zones between units, their relative values are difficult 
. to ascertain because of the general lack or individue.l 
outcrops exhib1t1ng both of these .features. There are 
·-
more instances or these reat~es showing stratigraphically 
youn5er.beds to be in the_ sa~e direction in the contact 
zones than in the central ~ortions of the map width. 
H~wever. these contact zones_ where the features. have been 
most co~~nly found·are gradational over a map distance 
of perhaps several hundreds or feet or more. and, there-
:rore., a true. te~t or. their geopetal value wouJ.C. have to 
be checked where they occur adjacent to a very sharp con-
tgct. The contact between Units 2D.and 2E ap~ears to be 
the sharpest~ but the outcrops there are so very fi~ited 
such an investigation has proved fruitless. 
In conclusion, the regional sisnificance or the 
minor folds so often encountered in the Skowhegan and 
adjacent quadrangles is at this point a perplexing pro-
blem that probably will not be solved until more of the 
region is mapped in detail •. However, the stuC.y of the 
existing l~ted data indicates that the minor folds do 
not mimic the major structural pattern. 
·Faults 
The map pattern indicates that probably there are 
no ~ajor faults within the quadrangle. However, ;nany. · 
·small local. displacements have been· observed it:l various 
areas of' th~ quadl:'angle and in a few cases large O,ia·-
placements alon~ beddln3 planes are indicated. Th~ae 
would not necessarily be obvious ·in the·map pattern and 
the amount oJ: their d.isplacemt:!nt is a .nattsr o:r conjectUre. 
The very clean and extensive strike outcrops in 
the gorge o:r the Kennebec at Skowhegan offer an exce~­
lent area in which to study the nature of many sm.all. 
:t"aults. Eight :raults were observed and ~11 were essen-· 
t1ally strike slip :raults. The ·strikes of' the planes are 
all approximately :N400W a!J!i all the dips are essentially 
/__ ·~ 
vertica~.. The rake of' the net slip could be det:·ermined 
in five cases and rakes averaged 200 to the southwest •. 
In two cases the strike slip was less than one foot •. 
Howev~r. in the re~aining cases the amount of strike 
slip could not be determined because of the limitations 
of' the outcrop. The displacements are all in exces·s or 
ten feet. 
Yany such 1'aults with the same orientation have 
been noted throughout the sedimentary units within the 
quadrangle. In l!lo"st of' these the exa:c~ nature and 11.1llount 
of displacement is not determinable because of the ex-
tent and.degree ·o:r weathering of many of the outcrops. 
In some cases, however, the nature S-?d displacement could 
.be l\scertained ·and these corresponded with the data from 
"the rocks in the Kennebec River gorge. 
The sharp changes in the course of the Kennebec 
in Skowhegan and at the Great Eddy are probably due to 
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the river following geom·orpholosically weak zones caused 
by faulting. There is no proof of this. A more complete 
discussion of drainage control is t~en up in the geooor-
phology chapter:. 
There is no doubt that bedding faults essentially 
parallel to the bedding p~anes do exist as evidenced by 
the development of and-subsequent shearing along the 
axial planes of small drag type folds as previously dis-
cussed. In some cases ·or this the amount of dispiace-
ment can be seen and it is often less than ten feet. How-
ever, in most cases only one half the fold iS visible. and 
.the answer to the amount of displacement is uncertain·. 
As mentioned before, the plunges oi' nearly ali minor 
folds are to the southwest averaging 20°? 
Just below the Athens bridge on the south side, 
·(sub-quad •. l), the exposure shows an excellen,; exampl.!:t 
.of a bedding plane fault, apparently not inducin5 folding. 
The fault plane parallels the vertical bedding plane for 
approximately 50' and then gently curves, cutting across 
several beds before disap~earing beneath the wantle •. The 
amount of strike slip, approximately 20 1 s is demonstrated 
by the offset of a thick quartzite bed in the zone where 
the plane transects the bedding. However. the magtl.itude 
of ·the vertical slip, if present,- is unknown •. ~ndoubtedly 
this type of fault is common throughout the area and is 
the ty~e o~ fault that caused ~oat of the ~inor folds of 
of the quadrangle.,. as diagrammed in Figure 7. However, 
.these faults cannot be as clearly demonstrated elsewhere 
as in· this out,crop. In many areas of the quadrangle t!J.ere 
. 
are zones, parallel to the bedding, that are extensively 
m_ineralized with quartz and calcite such. as may be seen 
~n Unit 2D ap~roxi~ately ~mile south of Walton's Mill 
in the valley of the Wesserrunsett Stream. This m1.nera1i-
zation may be localized in fault zones. 
· Cleavae;e 
The word cleavage as .used here has the sa.:ne ;nean.ln.6 
as that expressed by Nevin (1949, p. 163). The use of 
cleavage-bedding relationships has proven of littl.e use 
in determining the major structural habit of the ·area. 
Th~ cleavage planes are essentially parallel. to the bed-
ding planes. However~ the strikes and dips of both ~ay 
vary as much as 100 fro~ parallel. These relationships 
vary considerably in short distances along strike in the 
same outcrop. In "no instan.ce were any cleavage-bedding 
r~lationships found indicating a major fold nose. 
It is interesting to note that a careful exa.:ni-
·nation of the .minor :folds showed the cleavage in so:ne to 
parallel the axial plane, while in a few the cleavase 
cut the fold at 300 to its axial plane. In this iatter 
Qase the indications are that in these the cleavage was 
developed subsequent to the minor folding. In most cases 
of the minor folds, cleavage was apparently induced during 
the shearing that produced the folds. 
Joints 
Figure ·12.is a joint diagram compiled by plotting 
the poles of approximately 270 joint planes on the lower 
hemisphere of a Fisher meridian stereonet. 
The diagram indicates three maxima. The most pro-
nounced set strikes approXimately N55oiT, the second most 
pronounced strikes E-W, and the third strikes N-5. The 
first two sets have dips that are very steep but in 
general to the south while in the third set, ·the dips 
are essentially vertical • 
. There is no reason tO believe that these three 
joint sets were not formed during the deformation that 
produced the major structure. In this case the compres-
sion was apparently oriented at ri5ht angles to the pre-· 
sent strike direction of the rocks. Thus, the joint 
sets striking .essentially N-5 and E-W could be inter-
preted as shear planes and the set striking approximately 
N550W as·tension joints. 
Howev¢r. the earlier discussions of faults 1nd1-
cated.that faulting has taken place along some of the 
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Figure 12 .Joint diagram showing the poles of' joints· 
pl~tted on the lower hemisphere of' a Fisher 
meridian st·ereonet. 
' 
., ' 
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N55~ joint planes~ which ~s not eocpat1b1e for a tension 
joint. 1.nterpretat1on. The magn1.tu:le ot: this t:au1ting is 
vari.abl.e and in most cases 1c;;l0ss.1.b1e to assess. In some 
:instances .1.:t can be sho'Wil. that the I~ bl~ck has ·moved 
toward the SE relative to the 5~ block w~th a rake ot: 
approXimately 200SW. This motion could be ~nterpreted as 
havLng taken place subsequently to the production of the 
tension joint. It: ibis is the case, this later faulting 
t16htly cl~sed the tension joints preventirig~ for the 
mast .;>art~ :nineralizatLm along the.se planes ..• 
On the other hand~ this· entire 1nterpretation may 
be 1n. error and the transverse t:au1 tine; perhaps was in-
. daced by the tangential couple that reslilte<;i in the tilt-
:tng of' the b:eds to their present attitude. 
Geolog1c ~ap Pattern_ 
If' the strat.igraphl.c column has been properly 
constructed t:or this quadrangle then the :najo~ structural 
trends can b.e interpreted primarily through a study ot: 
the geologic map pattern and '.throU!:!h thi~ interpretation 
the structural :implications o:f the ·minor 't:o:l:-ds, cleavage, 
jointing, and bedding attitudes can be more clearly 
assessed. Mapping ot: indiv1dual outcrops in the field 
always shows that the beds are ess·:entially vertical and 
thl.:s J.'eads one to assu:n.;i_ that the d·ip o:f individual beds 
closely reae:nbles the dip o:f tha entire lithologic unit. 
Another interpretation, based on the presence o:f ::ninor 
:folds. 1a that the observer is recording the steep dips 
_o:f s:naller :folds with amplitudes in the order o:f, or 
greater than, sao•. perhaps developed on an anticlinorium 
or synclinorium, and in do~ng so misses the over all. 
relatively gentler dips of the major unit. 
However~ the :fact that the location o:f unit bound-
aries has not dependence upon topography proves the verti-
cal or near vertical. attitude o:f the units. 
The map pattern o:f Unit 2b, based on the fact that 
the 11thology o:f the unit appare~tly is not continuous to 
. the northeast much more than one mile past Athens and 
that. the un1 t becomes progressively narrower to the north-
east9 suggest·s that this may .be the core of: a syncl:l.na or 
an anticll.ne pl.UI18ing S'IT or-NE respectively. I:f true, 
this parallels the plunge o:f the minor :tol.ds in AthE:lns 
previously dl.scussed.· However, alternatives should be 
cons1de~ed ·as possible reasons for the apparent map pat-
tern o:f·Unit 26. These are the possibility_ .o:f a :facies 
' 
shi:ft along strike and lack o:r·outcrop that would give 
an improper ·picture of' the ·true nature o:f the unit along 
strU:e towards the !>IE. l'he plunging fold suggestion is 
preferred. In the cl.assic_descriptions of isoclinal 
:folding; _thickening and extensive cruopling are 
characteristic or the rocks ··in the. nose areas. Therefore, 
one might use crumpling of the limestone in Athens as a 
further criterion of isoclinal folding in this area. 
These conclusi~ns Cruh~ot be·accepted as being positiveiy 
true because .of the lack of outcrop that Unit 2B presents 
in the area. 
There are· no· other indications in the map pattern 
that suggest fold noses. However, the present interpre-
tation of the.stratigraphy and the map pattern require a 
11 fold-like 11 ·repetition of the lithologic· units. 
Granite Tectonics ani Emolacement 
An adequate interpretati~n of ·the granite tectonics 
of.~he Hartland Granite is not possible within·the scope 
of this work and actually may prove i~possible ~o re-
search by surface mapping because of the extensive mantle 
of drift, its low relief, and general lack of good out-
crops in all areas but th·e periphery. However, the con-
tact aureole indicates the body to be intrusive and the 
geologic map pattern·of the quadrangle clearly shows 
the body to be primarily discordant but slightly" elon-
gated in the regional· strike d-irection.· This discordancy 
indicates that the body was i.nplaced after the folding 
of the sedimentary units, ~d not concurrently wi~h ~he 
deformation. There is no vigorous criterion to determine 
whether the granite is genetically related to the major 
deformation o-:r the sedimentary units. In the peripheral 
zones of the granite-no large inclusions were noted. 
That forceful injecti-on -played a _;~art in the emplace::1ent 
.is· indicated by the local. strike and dip variations of 
.tb.ei ·;net!l'~edimentary uili ts s.djacen-:; to the granite con-
tact. 
The interpretation of granite tectonics of the 
Porcupine Mountain intrusion presents equally difficult 
problemso Virtually nothino is ~3wn of' the contact· zone 
because of' the extensive .forestation and drLft cover.· 
The same is true for the central. portions. A few good 
exposures o.f the granite =ay be seen a,t the to,;J of the 
hill but information gleaned fr3~ these cannot be. extra-
polated to ?-P.?ly· to the 1ntrusl.ve .as a whole. Probably 
the conckusions drawn concernLug.the ffinplacement o~ the 
Hartlan~ Granite also hol~ true for the smaller Porcupine 
llountain intrusive as well •. It has already been suggested 
that the two e_ranite bodies are continuous -in de~tb., and 
it is 2robable that coa~arable ~~neritic rocks underlie 
all of the q~adrafi6les in west Cdntral ~aine. 
Structural Conclusions 
Wl.thin the quadrangle the evidence usually cited 
in support o.f isoclinal f.:>ldinc;, such as the "presence of' 
noses~ thickenino and crumplins in nose areas, obvious 
strike chanses where the beds wrap-aroth>d the nose. or 
map patterns showing the mercing of near parallel li~bs, 
are alJ. conspicuous by their absence. "lith ths possible 
.. 
exception in the vae~e case or Unit ·2B. 
The following three -~ossibiJ.ities can be enter-
tained to explain the structural pattern within the 
.Skowhegan q_uadranc;le. 
1. The major !oJ.Cj.ing is so »tight 11 that the crests 
and troughs are broken and the essentially ~aralJ.el limbs 
~ merge with no raO.ical. str_ike change. 
2~ The folded structures are large and the noses 
do not exist within the bounds or this quadran;;le·. 
3. The structu~e is not the resu~t or classic 
ti5ht or isoclinal folding. 
The first ·approach is a possibiLity, but nci evi-
dence !or this exists ··within this quadrangle except in 
the· case of Unit 23 and even this eviden::s is uncertain •. 
Appro~ch 2 would be especially valid in resions whe~e the 
pluDges are very gentle in that the nose areas formed by 
lithoLogic units could possiqly ?.e \sep:<rated by e;reater 
distances than the strike length of the unit within one 
quadrall8J.e. This shoul.d be kept in mind by others :napping· 
aJ.ong strike in adjacent quadrangLes. 
.• 
The third. possibility may also be valid. A mode 
of deformation that may result in v~ry similar. structural 
characteristics to those produced in classic isoclinal 
folding was first SU66ested by C. W. Wolfe (1957). His 
theory of Pleat~ Folds as a mode of deformation in north-
west·ern ·and west cer:.tral llaine was forW:ulated af'ter near-
ly ten years of su=er field work in these regions·. The 
basic tenets of this theory as outlined below were ob-
tained· fro:.n Dr. Wolfe (personal co..J.!Ilunica.tion) ·• 
In the lower portions of a geosyncline the 
·rocks begin to fold as co~~ression is ini~iated 
··and at the same ti:ae mas=:tatization is zoin.:; on at 
slightly lower ;Levels·. ·.rhe :foldins is rJ.ac;nified 
by continued co~pressio~ which in turn causes the 
magma to squeeze u;mards into ~he anticlinal struc-
tures. ~he forcins of the magma upward accen~uates 
the :foldins by forcinc3 the li::~bs of the folds to 
assume :.nore vertical attitudes. In th·e hi.::;her areas 
of the geo£ynclinal prism, the roc~s, beinG ~ore 
brittle, respond to the co~pression phase by ovar-
thrustin0, higher an.;;.le reverse faultinc, and by 
foldins of a more o~en nature, all of which are 
typl.cal o:f the southern .t\p;;;alachians. In the lower 
zones the forceful rise of the ma;:;ma and associe.ted 
tilting of the limbs 0 oes on until the crests of the 
:folds fracture. '.'lnen this occurs, th.; bloc;rs, now 
essentially vertical and "float.inc;11 in. the ::~a6.:lla, 
are very susca)tible to the initiatinb co:.1pressive 
:forces and are forced fnto alie;Illilent so thB.t the 
bedding surfaces &re parallel to one another·and are 
. per.9end.icular. to the co.J.,?ression. Tan.:;.en~ial stresses 
across the blocks would produce minor transverse 
:faults, wilile vertic:::l adjust.nents in the· blocks 
·would be parallel to the beadinb ant.would produce 
.. longitudinal raults with shear dra~ folds indicating 
the geo~etry of the movement. 
In areas such as the Skowhegan quadrangle where 
there is apparently a repetition or strata as.would be 
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present :tn class:tcal isoclinal fold:tno but which lacks 
many of the other character:tst:tcs of such a mechanism 
of deformation. tha pos.sib:l.lity of the ?leated Fold 
mechanism should be :l.nvestigated. Th1.s :nechanism sbouid 
also be cons_1dered in other re(5:1onB where deror!llation 
.results would casually be attributed to isoclinal fold-
ing. 
In such areas there are orten complex local omis- · 
sions of strata or abnormal repet:l.t:tve sequences of 
strata that are unexplainable in terms of classical.iso-
cl:tnal fold:tng. or of faulting. Th:l.s ap~arently is the 
case :l.n s·ome of the quadran5Ies west of S~owhegan~ 
In v:tew of the Pleated Fold theory more regional 
evidence should be gathered concerning the volumes of 
gran:tte necessary for the proper operation of the theory 
and a comparison made with the volumes actually present 
in an area supposedly deformed by this :nechanism •. A 
careful check on the depth to·~an:tte in many areas is 
also needed. It Will be impossible to completely j·udge . 
the applicability o~ the hypothes:ts to the Skowheg~ 
quadrangle until Dr. Wolfe makes a co:nplete volumetric 
statement of the relationshi~s involved between granite 
and blocks. It is :tnterest:tng to note that the Hartland 
Granite is discordant and not· concordant and was em.;;>laced 
after the sed:l.mentary units had attained their present 
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degree or deror:ns.tion •. This apparently does not. rit into 
the Pleated Fol.:l theory •. 
The nature or ·the repetition of beds has been 
indicated on the geologic map by the use or conventional. 
:told nomenclature.. However, tbl.s usage does nat neces-
sarily 1mpl.y that the repetition was produced by folds 1n 
the classical senseo Figures 13 and 14 are structural. 
cross :sections made along ll.nes A-B a..'1d C-D respect!. vel.yo 
The l.ocatl.ons of these lines are 1.ndicated an tbe encl.osed 
bed rock map~ The cross. sections· are enclosed wit.h the 
map. The dashed li.nes on the cross sections may be con-
sl.dered·to be a ,Provisional. l.nterpretation or the repBti.-
tf.on o:f meta.sedl.mentary unl.ts :from the viewpo:1nt .or l.so-
cl.f.nal. :tol.dlOg. However, the dashed lines do not repre-
sent the pby.sioal. nature o:r the :folds. · 
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VI G-EOYORPIDLO'GY 
General S~ate~ent 
-The topoorapby of the s~owhe0an quadrancle 1s 
pr1marily the result. of stream ~rosion, controlled by 
' the litho logy- am geoiogic s trt~cture of the area. Sec-
ondarily, the pre-51-acial. topogra_;,hy formed by running 
water has been sligh~ly modified by continental glacia-
tion. 
Evol.ution or the Drainage Pattern 
The present strea.:::1 courses are the result or 
~he following factors: 
1. Bedroci: ty;>es 
2. Regional. structure, ·_;>arti<:ularly attitudes 
of beds, faults, and Joints 
3o The ef"f"ects of Pleistocene glac1ation 
4. :!od1f1catio!is by !!!.e.!l, post 1630 
The bed rock, f"cr the most part; .is low to :niddle 
grade metased1~ent.ery rock-ani is coillposed.of quartzites. 
sandstones,. pbyllite.e, siat.es, and some 1m:,Jure lime-
stones. All have :lips wi.thin._· a few degrees of" vert1cal 
and have an avera.::;e stri::Ce of" Nztoog w1 th local var1a-
tions, notably· near ~their cont.act 11:~th the Hartlaoo 
Granite stock l.ocated ·in "!!he east ·central· section of 
of the quadransJ.-e e 
- H4 
Quartzite appears to be the most geomorpholog-
lcally com~etent rock. The phyllites and the slates 
having extensive clea.vac;e are generally less comge~ant 
than.the quartzitese However, because these rock types 
are closely interbedeed, neither type may be classified 
as either a ridge or valley former. The limestone zones 
are relatively incompetent cOQpared with the other roc~ 
types·as"is indicated by the scarcity of' outcrops of 
this iitholo-gy. 
:Probably the formation o:f valleys, with the ex-
ception of those w1 th granite floors, is a :function of 
structural elements. Of these faulting and jointing are 
probably the most important as will be pointed out. 
Generally speaking, the Hartland Granite body is 
.inc.ompetent co=tpared to the metasediments, but :in the 
:tnteriqr o:f the body there are a :few hfgh granite knobs 
such as Stafford Hill in sub-quad. 6. The reason :for 
this very positive relief is uncertain. Sa:::J.~les from 
these h.ie;h areas proved to be medium to coarse grained, 
sometimes porphyritic biotite granite and not unlike 
samples exa'llined from topographically lower zo ues.. The 
border of hills on the peri~hery o:f_tpe ~an~te are 
com~only half gr~~ite ~~ half Qeta'llorphosed sediments 
wOile many are all granite. The very resistant hornfels 
is apparently hOlding up the gr~nite on such hills as 
Eaton~ountain in sub-quad~ .B. :(See Figure 15.) R. Moench 
(1954, pp. l.l.-12) suggests that granite ridges.are pre~ 
sent where the hornrels cap has been re~oved but a 
short _tlme, a type of inverted·. to po5I'aphy. This ~ay ex-
plain the particul.arly large and numerous hlll.s in the 
southern part or the granite body. s\J.ch a.s Loomis, Whitte-
more, and Foster Hills. The metamorphic zonation in this 
area SU6gest~ t&tQhe srani.te contact dips gent:I;y to the 
(' . 
southeast. .Theret:ore the tops·. or these. hills may repre-
sen4 a zone ve.ry near to the original top or the granite 
:from which the .horn:fel.s zone has_, geologica11y speakins, 
been very recent1y removed. This may a1so be the exp1ana-
tion ror the relief: of the. other peripheral. hi11s such 
as both Goodw.ins, Chase, and Tibbetts Hills, also in the 
southern section. rhere is no evidence, but ·perhaps 
Starrord Hill. and the 1arge h111 just south of Great 
Moose Lake in sub-quad. 6 were also recently stripped of 
protective hornfels caps. ·r:r this be· the case then per-
haps_ the entire granite body as exposed may represen~ a 
zone very close to the top of the intrusion. 
The reason for the roughly circular valley cut 
into the granite in the area of Black .Stream and Great 
!loose Lake, to the north and ·;res·t Branch of Blac!t Stream 
to the south is evasive. It may be a result of dirfer-
en.tia1 a~tac:C in which the roof zone was breached in 
-Figure 15 
•, 
_ _;_ ________ ~_;_ ___ --.---
Eaton ~ountain in sub-qua~. 8 ae.eeen from 
the· northwestern side. This side is ;nade 
of hornfels and the far side, of orani!Je. 
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this area earlier than in other aectio~. or perhaps it 
represents diff'erential erosi::>n due to differential rock 
resistance. Insufficient outcrop is available in the 
area. 
-In light o·r the discussion of the development of 
the topography o~ the Hartland Granite,. it is suggested 
that the Porcupine £ountain Granite stands high because 
its .. hornfels roof bas also just recently been rer.1oved. 
The streams flow in a south-southeast direction 
into the Kennebec River w!:l.ose position can be seen on 
the drainage map. (See enclosed dra1na5e map.) Closer 
observation w~ll show that· the oinor strea:ns flow in one 
of three general.dire·ctions. northwest-southeast, north-
south, and northeast-southwest. 
The author has- found no evidence of large scale 
fault.ing that would probably result in zones of: weakness 
that could easily be incised by streams. Since such · 
faults would necess·arily lie in the stream bed, it would 
be impossible to note the fault zones directly. Faults 
which may be seen well exposed in some outcrops do par-
allel, in general, the directions of flow of ~he minor 
streams, so. tber·e may be some correlation. It was ooted 
in the chapter on structure t·hat -the two major fault 
attitudes are those which parallel the bedding planes 
and those_. transverse to t·he bedding, striking roughly 
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N550W w~th 90° dip~ These two directions _flarallel two 
co~ponents or the stream pattern. 
The jointing may play an important part ~n til!'~ 
development of the drainage ~attern also. The most per-
s~stent and noticeable joint set in. this quadrangle, as 
well as in those adjacent is one that strikes ap9roxi-
. mately NSS"W· and essentially has -a vertical dip. In 
.certa~n sect~ons these joints can be seen to parallel 
minor transverse faults. 
These joi-nts are o:ften nU!:lel'ous and closely E~"~?-ced 
~reducing a geomorphologically inco~petent area which is 
vulnerable to weathering ·and erosion. Althou.;h such 
closely spaced jointing has been observed in areas or 
limited bed rock exposure, it see~s likely ~t also occurs 
on a much larger scale. Thus it should have exerted a 
very distinct cont~ol on the development or the pre-
·glacial valleys and, hence, on the post:.glacial pattern •. · 
The plane o:r rock cleavase ~hroughout the quad-
rangle ~a nearly parallel to the beddi!l6 or the meta-
sediments. It is very well developed and closely spaced,. 
as would be expected, in tbe sle:r.es and pbyll~ tea but is 
rather poorly developed in the quartzites. It follows, 
therefore, that the li~h?losies with good cleavase will 
generally induce negative relief features. 
Prior to glaciation, Maine in general appears "to 
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have been in the Ear~y Old .A~e l_)tage of' Davisf Cycle 
(l899;.pp. 207-239) with the major·rivers drainins 1nt6 
the Gulf' of' >.Iaine to the south, as they do today. Sec;- . 
ments of' the major rivers of' !laine show indications that 
the immediately pre-glacial rivers did f'low to the south, 
and, in part, the modern rivers occupy portions of' their 
old val~eys. ·The north-south s.treaos, as wit h. the Kanne-
bee River, north of' ~adi~on, Main~, may owe the~ courses 
to an original co~~etent slope induced by re6iOna~ tilt-
ing at an earlier dat;e. 
Today· the Penobscot River, .to the east, along most 
of' its·course f'ollows the general northeast strike of' 
metasedLitentary rocks of' the region, occasionally choos-
ing to :follow a !!lore southerly route toward·s the se&.. 
South of' Bangor the river is tida~ and is contained 1n 
a pronounced. deep bed rock valley that is in part f1lled 
. . 
wi:th g~acial and marine sediments. This v~lley, probably 
f'ormed by the southward flowing pre-glacial Penobscot 
River, shows evidence of' some. de.epening by glac~al: ero-
sion. The Penobscot River, above Bangor, is not f'lowinc; 
in a.deep va~ley li~e that to the.southA. Present inves-
tigation is revealiU£.that there.is little indication 
that the present course of' the river above Bangor is 
housed wl.thin a pre-5~aciai va~~ey_ •. 
Th~ :southerly :f'lowin6 Kennebec Rivar, in the 
. . 
southern reaches~ entars the sea in the ree;ion of: Bath. 
and~ as in the· case of: the lower Penobscot River, this 
is an area where there are rather deep bed rock estuarine 
valleys, ·partly filled with sedi~ent. In this re0io~ 
t.he. valleys have developed parallel. to the genera~ N300E 
strike o:f t.he metasedi:nentary rocks .or that regiol:\. 
Thea~ drowned val.l.eys again appear to have been 
pre~glacial, indicating that the predecessor or the.Kenne-
bec River drained southward :;;.ore or l.ess paral.l.el to the 
neighboriniPenobscot. 
The modern Kennebec River between Auousta and 
Benton is a strike stream t:lowin.:; soutawest as it also 
does between Horridgewock and Skowhegan. It is :f'lowinc; 
generally :f'ro:n the northwest between Benton and Skowhegan,. 
between No~idgewock and ~adison~ and between Bingha3 and 
the Rowe Pond area or the Bingham quadrangle. -Elsewaere 
the Kennebec f:~ows generally southward, perhaps aisre.gard-
:1.ng rock structure, such as between Bingha:Ji and·l.ladison,_ 
Rowe Pond and T~~ Forks, while above The Forks it tends 
to swing northeast am :fo l.low the strike o:f the metasedi-
menta to its source. 
It is not known just how much of this river is 
within the pre-glacial. valley because of insufi'icient 
research ~l.ong its course. However, :rro:n se1s:nic data 
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obtained during the. summer or 1.958 within the present 
val.l.ey approxi:natel.y one cil.e north or Carratunk in the 
Bingfla!n. quadrangle ~d from w;:,rk done at the Wyman Dam 
durin:0 its construct ion several. years a so. there is a 
wel.l. def"ined ·steep rock val.ley that was :filled with 
sravel.s.as the rontinental ice retreated. At Oarratunk 
the val.l.ey is at l.east lOO' bel.oii the present river l.ev:el. 
and is at maxim~ 1300' wide. This valley was being re-
excavated ?Y the Kennebec River ~rior to the buil.ding o:r 
\fyman Dam and formation o:r Wyman Lake •. The dam now acts 
as a temper~ base level.,. control.l.iqg the depth o:r erosion 
o:f the deep :fil.l. within the valley along this submerged 
section. 
Another deep buried val.ley of' tbis type was :found 
to be present along the southeast course of the Dead 
River from The Forks to Appl.etree Inn in The Forks quad-
rangle. Ups~ream :from the Inn the river has excavated 
tpe :fil.l.~ and the river is on bed rock. This is also 
true :for the_ deep bed rock gorse .o:f the Kennebec beginning 
about two mil.es north of' The For:d:s a1·1d contl.nuing to In-
dean Pond south o:f :.1oosehead Lake •. It appears that the 
buried bed rock valley~ of the Kennebec and Dead. Rivers 
meat ·with concordant junctions at an el.evation of" approxi~ 
mately 500', roughl.y 75' below the present surface. I 
have tried to indicate with t.hese discussions of the 
Penobscot·· and Kennebec river valleys that these two major 
pre-glacial rivers o:f Maine did :flow southward. The 
gross pattern o:f these major rivers ap~roxi~ates the 
pattern orten more clearly seen in the small streams 
within the area o:f a single quadrangle. This pattern is 
generally defined by the three stream directions mentioned 
earlier in reference to the ;ninor streams within the .Skow-
hagan and adjacent quadrangles. It is a reasonable~as~ 
s~ption that the similarity in patterns o:f the major 
and minor streans indicates the same general geologic ( 
controls exist on a major as well as on a minor scale ~~ 
that these same at:z:uctural and lithologic characteristics 
of the bed rock that in part control the modern riv·ers 
also controlled more completely the :flow o:f the rivers 
that existed- just prior _to glaciation. It does not fol-
low_. however, that the modern streans are now :flowing in. 
these pre-glacial valleys although they do in part. This 
·major disruption of pattern has been caused by the·19ca-
. . 
tlon ani types of glacial drift and glacio-marine de-· 
posits. 
Edward H •. Perkins in his paper on the drai~ge 
of the Waterville region (Perkins, 1927) includes parts 
• 
of the Skowhegan quadrangle but is particularly concerned 
with the development of the Kennebec River. He discusses 
the develo~ent of the Kennebec arid associated rivers -i~ 
.terms o:f three uplifts ard resultant cutting o:f partial 
peneplains in late pre-glacial ~Lne. His· work is based 
in pa:rt on work done by Barrell ( 1920) and upon his own 
observations o:f the alignmen~ o:f wind gaps representative 
of the various peneplains, at 400 1 • 300' • 200', and 100'' 
respect-ively. 
,. . 
All o:f the areas studied by ?·arkins cannot be con-
sidered in the scope of this research, and the generalized 
·nature of his work makes it iopossible to evaluate his 
research adequat~ly in tha· study of the topographic levels 
and stre~ pattern within a ~all area such as the Skow-
hagan quadrangle. 
Therefore., this discussion will be restrlcted to 
just the existing evidence pointing to the lo.cation and 
glacial modification of the 1m:nadlate pre-glacial draina5e 
ways w1thin the quadrangle. 
Asstiming the pre-glacial rivers flowed in a south-
erly direction and they were controlled by the features 
of lit"hology and structur~ as discussed prev1ously an 
attempt was made to locate bed rock valleys that were 
probably present prior to glaciation •. To do this, a 
study was made o:f the recent to;Jographic map as well as of 
aer~al photographs to diS'O:)Ver any indications of, pre-
glacial river cotirses other than those now occupied by 
the modern streams·. 
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Such a pattern is evldent in the northern one-third 
o! the _map as well as on the photographs. ·The next step 
involved field checking these valleys to discover whether 
they were actually-bed ru~~ valleys or si~ply valleys cut 
into thick glac'ial drift by the modern stre.a;ns. 
'The northwest-southeast trending valley now occupied 
by the West Branch Stream in sub-quad. 1 proved to be a 
bed rock valley with an average relief 9f 150' measured 
between places where the river flows on bed roc~ to the 
hill tops or. the divide areas, such as the bed rock tops 
of Chapman Ridge and the hill at Corson's Corner in sub-
quad. 1. The meager control of bed rock levels alon5 the 
valley floor indicat·es the floor has uniform gradient of 
about 30• per mile gently sloping to the southeast. The 
river itself flows on bed rock for about one-quarter its 
length b.etween w·entworth Pond and Athens (sub-quad. 1). 
The northeast-southwest valley occupied by part 
of the East Branch Stream and Tucker Stream in· sub-quad •. 2 
shows a maximum bed ro~k relie~ of approxi~ately 440 1 
measured fro~ the bed rock in the stream at the base of \ . . . 
-Lord's H11:1. to the ledge exposures on the top or Stickney 
Hill. Generally the strea:ns in this large valley are 
flowing on alluvium. However; a general picture of the 
depth of the valley can be obtained by noting the rock. 
outcrop on the imoediately adjacent highlands.such as 
•. 
Dore, Peeks, Stickney, Lord's, Grant, and Carson Hills •. 
The northwest-southeast trending valley that Higgins 
Brook (sub-quad. 3) now occupies is difficult to evalu-
ate because o:f the l.ack of outcrop in the northeast 
section o:f the area. However,· the few· indications sug-
gest that the vall.ey ha·s always been considerably sllaller 
and of leas importance than the ones previously d~scussed. 
South o:f Athens the valley of tbe ilesserrunsett 
Stream presents an ~nteresting preble~. For a distance 
of 2i miles· north and l! Biles south of: Walton 1 s Mill 
(sub-q.uad. 5) the ·river is flowing on bed rock at about 
350 to the strike. North and south o:f these limits the 
river is essentially flowing on alluviU.!ll, .indicating th~at 
perhaps the river where it is now !:lowing on bed. rock has 
in post-glacial times been superi:Jlposed onto a broad, 
rather flat pre-glacial divide. A more reasonable course 
of a pre-glacial '1/esserrunsett now flowing south from 
Athens perha;;>s would have been to the southeast through 
the area of Barker :Pond to Corson Corner and southward 
through Gould and 13rown' s Corner and Canaan. 
If this were the c~se there would have been a ·con-
tinual flow through the quadrangle from Wentworth Pond 
in the northwest throuGh the valley now occupied by the 
Weflt Branch into Athens· and then southward along the 
path just proposed. The pre-glacial stream oc_cupy1ng 
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the East Branch valley then would have been a major tri-
butary to this main stream. 
On the other hand there is ~ strong possibility 
that the pre-glacial \Vesserrunsett did not f'low -southeast 
fro:n Athens. Although no outcro_;>s have been found 1.Ii the 
floor of the valley occupied by Barker Pond, the topo-
graphy indicates that this f!lay have been a divide area· 
and the streaf!l flowed southwest from Athens, passing 
between-Porcupine ~ountain an~ Chapman Ridge approxi:nately 
_. t mile south of Cass Corner, thus taking ·perhaps a more 
southerly course so.aewhere through .the broad, relat-ively 
flat drift covered area east .. of' Lower Mill in sub-quad~ 4 
and down the present course of the ffest Branch and enter-
ing the. Kennebec in the vicinity of Skowhe5an. fhe ':few bed 
rock exposures make a more critical discussion impossible. 
If the valley of the West Branch is traced to the north-
west past Wentworth Pond and into the southeast_ corner of 
the Bingham quadrangle, it ends within three miles of.the 
pond at an elevation of approximateiy 800 1 • and there is_ 
no indication tbat this valley-ever continued northwest 
of this area. If the bed rock ·valleys ~resently occupied 
by Higgins Brook; Tucker Stream, and East Branch Stream 
are likewise traced ~o their head, they all end. shortly 
after crossing into the southern section of the Kin.:;spury 
quadrangle which is adjacent to the northern boundary of 
.......... 
the Skowhegan qUa.dranoJ,.e. 
In vi.ew o :r the f'acts prssented it can be concl.uded 
that the 1.:niaedi.ate ..;>re-glacial drainage in the Skowhegan 
quadral?-8le was:: 
~-- Generally towards the southeast. 
2 •. All or the streams within the quadra~e were 
-of' minor size and importance. 
3. The streamst patterns were rectangular~ con-
trolled b~ northwest trending zones or weakness~ produced 
by jointing 3nd/or :faulting, by the northeast strike or 
-the.sedi.inentary units and bedding plane f'aults, or pos.s.ibly 
by 'the weaker north-south joint set. 
4. ·There is no evidence that the major riyer 
draining this area pas sed tbrough the Skowhegan quadrangle 
unless the. modern Kennebe.e has relocated within its pre-
glacial channel. The immediate'post-glacial history of 
the Kennebec will be discussed i-n the section on gl.;4cial · 
geomorpho~ogy • 
5- . A-ssuming the northeast tl,'ending po st-g1acial. 
- .· 
isobases _p:Lotted f'or t!lis region ::>f' ~aine ·by Antevs'. 
(1928) are more or less correct in their stri~e and rela-
tive m.agirl.tules then it appears that in post-glacial 
times this. section o.f Uaine has been uplifted and. tilted 
down towards the southeast~. If' this tiltinr:; was the re-
sult of' isostatic rebound due to tne removal of' continental 
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ice~ then i.t would :,?erbaps fol.l.ow that prior to ic_e ad-
vance ttiis area had the sa~e slope direction_and approxi-
mately tha s~e grB.dient: as it has presently. If' these 
ass~ption~ are correct~ then it wo.uld be expected that 
tb.e f'irst. streams. to fl.ow in the ree:;ion would be those 
that occupi.ed the northwest-southeast! ·.and north-south 
joint s~ts ·and that th:Jse fol.l.owin¢ ·the beddinc; st.r~e 
were subsequent to _the first and develo;;>ed by headward 
erosion in t~e geomorpholocically weaker rocks. 
It m16ht;ba added.at .this point that Perkins (1927) 
suggested that_ the short northwest-southeast tr.endill6 
-valley oetween Whitte~ore and Foster Hills tn stib~quad. 8 
is a w.ind .gap repres .. ntative of a partial.pene_?lain de-
veloped at a 400' level in pre-Pleistocene time~ He en-
visioned this vall.ey and associat~d peneplain as being 
carved by a stream flowine southeastward. This strea:n 
he thoul:)ht to be a"oout -<:.en miles east of and :;~arallel. to 
-
a stream that was flowing ~t a slightly l.ower·l.evel and 
approximate~y -in the same geogl:•aphic -location as the 
moder~ Kennebec where it passes_t~~ough the Anson and_ 
Bingham quadrangl_es. A- tributary or· this· river working 
northeast. f'rom the general ?rea of Norridgewock al.oug 
·the present course of the Kennebec-River be~ween Norr1dge-
wock"and Skowliegan and up the present valley of the 
•• • d 
7lesserrunsett Stre.am to the _9resent Cornville area 
capturea the eastern~ost of the two major rivers. This 
diversion and subsequent lowering of the region by the 
river erosion left this wind:sap area preserved. 
This proposa~ is impossible to evaluate properly 
within the SCO)e of this-work. It WQUld see~, howev~r, 
that this area is so aligned that some, if not all, of 
its depth and topographic form·could be attributed to 
glacial erosion. 
Continental 5laciation has :nod.ifie.d the _;Jre-c:;lac.ial 
draina.:;e within the quadrangle· in two general ways. The. 
first of these was by bed rock erosion and the second by 
its distribution of drift. 
The last advance of the ice moved towards the 
southeast across this regi:m and its erosive power was 
somewhat concentrated in the pre-~lacial valleys paral-
leling its motion. In the case of the Skowhegan quad-
ran5le, therefore, the northwest-southeast stream va~leys 
were illodified, not only because of their orientation, 
but also because they undoubtedly represent zones of 
weaker rock for reasons previously discussed. On tqe 
other hand, the ice in passing at ri5ht an6les over the 
a.tream valleys trendins nort:.heast-southwest did little 
if anythin6 in the way.of erosional modification in co~­
parison ~o that done along the northwest-southeast val-
·leys. These northeast-southwest valleys prob~bly~ 
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however, were particularly vulnerable to filline; or .;;>artial 
filling ;With 'ti],.l. 
Filling of the pre-giacial draina3e lows has been 
done with three ty,es of material, till, outwash sands 
and grave~s, and silty clay~ The distribution and si~ni-. 
ficance of these. vli\1 be discussed more com;>letely in the 
section on glacial geomorJholo0y. There is little control 
~· 
of the exact nature of the .sediments within the valleys 
(' 
other tha:n to say that the sections are usually co:n_;Josed 
of both till ani stratified drift, and in the southern 
sections of the qu,adrangle these deposi te are usually 
veneered with silty clay. The surficial map gives a 
good ~icture of the distribution of the surficial deposits. 
The valley fillings apparently did not co:nJletely bury 
the eariier valleys but only partially filled. them and 
in nearl.y all cases the post~0lacial streams reoccu.,Jied 
the older valleys OI?- to_;~ of the e:;liwia:l fil~. Since 
that time the streams have incised the fillin~ and have 
in ::Ifany places been lowered ont.o srnaJ.l buried bed rock. 
divides or·valley ed3es and have produGed rapids and 
waterfalls such as in th~ Kennebec River at Skowhegan, 
at i!albon1 s 1:ills and 'ffalton' s Mill, at Athens and Har-
mony, and at ifest Athens arid Lower :.!ill.· In these areas, 
e·speciall~ at S;cowhee:;an, Athens, and Har::16ny, because of 
the prior discussion of the probable geogra,?hic 
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relationship between the pre- and post-glacial stream 
patterns, one may conclude the.t ~>roba'bly the pre-glacial 
channel is very close to· .the :falls but :l..s still buried • 
. Modii'1cations of the stream pattern by !I18.Il have 
taken the form or dam building on top or many or the 
natural waterfalls so as to produce a better head for 
water power. This power has been used directly in mills 
constructed beside the :f'alls or has been used to generate 
electric power which in turn has been used for a v~riety 
.of purposes. 
GJ.acial Erosion· 
The last advance o!' contL'1.ental ice lll.oved. over 
this quadrangle in a direction of approximately S2QOE as 
indicated by the bearing of 6lacial striae measured on 
the tops of hills. Tho·se measured in the valleys show 
directions that vary cons1derably from S2QPg direction 
due to local topographic deflections in the basal portions 
of the ice sheet. These deflections are pronounced in 
the south.central portion of the quadr~'1.gle where the 
. . . l 
ice tlowed arourid the large hills"of thi~ area •. The 
striation pattern shows no evidence of multiple glacial 
advance. Of the rock types within the quadrangle the 
. . . 
striae are beet preserved by the non-calcareous quartzites. 
J.6l. 
Other forms of'· glaq1a1. erosion are e:JS:empli:f'ied 
by the gentle rounding o:f hills· developed on the meta:~ 
sediments and the general·broadening o:f the valleys. 
Very J.ittle stoss and lee topography has b~en develo~ed 
and what can be seen has been developed primarily on the 
granite hills,. presumably due to the arrangements o:f 
joint sets. L.oomis !fill, pictured in Figure 1.6, is a 
notable example o"f this. 
There are-sculptured forms that at casual glance 
might be called s toss ani· lee topooraphy •.. :rhe shape o:f 
Whittemore !!ill, for ex~AIDple, ·shows a very steep slope 
!acing the southwest. The striations show that the ice 
moved to the southeast parallel to the slope. TqQ reason 
:for the orientation of this sharp declivity may be :found 
on .the topographic map. It can be o~served that the slope 
:forms part o:f the northeast wall of a valley between 
'Nhittemore and Foster Hl.ll in sub-quad. 8 and that the 
pseudo "lee" slope was actually the result of a concen--
tration. of abrasion and plucking by ice as it moved to-
ward the southeast throush thia valley rath~ than to 
the piucking on the leeward slope in the development o:f' 
typical stosa anci lee topography. There are several 
other examples o:f similar slopes in the granite areas 
of the quadrangle. 
Lake George in sub-quad •. 8 ls contained in a 
•. 
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Figure 16 
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Stos.s ani lae topography exh1b1 ted by Loomis 
"Hill. 
shallow bed rock basin probably f'or:ned. by the ice ~:~oving 
southward through this valley area. Great lioose Lake 
undoubtediy owes so~ of its present size ~nd shape to 
1. 
glacial modification of a pre-glacial bed rock basinal 
Glacial Deposition 
Ground. mOJ:aine is the most widespread of the glacial. 
deposi.ts within the qucdrangle. The .till is for the lllOBt. 
part o:r the sandy-clayey variety and· would be expected 
in such a region~here the :naterial5 have been derived 
:fro~:~ a metamorphic. and ioneous terrane. The till exposed 
on the ridge and h!.ll to_ps is more sandy than that o:r the 
valleys~ probably due ~o the washing of fines from the 
·high areas in post-gls.cial time. 
The impermeability·o:r some of the til is indicated 
by the presence o:r such ponds as wentworth, Starbird, 
Staf:tord7 ·~orrill~ and Sibley that fill shallow depres-
sions ~ the ground mor~ine. The most ~ontinuous esker 
in the qu:fidrangl.e is the northern extension o:r the Kenne-
bec Valley esker investigated by J~ .il.. am H. B. Tre:rethen 
(1944),. "JAy :study shows that the esker starts about :four 
miles.~orth o:r Corson Corner, continues sout.h through 
Goul.d, Mitchell. ~d Brown's Corners, :fi~lly leaving 
. I • 
the ~uadr~e south or Canaan. The Trefethens mapped 
·I 
:1t. as £ar south es tha town ·o£ Dresden, sbov(ing the 
esker :1s at least f'if'ty miles long. A lithologic inves-. 
t1.gation aiong the ful.l length of' :the esker by the Tre-
f'ethens :l.Dd,i.cated that J.?as t?u:Ln 5% of' the pebble~ had. 
been carried the full length and, in general, the majority 
ot: mater:tal.s had been carried -for distances. o:f' three to 
I 
eight milese There£ore, it can~e considered to be of 
l.o cai or:1c;.in e 
Ths ~p pattern and charac~eristics 6t the·gravel 
,d~posits generally within the valley· o:f' the Wa.sserrunsett 
Stream strongly sue;gest that they are all part o:f' the 
same esker systa:n and may have joined ·the Kennebec Valley 
esk.el'! to the south while b:>th. were still ice bound. At. 
first .glance the section of es~er in the area north and 
south o:f' Athens looks to be an iso~ted kame ·and kattle 
co~plex. .However, 1ts 1:1ap rel.f:.tions.hips indicate that it 
is -.probabl.y part. of an esker. This b~oad~ relatively 
. thin. deposit. of' sandj gravel with its kettled surface . 
l.ocated in a val1ey su55ests that it was f'ormed in a 
wide shallow sub-g1acial channel into whlch an ice roof' · 
collapsed. The pieces of ·the ice roof' bec~e partially_ 
or c;mpletel.y buried by alluvi~ and upon ~elt~ gave 
rise to a ket.tled surf'ace~ 
The ice contact deposit in the vicin:1ty of.West 
I. 
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Athens has the same char&cteristics as that just inter-
preted. Its position in and elon¢ati~n parallel to the 
' . 
valley or the West Branch as well as its ar~al ~roximity 
to the other esker-like deposita su=sest tha~ this de-
posit is also a sesment of _a larbe es~er or k~a terrace 
system •. 
The esker« within the quadra05le occupy the ;;llajor 
valleys. This suggests that they were formed during the 
J.ate wanJ..ng stages of the ·ice when it was thin and the 
.draina:ge ways in, on, or under the ice rou0bl.y co_incided 
with th~ sub-glacial topoeraphy. 
The stratified drift deposits on the north slo;e 
of Hilton Hill. (sub~qu~de 7), on ~he south sJ.o9e of 
Loomis Hill (sub-quad. 8), and on the southeastern slope 
o:f Goodwin iUll {sub-quae. 6) are all considered to _be 
kame terraces. However, they may be isolated segments 
of eskers. All or these deposits are located on valley 
wa1ls or ~ll slopes and they are all extensively ~ettled. 
The pits dug into the deposit on the north s10 pe of Hil-
·ton Hill generally show chaotic bedding attitudes so 
cbarauteristic of ice contact features. 
The S~owhesan Plain 
The most per~lexing s~:ficial geoloor problem is 
I 
J.6S 
that o:f the origin and stratigraphic· relationships of" 
the sani plain and associated clay deposits in the south:"" 
west portion or the quadrangle. The town of Skowhe~an is 
I 
built upon a portion of this sanely .plain. Figures 17 
and 18 are photographs taken of" the surface of the plain. 
The composition of this deposit has ]:ieien··observed 
in inany pits excavated at various topooraphic levels 
rang~ng !'rom .the present ·;llop!";o its bas·e. 'fhese various. 
t· levels have been made available by the incising of -the 
O.eposit by the: Kenneg_ec and Wesserrunsett Rivers. The 
records of well drilline;.and various types of excavations 
were made available by the to~n of Skowhegan. These cou-
_pled with information from the Soils Jonservation Ser-
vice of"fice in that tow~ and aerial photo interpret~tion 
by the author all aided in this investigation. Internally 
the deposit is primarily co~posed of f"ine silty sand. 
layers interbedded with silt¥ clay lenses. The bedding 
throughout is essentially horizontal-and the widths of" 
io::iividual beds seldom exceed three· feet. In depth~ -che 
layering becomes prooressively thinner, although still 
horizontal, and the sediment becomes less ·sandy. · Figures 
19, 20, and _21 a~e pictures taken in a pit whose floor 
is bed rock.. The fine c;rained ·thinly bedded aud appar-
i 6ntly· rhythmically deposited nature of the sediments of" 
the basal zone can be seen. ·In the up:;>er reachee. of "tile 
I 
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Figure 1.7. 
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Skowhegan pl.ain looking toward.s Loomis Hill. 
:from the airport. 
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Pit in the Skowhegan plain J.OOO' aJ.on3 road 
north of the Great Eddy, showing rhythmicallY. 
banded silt and clay at base of pit overlain 
by silty sand. 
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pl.ain the few pits al.l. sJ:1ow tha the sandy l.ayers are 
commonly cross bedded as seen i( Figures 22. and 23. 
rhese crossed beds are includ1w1.thin larg
1
e horizontal. 
beds and indicate curre~t actio in a shallpw water en-
vironment. However, the limite- expos.ures make it im-
possible to conclude posicivel.J which way the water was 
flowino that produced these reJtures. ·The indications 
are. that the ·water was . flow1n0 [generally from the ·s.:>util-
east. No indications were f~und that the ~ater ~oved·from 
a northerly direction. 1 . 
The composition of the lain~ecomes mere s1l~y 
and clayey towards ·the northert margins. This is espe-
cially true of the northeast ard east seccions as •indi-
cated on the map. The valley of the \'Tesserrunsett -was 
- I . 
apparently filled with clay almost as far upstream as the 
Corn~ille bridge. This fill als since been parc~ally 
excavated ~y the r.iver, produc~IJ6 many fine vertict::.l ex-
posures o£ the clay. Several of these exposures, one 
good example of' wJ:Uch d about one mil.e south 
. from. the bridge_ at Cornville; how varved depo:sits of 
clay and silty alay. Usually he individual varves 
range between 1 11-411 in thi~e s. 
It ·has oeen mentioned ·~at the bedd'inc; throughout 
the deposit all. apyears to be1~~rizontal. i (See ?igure 24.) No evidence o< the c1ae.s1oe> rrge sca>e topset, foreeet, 
.· 
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·ani buttomset bedding trilogy t pical of a deltaic deposit 
have been seen to dateo Theref re~ the conclusion is 
drawn that thi~ is probably not a deltao 
The top of this deposit :1!s approxi:na t~ly 240' high 
and it has measurable thickness ln one area near the Great 
Eddy of roughly 130'o However; there is no evidence avail-
able to i:ndicate whether or not this represents the aver-
age thickness. ~he preserved slgments of the silty sand,. 
unkettled, paired terraces at an elevation of 240' on 
either side of the Kenneb~~ Rivlr between S~owhegan and 
I Norridgewock and the extensive·sand plain at Norridgewock 
whose top is ~lso at an ~pproxi~ate elevation of 240 1 
attest to the probable extent o~ this deoosit. 
There is, however, anothr. set. of- gairad terraces 
approximately at an elevation of 230' • parallelins the 
set just mentioned: These hi6hrr terraces are less evi-
dent than the. set at 240' becaure they have been badly 
dissected indicating that they bre perhaps older. Rem-
nants or these can be seen a.lon/6 the Kennebec River be-
t.ween Skowhegan and :·Torridgewof[ and in a few places on 
the slopes periphiral to the 2 or sand plain south of 
~ 
the town of Norridt;ewock, on t e west slo;;>e of 31gelow 
:::~:::-::i~~~:::~~·:::::::j:,:::::::::::::n::::L::t>• 
~he Kennebec River·in S~owhegan and alone ~he northeast 
shore o:t· the Kennebec Rive.!' in he ::orrid;:;ewock quadrangle. 
These terraces at 230' a~e co~~osed.of silty sand 
and are not kettied~ Their cha.jacteristics, extent, and.· 
locations relative to the valle! _or the Kennebec River 
su55est that they are cut alluvial terraces and not of 
k~e origin. l 
• A. close exa.::aination o; t· e Sk.:nvhe.e::;an arid Norridt;e-
wock .?lains by a.erial photos ra~ealed the :;>reseace of 
old meander scars on ~any sectiJns of these olains atn 
that they ar.e especially abundarl t in the Nor~id0ewock 
plain. The scars indicate ~ha~ the .s~rfaces wer~ cut. by 
a broadly meanderin6 streac nearly at a locaL or regional 
base level. The :tacts sug0 est hat the present surface 
o·r the Skowhegan plain does represent the original 
level of the sand plain and the ori£inal surface 
stood at approxioately 28~'. i e distribution of.the 
remnants attest to the ~inim~ bxtent o; this large 
deposit. l · 
The evidence as ;resente- suc:ges:ts that as tile 
ice waned and ·the front ack fro~ this area.drain-
~aterville quadranc;le_. 
~ither by an ice lobe, sta0nati - ice block, or oy a 
drift barrier. Tlie blockins o drainage resulted in 
the production of an extensive 
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Norridoewock ragion. The finer sediments beino added to 
the port!.on of t.be lake in the Skowhegan a:!"es. ca;ne fro:n 
the southwest and se~tled in the deeper anc quieter por-
ti::ms o.r the basin of'ten in a varve-like se~uence. ..\s 
more sad~ent was adced and the l~e shallowea, ~he finer 
nature of' the l.acus.trine aedl.ments of' _the des;;>er central 
portions ~ve wa;; t;radual.ly to ·the coarser a.:J.d. often cross-
bedded types charactaristic of the shallOw wa~er coadi-
tlons. ..lfier the dam was breached the lake drained and 
the post-6l.acia1 Kennebec Rl.vsr then incised-the l.acus-
trine de~s1t -cutting a series of terraces (see Fi6,ure 25). 
still.. visible in the town of' Skowhet;an. Terrace control.s 
are discussed later -in this chapter. The river was BU.:?er-
imposed on a bed rock ridge at Skowhegan ~ in recent 
times has cnt a gorge ap~roxi~ately 46' deep~ (See 
FiGure 26.) Figure Zl is a to_::~oc;rap:llc ;:rof'ile depicting 
the terrace levels in Skowhegan cut by the 1ncisin0 river 
af'ter the l.ake drained. 
ilq evidence has been :round. to da-.:..-e indicatirl-6 
that any of' this sand and cl.ay co~plex was built into 
the sea. However.-in the ilorridsew~c~ quadraJl6l.e oarine 
f'ossl.ls were f'ound in clay de!)Osits alon.:; t.he west bank 
of" the Sandy River at th"' dam one. m~le sou.r.h or the Anson 
qtiadraD61e.. These fossils were col.le.cted at an <lle.vation 
of' ·about 2201 by Mr. Eu5ene Farrcl.l and iden:tif'ied by· 
1.70 
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Lookl.n.g west :from· just south of' the water 
tower on Route 201 south or the Kennebec 
Rl.ver opposl.te Skowheean. Picture is taken 
from the 280' alluvial terrace remnant over-
l.ooking the.· 240' cut terrace in the fore-
ground·. The water tower l.n the.distance 
across ·the Kennebec River and just south•. 
weat of Skowhec;an.· is on a remnant oi' a 240 1 
al.l.uvial.· terrace. 
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Looking upstream through the gorge o£ the 
Kennebec River at S~owhegan from the Great 
Eddy. 
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·Figure. a7 
· Profile drawn between pointe A & B 
on the index map~ showing the 
approximate elevations and positions 
of the terraces out into the Skow-
~ }legan plain;, · 
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Dro David !Tical. or the S:aithsonian Institution as ~­
landia glacial.is (Wood), a marine pelecypod;. This cold 
water animal is found presently alonb.the east coaat or 
Canada at depths be.tween fifteen to twenty-:-:five fathoms •. 
O·ther :fossil pelecypods, identified as Hiatella 
arctica Linne (Abbott, l954, p. 452) and juvenile Panomya 
arctica were. collected and. identified by Dr. Robert L. Dow 
of the Department of S~a and Shore Fisheries. State 3ouse, 
Augusta, Maine. They were collected in 1957 from a thin 
clay layer .. in the 1~orrison Corner gravel pit six miles 
north of Waterville, jL:ai . >1.e, at an elevation of 186 1 • The 
pit had been cut into an esker whose top had bean partly 
reworked by the. sea. The fossiliferous clay layer was 
·located on the flanks of the asker.· These fossils were 
sent to Dr. w. H. Bradley, chief geolosist, u.s.G.S., for 
carbon 14 dating. U.S. Geologic Survej·laboratory re)ort 
#IWR 737 indicates the shells are 11,800 240. years old. 
This information was ob~ained from Dr. n. H. Bradley 
(personal communicatton). 
·obviously the sea did invade this area in post-
glacial time while the land _w"as depressed relative_ to 
sea level. This happened approximately 11,300 years 
a0o as i.:"J.dicated by t ilB carb.:m 14 dates. This presents · 
th~ problem of the relationship ·or sea level rise to" the 
:formation of too proba-ole lacustrine deposits just 
].7J_ 
d1scuss·ed. The f'ossils in Norridgewock at 220' are over-
lain .with approximately 20' of clay am silty clay indi-
cating .that sea level· probably stood at leas~ 20 1 over 
this. Presently this level would have been at minimum 
elevation close to 260' which wo~ld hav~ inundated much 
of' the ~outheastern section of the ·sk~whegan quadrangle. 
Howevers there is no evidence of' such a flooding in tills 
area~ This suggests the following sequence of events. 
1. An irregularly distributed ice front stag-
nated and melted back at a faster rate than the sea level 
rose; leaving a strip o:r ~ry lam between the ice .front 
and the sh:>re lin·a of unknown width. 
2. The lake formed at this time .and was subse-
quently filled with sediment carried in by a·pro-glacial 
stream. 
3. During the ti:ne the lake was bein5 filled the 
sea rose but did not flood over the lake floor, perr~~s 
because ~~i& area was protected by fortuitously oriented 
remaining ice masses. 
4. Relatively the land eventually ross, the sea 
·level dropped, and· the shore line retreated toward the. 
southea.st. 
The river cut· terrace levels at s:cowhsgan dia-
gramilled in Figure 27 probably formed in either of the 
two f'ollowing ways~ (1) establishment of te:nporary base 
1evele by·differentia1 1owering of the da~ or (2) by es-
tablishment of temporary paee leve1s through a halting 
type of crusta~ rise relative to sea level.wbich may be 
credited to re~oval of the ice. and the subsequent up-
warping of the crust. In ~his case, by far the lonsest 
halt and subsequent base level~ng is represented ~resently 
·by the extensive 24o' level of the deposits in Skowhegan 
and ~orridgewock. 
VII. ECONOMIC RESOU3.0e5 ~'lD POTE::L~IAL 
Present~y the o~y minera~ com3~aityibeing ex-
tracted in the_ Skowhegan quadrane:_le is a s;n41~ volume 
. I 
ot sand and. gravel for local consUJlption. .!\'or the most. 
part. this is being removed fro~ four general localities •. 
The largest. operation is in the_ kame and kettle se'?tion 
I -.. 
of t be esker approximately two miles northeast of Athens •. 
The second ~ost important source is:fro;n several very 
small pits in the southern section of the Kennebec Va~~ey 
esker .passing thl'ou3h Canaan~ The third is froJi the 
·severa~ s;nall pits_in- the Skowhegan plain and the last 
source is from terraces near~y.at river level ~~on0 the 
Kennebec VB.lley. 
Generally speaking·~ these pits produce sooe coarse 
gravel, especially the es~er 9itso However, all the 
.depos~ts in the area ·ha-:e a hit;h silt and clay content · 
that makes the materials poor for road construction in a 
frost su~ceptible area such as this region of ~aine. 
All o~ these·s~~d and gravel deposits are, however, 
. . 
good potential watier sources. M:any of the outly'ing homes 
o,f Skowhesan tha't are on the sand ·plain .d.eri ve their 
ground water from d!.l5 wells in t.his plain •. 
The sulfides of probable sedimentary origin, al-
though w.idespread_; ar~ -not concentra1;;eO.: enouf5h in an:y 
area ex~ined to have econo~c potential for ei~her iron 
•. 
or sulfur. However 7 so;ne of' the r.race elein~nts listed 
in Table 8 may be of' value in _the f'utur.e if found w+.th 
enough concentration. Such conce~trations probably 
would have taken _..Jlace in res_;Jonse ·to ::letamlr;>hlc mobili-
zation and subsequent ~eposition in p~essure_shadows. · 
Considering the low grade of' the metamor?his~ represented 
in.the quadraQ6le, the possibility.of' such a concentra-
tion is imp:cobable. 
_. A Sa:::!ple ·of arsenopyrite and quartz from a wide 
quartz vel~ cutting the metased~ents adjacent:. to the 
granite contact on Waite Hill was assayed for eold by 
the Union ~ssay Company of Salt Lake City~- Utah. The 
assay ··ahowtrl ,.03 ounce per ton ~old in the _-sa:n_;:>le·. This 
indicates that the gold c~e from the ~anita or perha~s 
:rrom. the sediments durinc; metamorphism. It:.. would be L."l.- · 
r.erestlns to d~ research in an attempt to discover the 
' ori~in of this element. However, the economic potential 
• ' I I 
for aold mining in this area ~ppears to be rather poor. 
·Th~ commerc~al possibilities o:r the limestones 
Q.utcr~p~:>ing at Athens a.Tld Harmony were investi0ated by 
Ho A. Al.l.en (1955) who concluded that their rock wool 
possibili~1es should be investigated •. · To date the author 
knows of~ such investigation that has_ bee~ carried on. 
Allen did. n::>r. visit the limestone at Walton's Mill, nor 
that at Canaan. However, their chemical si:filarity with 
-1 . 
those at Athens ard Harmony sua;ests that these too 
shou1Q be 1nvestigated·ror their rock wool possibilities. 
There are no active gr~ite quarries within the 
Skowhegan quadran0le. Howeyar, there have been a rew 
very smal~ openings operated during th~ past, sucgest-
1ng the gt"ani te was used .:f'or l.ocal .farm building .foun-
dations. ~he only major quarry O_)eratad in this pluton 
~as the Hartland ~uarry in theritts.f'icld quadran0le 
described by T. U. Dale {1923). 
VIII~ .· SE~UENCS OF Gii:OWGIC EVENTS 
l~. The orisin ar.d natura of r.he pre Unit ~ rocks 
are unknown. 
2. The deposition of Unit ~. characteriz.~d· by. 
' sideritic, poorly sorted quartzites and so~e sulfide 
.. 
bearinb phyllites, ste.rted in a 'continental. snelf' :nerine· 
. . ! 
environment chsracterized by sli£htly reducinc con~itions 
witn rather open circulation and mode~te~inetic b~tr.o~ 
(; 
energy. As deposition continued the environmental con-
ditions gradually changed ·to the more stac;nant, quieter, 
deeper· water of the estuarine ty:;Je, close enoush to sb.:rre 
to receive coarse clasti~s.. :rhis. env~roninent .:;>ernaps 
resembles the topography and bottom conditions of' the 
modern Black Sea or some of the Norweeian f'iores. 
3. The sulfide content of Unit 2 and th.: ch.ai.-a~-
teristic f?elitic beds indicate that the depositions.l, 
basin was one in which reducing condi.tions ware very 
pronounced, bottom kinetic enere;y low, a-rJ.d t.he water 
rather deep. Towards the top of r.he unit the suifide 
and the numbers of pelitic beds give way to cleaner and 
more abundant q\18-rtzi tes in the transition· z:>ne oetw.;,;en 
Units 2 and 3, indicatins a shift to freer circular.ion 
and perhaps shallower water. The shallowing of r.he 
water is also indicated by the small cha~~els and 
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mud~lakes found 1~ the up~er zone. 
4a Unit 3 1s i ~reduct of m~re open:c1rcula~ion 
than Unit 2 as indicated by the majority of mediun brained 
quartzites. The ~rans1t1on from the sulfide rica·rocks 
of Unit 2D into the sideritic rocks a~ the base of ~nit 3A 
and eventually into the s~ibhtly calcareous up~er zones 
of Unit 3A .indicates a stead.y but rapid c:1.ange "to =n-
reducing conditions. Correlation indicates that -r.his 
forms.tion is .Middl·a Silurian as previ~usly discus·eed; 
5. Regional defor~ation took 9lace ~oat ~iddle 
Silurian time and pre :Lower ::!iddle Devonian·time tila~ 
. resu:Lted in t!le structural ;>at tern that now exists. · 
6. The Hartland ani Porcu,;>ine ::ountain granite 
p:Lutons were forcefully imd discordant:Ly eupl!:.ced dvrL"lg 
lower 1.liddla Devo~an time, and they cross cut nearly a:L:L 
"litho:Logic units oft~ quadrang:Le. The deform~tion and 
.. the b):'anite e-.ll.placem-ent may have taken _;~lace toe,ether, 
but the indications ·are that the e~anite was 6~9:Lacec 
jus~ after !-he defor::oation of the sediments. Undoubtedly 
these events can be attributed to the. Acadian disturbance. 
1. Extensive erosion occurred that ex_;;:~osed roc:;..s 
of the deeper portions of the geosyncline. 
8. A major climate chan0e took p:Labe at the 
beginning of the P:Leis~ocene Epoch resultihs in multi~le 
continenta:L glaciation. ·rn this section of ~aine there 
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is evidence of one·of these major advances and this ad-
vance undoubtedly was the Wisconsin sta6e, evidenced by 
the freshness of the deposits. Glaci~tion only slightly 
modified tha pre-siacial topography. 
The lee advanced across the quadrangle from the 
northwest, striated and rounded the hills and deposited, 
a thick veneer of 5round mor~ine. 
As the ice front retreated and thinned,. eskers· 
were deposited 1n the low areas ~rid a dammed lake developed 
in the southwestern 90rtion or the quadrangie which nearly 
filled with outwash material locally carried in from a 
southwestern direction. Concurrently or-after this time, 
1 11,800 years ago, sea level rose _relativ3 to the land are~ 
to an estimated elevation of 300 1 ~ However, there is no 
evidence that it ever inundated sections of the Skowhegan 
. quadrangle. rae reason for this is obscure. Probably 
after the sea bad retreated at least below the level of 
2Bot in the general rec;ion, the d,am holdirlc) the lake was 
breached, the wat~r ciraL~ed. and the present Kennebec 
river started to flow across and incise the lake bottom ediments. However, the sedi~ents are terraced, which 
possibly resulted from stepped destruction of the dam 
or by a step;ied lowering of the sea, rela:tive to the_ land, 
both of which would have produced te:!lporary base levels 
ror the Kennebec River. :\!any evidences of' suj,)eri:riposition 
179 
through glacial and pro-glacial deposits !l-ttest the down-
cuttino of the etrea~s. 
lOo Since glaciation~. the sea has reached its 
present position, the streams have. asain established a 
pattern similar to that·or ;,re-glacial t~es, anu, in 
general, post-glacial modification of the landscave iw.s 
been very slight·. 
.• 
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THE GEDIDGY OF THE SKOWHEGAN QUADRANGLE, MAINE 
H~old W • .Borns, Jr., Ph.D. 
Boston University Graduate Schoo~. 1959 
Major Pro~essor; Pro~essor· C •. Wroe Wol~e 
The Skowhegan quadrangle includes'approximatel.y 
21.5 square m1l.es of Somerset County 1n central. Maine. 
This geological. study 1ncl.ud.ea sedimentary, ig-
neous, , and. metamorphic petrology, . stratigraphy. , s.truc- · 
~ture, and. geomorphology. 
The metasedimentary rock3 that comprise mos·t of 
the quadrangl.e are impure quartzites. black., gray, or 
green phyllites and slates, and. soni.e·impure l.ilnestones. 
The stratigraphy incl.udes three major units. · The 
ol.dest, Unit 1., ·consisl;a· of poorly sorted argillaceous 
sandstones .apd quartzites mterbedded. with thin layers 
of phyllites ~narrow pebble ~ongl.omeratic layers. 
Both. siderUe and. sul.:fid.e are common 1n Unit 1.. 
Unit 2 consists of impure quartzites interbedded 
with sl.a~es and. phyllites, impure limeRtones, and occa-
. ~ional pebble con~eratic layers •. All. rock types con-
tai;n consi~erable amounts o:f sul.:fide, while in. some zones 
minor amounts o~ calcite and siderite are contained in 
the quartzites. 
Unit 3, .the yoUngest, consists of calcareous.· 
. quartzites 1n.terbe9-ded. with thin zones of phylli-tes and 
sl.atee. Little or no· sul:fida is present l.n this unit. 
Unit 3 is tentatively correlated with the :fossil.i-
:feroue Vassalboro Formation of :Middle Silurian age in the 
. _·Waterville quadrangle, while Units l. and 2 are considered 
·to be pre-Middle Siluri~o-
The Hartland Granite body, a d:iscord!int pluton 
l.ocated :in the central eastern portion o! the quadrangle, . 
has been dated by the potassium/argon method as lower 
Middle Devonian. _ The intrusion o:f the pluton is related . 
to the .folding. 
The :metamorphic halo about the Hartland Gran1 te is 
distinct and can be divided into two zones~ In the argil.-
l.aceons rocks, the innermost. zone is characterized by an 
actinolite-zoi~ite assemblage, while the outer zone l.s 
characterized by a bioti te-chl.or.ite t;LSeembla5e. Regional 
:metamorphism has not been I'ecognized in the quadrangle .. 
The sed.lm.ent.s were deformed by compressive stresses 
trending appro:xi:nately NW-SE. De :formation r.esuJ.ted in 
. bedding attitudes that strike approximately NE-SW and d:ip 
.ve+tical.ly or nearly vertically. The beds show a repeti-
tion that can provisionally be interpreted from the view-
point of isoclinal folding. However, many of the oharac-
t.eristios o:f classic :isoclinal :folcis are absent. There-
tore. the Pleated Fold theory is suggested as a possible 
al.ternative mechanism of deformation •. 
~he topography or the quadrang~e is primari~y the 
result of stream erosion,.oontrolled by. the lithology and 
geologie structure of the area. Secondarily. the pre-
6lacial topography :t:ormed by running water has been slight-
ly modified by cont~antal glaciatio~ 
the·relative geomorphic competency of rook types 
<:~an be seen in an investigation o"t: the pre-glacial stream 
pattern. In the area of the Hartland Granite pluton and 
its associated metamorphic halo the topography is primarily 
controlled by the rock.types rather th4Q.the structure. 
The granite is less competent ~han the immediately adjacent 
bornt'els ·rims and forms a basinal area·. while the latter 
t'orms a marginal ridge. 
There is evidence :for only one glacial advance in 
this quad.rang~e and this is presumed to be that· o:f the 
Wisconsin .Stage. 
The ice 8 moving general~y towards the southeast, 
·slight~y modified the pre-g~ac1al topogra)?hy. .A.s. the ioe 
l'Janed, ice contact deposits were,1'orm.ed 1 and a ~arge pro-
\ 
glacial lake deve~oped and o.ccupied :the area o!' the town. 
of Skowhegan and the valley o!' the Kennebec River within 
this quadrang~e •. This l.ake was partially or comp~ete~y 
filled with sediments being derived from the retreating 
ice.. In early post-!$lacial time the lake drained. and its 
sed.im.ents -,;ere l.ncised. by the superimposed. early post~ 
gl.ac:ial Kennebec Rivero The :incision produced a ser1e_s 
or cut terracas 9 ~ the. Skowhegan plain and along the 
valley or the Kennebec R1var in the region, the levels or 
which were controlled by local or regional base levels o. 
The lake sediments are probably ~on'temporaneous ~ith the 
post~gl.acial marizi.e clays of' the Waterville quadranc;le.,. 
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